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US says window
open for Iran
nuclear talks,
but not forever
Washington/United Nations

T

he window is still open
to revive the 2015 Iran
nuclear deal but won’t be
forever, a senior US official
said yesterday, saying Iran
has yet to name a negotiator,
set a date for talks or say
whether it would resume
where they left off in June.
Washington was prepared to be patient, the US
official told reporters, but
said at some point Iran’s
nuclear advances would
overtake the deal and the
United States and its partners would have to decide
whether Iran was willing
to revive it.
“We’re still interested.
We still want to come back
to the table,” the senior US
State Department official
said in a telephone briefing.
“The window of opportunity is open. It won’t be open
forever if Iran takes a different course.”
Tehran signalled on Tuesday that negotiations would
resume in a few weeks without giving a specific date.
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C3 US-Arab Summit honours HRH Prince Salman bin Hamad Al Khalifa with a leadership award

•

C3 US-Arab
Healthcare & Business
Summit honours HRH
Prince Salman for
his initiatives in the
international health
sector and role in
further strengthening
Bahrain-US relations

•

Shaikh Abdullah bin
Rashid Al Khalifa, the
Ambassador of Bahrain
to the US, received the
leadership award
TDT | Manama

H

i s Ro ya l H i g h n e s s
P r i n c e Sa l m a n b i n
Hamad Al Khalifa, the
Crown Prince and Prime Minister, was honoured yesterday
with the C3 (Community, Collaboration, Commerce) leadership award for his tremendous achievements, especially
in addressing the coronavirus
pandemic.
The national efforts to battle
the COVID-19 pandemic, under
the guidance of HRH Prince Salman, had reaped remarkable
success in mitigating the outbreak, for which Bahrain also
gained many international accolades. Life in Bahrain is now

HRH Prince Salman

Shaikh Abdullah during the C3 leadership award ceremony

HRH Prince Salman’s leadership led to
achieving qualitative achievements for
the Kingdom, attracting international
appreciation, especially from the World Health
Organisation
SHAIKH ABDULLAH BIN RASHID AL KHALIFA

back to normal, with restrictions eased in almost all sectors,
thanks to the intense vaccination drive, which entered the
booster stage ahead of many
world nations. Bahrain is giving
booster jabs to all above 18 years
of age, making it one of the few
countries in the world to take

such a decision.
Granted by the 2021 C3 US-Arab Healthcare & Business Summit, the award also recognises
the efforts of HRH in developing
and consolidating relations between Bahrain and the United
States.
Shaikh Abdullah bin Rashid

Participants at the award
Al Khalifa, the Ambassador of
Bahrain to the US, received the
leadership award yesterday, representing the Crown Prince and
Prime Minister, in a function
held in New York. Speaking
at the event, Shaikh Abdullah

thanked HRH Prince Salman
for his continuous follow-up of
COVID-19 measures in the best
interest of the country and citizens and support for efforts to
promote peace in the region.
(Continued on page 2)
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Saudi women take part in National Day parade for first time
TDT | agencies

W

omen took part in the
annual Saudi National
Day military parade for the first
time in the Kingdom’s history
on Thursday.
Female soldiers of different
ranks marched in the hour-long
parade for Saudi Arabia’s 91st
National Day.
The Ministry of Interior and
the General Entertainment Authority jointly held the events in Members of a female military unit participate in a celebratory march past in
Riyadh
Riyadh and Jeddah.

Women could now
join the Saudi Arabian
Army, Royal Saudi Air
Defence, Royal Saudi
Navy, Royal Saudi Strategic Missile Force, and
Armed Forces Medical
Services.
Saudi nationals and residents
had come out in hundreds waving national flags to cheer the
soliders as they marched on.
Saudi National Day is cele-

brated annually on September
23 to mark the renaming of the
Kingdom of Nejd and Hejaz to
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
in 1932 following a royal decree
from King Abdul Aziz Ibn Saud.
The GEA had organised dozens of activities and events to
mark the occasion, which began
on Thursday and ends today.
In February, Saudi Arabia’s
Ministry of Defence announced
that women could now apply for
positions in the military through
their unified admission portal.
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‘Courageous step’

The Prime Minister of Kuwait, His Highness Shaikh Sabah Al Khalid Al Hamad
Al Sabah, received at the headquarters of the Permanent Mission of the
State of Kuwait in New York, the Minister of Foreign Affairs, Dr Abdullatif
bin Rashid Al-Zayani, on the sidelines of the 76th session of the United
Nations General Assembly in New York. They discussed ways to strengthen
bilateral ties towards broader horizons and other issues of mutual interest.
The meeting was in the presence of Ambassador of Bahrain to the United
States, Shaikh Abdullah bin Rashid Al Khalifa, the Undersecretary of
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs for Political Affairs, Dr Shaikh Abdullah
bin Ahmed Al Khalifa, and the Permanent Representative of Bahrain to
the United Nations in New York, Ambassador Jamal Al Rowaiei, and the
delegation accompanying the Foreign Minister.

Foreign Minister, Dr Abdullatif bin Rashid Al Zayani, attended a reception
hosted by the Permanent Mission of Saudi Arabia to the United Nations
celebrating the ninety-first National Day anniversary of Saudi Arabia.
The event at Cipriani Grand Central Hotel in New York City was under the
patronage of Saudi Foreign Minister Prince Faisal bin Farhan Al Saud. Dr Al
Zayani congratulated Saudi Arabia and its people on this occasion, praising
Saudi strategic role in confronting challenges and threats facing the region.
He lauded Saudi contributions to advancing joint Arab action and its noble
humanitarian works to help people of the world.

GCC-US cooperation crucial for regional
stability, says ministerial meeting with US
Meeting calls for
•lasting
solution to

Palestine-Israel conflict

•

Meeting in New
York attended by the
US secretary of State
Antony Blinken
chairs
•theBahrain
meeting
TDT | New York

A

In pictures, participants at the award ceremony

joint ministerial meeting
between the Gulf Cooperation Council foreign
minister and the US secretary of
State Antony Blinken stressed
the importance of GCC-US cooperation for ensuring the peace,
security and stability of the Gulf
region and the Middle East.
The meeting viewed that
regional stability is of utmost
importance, not just for the US
but for the entire world, considering its strategic and economic
importance.
The joint meeting also re-

Foreign Minister heads GCC delegation to GCC-US Joint Ministerial Meeting in New York
viewed the developments in
Afghanistan, the regional challenges posed by Iran, the situation in Iraq, Yemen and other
places in the region.
Minister of Foreign Affairs
and Chairman of the session of
the GCC Ministerial Council, Dr
Abdullatif bin Rashid Al Zayani,
headed the GCC delegation to
the joint ministerial meeting at
Palace Hotel in New York City.
The GCC side, Dr Abdullatif bin Rashid Al Zayani said,
stressed the importance of redoubling efforts to reach a just,
comprehensive and lasting solution to the Palestinian-Israeli
conflict that would contribute

to regional peace and prosperity.
The meeting was on the sidelines of the 76th session of the
United Nations General Assembly (UNGA 76).

Participants
The meeting was in the presence of the Minister of State in
UAE Ministry of Foreign Affairs
and International Cooperation, Khalifa Shaheen Al Marar,
Minister of Foreign Affairs of
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia,
Prince Faisal bin Farhan Al
Saud, Deputy Prime Minister
and Minister of Foreign Affairs
of the State of Qatar, Shaikh
Mohammed bin Abdulrahman

Al Thani, Minister of Foreign
Affairs and Minister of State for
Cabinet Affairs in the State of
Kuwait, Dr Shaikh Ahmed Nasser Al-Mohammed Al-Sabah,
Head of the Sultanate of Oman’s
mission to the United Nations,
Ambassador Mohammed Hassani, and GCC Secretary-General, Dr Nayef Falah Al-Hajraf.
Also present were the Ambassador of Bahrain to the US, Shaikh Abdullah bin Rashid Al Khalifa, Undersecretary for Political
Affairs, Dr Shaikh Abdullah bin
Ahmed Al Khalifa, and Bahrain
Permanent Representative to
UN in New York, Ambassador
Jamal Faris Al Ruwaie.

(continued from page 1)

T

he Ambassador also highlighted the courageous steps taken
by Bahrain in signing the Abraham’s Accords for normalising ties with Israel.
“This reflects the vision of His Majesty King Hamad bin Isa
Al Khalifa, which has its basis on the values of tolerance and
coexistence,” said the envoy.
The Ambassador further expressed pride in the pioneering
efforts of HRH Crown Prince and Prime Minister and his leadership of the national efforts to address the Coronavirus pandemic. “HRH Prince Salman’s leadership led to achieving qualitative achievements for the Kingdom, attracting international
appreciation, especially from the World Health Organisation.”
Shaikh Abdullah also briefed the participants on the international humanitarian efforts of the Kingdom under the leadership of His Majesty King Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa and HRH
Crown Prince and Prime Minister.
He highlighted the Afghanistan relief and evacuation efforts
backed by Bahrain, which had won the praise of many world
leaders.
These efforts, Shaikh Abdullah said, had contributed to
strengthening the role of the Kingdom and its position at the
international level.
HRH Prince Salman joins a long and growing list of distinguished leaders that received C3 awards by receiving the award.
Those honoured by C3 include His Majesty King Hamad bin
Isa Al Khalifa, former US President Bill Clinton, former United
States Secretary of State Dr Henry Kissinger and UAE’s Khalaf
Ahmad Al Habtoor.
Held in New York City and Riyadh each year, the C3 Summits
are the fastest growing and most important interdisciplinary
global conferences for senior healthcare and business professionals in the US-Arab world. This year’s event in New York
focuses on the impact of innovation, investment and global
cooperation on healthcare and business.

Education Minister Dr Majid bin Ali Al Nuaimi received the Council of
Representatives member MP Falah Hashem and discussed issues related to
his constituency. The minister shed light on the ministry’s plans to construct
new schools and academic buildings and carry out maintenance works across
the Kingdom of Bahrain.

Special Envoy for Climate Affairs, Supreme Council for the Environment,
Dr Mohammed Mubarak bin Daina held a meeting with the Head of GCC
Permanent Mission to the United Nations Col. Dr Ali Al Jowder, on the
sidelines of the 65th session of the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) General Congress, in Viena, Austria. Discussions focused on the IAEA
conference agenda, mainly nuclear security, the peaceful uses of atomic
energy, and technical cooperation.

Ambassador of the Kingdom
of Bahrain to Italy Dr Nasser
Mohammed Al Balushi met
with former Ambassador
Giovanni Castellaneta, the
Chairman of the Board of
Directors of Italian DoValue
Bank. They reviewed the
latest investment projects and
ways to expand the scope of
work of financial institutions
in various global investment
projects and supporting the
business sector, local markets
and small and medium
commercial companies.
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Want investors for
Madinat Zayed Park
stadium
TDT | Manama

S

outhern Area municipality is seeking investors
for Madinat Garden Playground in Block 720, Road
2001.
The ground, which belongs to the Ministry of
Works, Municipality and
Urban Planning, is on 900
square meters of property
inside Madinat Zayed Park.
If interested, make bids
before the 20th of October
2021, with a BD 500 bond
and Bd15 tender fees.

Bahrain TV invites
to produce local
programmes

2022 is to get a bursting welcome
•

BTEA launches
tender for New Year
Eve fireworks display

•

Invites proposals
for New Year’s Eve
2022 “Event and
Entertainment
Management”
TDT | Manama

B

ahrain is to welcome 2022
by brightening up its skies
and the hearts and minds
of people here with some scintillating fireworks.
The COVID -19 pandemic,
which took the world by storm
in 2020, had cast a dark shadow
on the birth of 2021, with celebrations remaining a muted
affair worldwide.
To ensure the safety and
health of the people, world nations last year set aside their
plans to burst their skies with
colour.

Representative picture
Bahrain had also cancelled its
New Year Eve fireworks display
in 2020 to avoid crowding and
help curb the spread of the virus.
At that time, BTEA said they
cancelled the festivity to support state efforts to combat the
pandemic.

“Solidarity with the frontlines
in combating the coronavirus
will bring life back to normal
and return celebrations,” BTEA
had said.
However, as 2021 comes to a
close, the scene is much better.
The world had also regained

much of its lost energy and enthusiasm.
The changing health situation,
backed by intense vaccination
programmes, is now pushing the
world back to life as usual, but
with caution.
Bahrain had also come a great

way around by adjusting to the
new normal.
A tender launched by the Bahrain Tourism and Exhibitions
Authority says Bahrain is moving ahead with plans to burst
its skies with some thrilling colour as 2022 sets its foot on the
planet.
BTEA is seeking proposals
from highly qualified companies for the New Year’s Eve 2022
“Fireworks Management.”
BTEA says it is looking forward “to build on the success of
New year’s eve previous edition
to maximise its potential and
success.”
If interested in taking up the
job, make your bids before the
31st of October 2021, with a
BD1,000 bond and BD50 tender
fees.
Separately, BTEA had also
launched a tender inviting proposals from companies for the
New Year’s Eve 2022 “Event and
Entertainment Management.”
Interested companies should
make bids before the 31st of October 2021, with a BD1,000 bond
and BD50 tender fees.

Representative picture
TDT | Manama

A

n opportunity is open
for producing local
programmes for Bahrain TV
channel one.
All needed to grab this
chance is placing ideas for
producing two local programmes on the main channel of the TV.
If the ideas are interesting, Bahrain TV will award
a contract to produce works
as per standards determined
by the channel.
Intellectual property
rights of the programmes
thus produced will rest with
Bahrain TV.
Selection will be through
a tender launched by the
Ministry of Information
Affairs.
So, make bids before the
20th of October 2021, with
a BD1,000 bond and BD50
tender fees.

Six cos in the fray for supervising Al Areen park
TDT | Manama

TDT | Manama

S

ix companies are vying to
take up the operation, maintenance and supervision of Al
Areen wildlife park and reserve
at Zallaq.
The park established in 1976
houses flora and fauna native
to Bahrain and is also one of
the five protected areas in the
country.
The park features 100,000
planted flora and trees. It has
also more than 45 species of
animals, 82 species of birds and
25 species of flora.
Some of the animals that
roam the park include: Arabian oryx, South African cheetah,
lion, Savannah monitor, African
rock python, Persian gazelle,
Springbok, African wild dog,
Spotted hyena, Saluki dogs, Impala, Fallow deer, zebra, Honeybadger, and Desert hares.

National Examination Assessment
System needs automation

Budaiya sports hall construction
gets huge interests

C

The artificial surface reservoir (pond)
present in Al Areen Wildlife Park, in
The companies in the fray Bahrain.
for the park are Vibrant Services (BHD 576,072.000), Dyna struction (BHD 374,220.000),
Contracting (BHD 409,836.000), and Al raeda Contracting EsS a r a b c o n t r a c t i n g ( B H D tablishment (BHD 478,359.000).
413,424.000), Gulf Fencing
The Supreme Council for
& Specialist Surfacing (BHD Environment is awarding the
498,960.000), Newcastle con- contract for 28 months.

Directions in the park

Ministry to renew OB
vans’ airconditioning

ontract for building a new
sports hall at Budaiya Club
attracted 11 companies.
Saraya Contractors, Gulf
Fencing & Specialist Surfacing, Mahmood Akbar Alireza
Contracting, Trass International Construction, and seven
others are among the list of
bidders. The bids range between BHD 508,977.368 and
BHD 824,827.106. Behlim construction emerged as the lowest bidder.
However, according to the
tender board, the lowest bidder may not necessarily receive the contract, as price
becomes a criterion only after
fulfilling technical and other
requirements.
The tender launched by the

Scrap cars on
auction in Northern
Municipality

Representative picture
Ministry of Youth and Sports
Affairs requires building the
facility inside the plot of Budaiya Club.

New facilities
for Rashid
Equestrian and
Horse racing
club
TDT | Manama

TDT | Manama
Representative picture
TDT | Manama

E

ducation and Training
Quality Authority is automating national examinations
for students of grades 9 and 12.
The system thus developed
will have all its associated processes automated.
The authority has also
launched tender seeking companies interested in taking up
the work.
Works identified for automation are data management,
item authoring and banking,
test design and generation,
delivery of test electronically
and paper-based, automated
proctoring, electronic mark-

ing and result generation and
reporting.
National Examinations assess the performance levels of
students against the national
curriculum at various educational stages.
The information generated
from the system contributes
to the work of the Ministry of
Education in formulating policy, developing curriculum and
associated textbooks, teachers
training and review of schools.
So, those interested in taking
up the work make bids before
the 20th of October 2021, with
a BD2,500 bond and BD100 tender fees.

N

Representative picture
TDT | Manama

T

he Ministry of Information Affairs intends to renew the airconditioning units
in its OB vans, which the ministry said has reached the “end
of their lifetime.”
A replacement is warranted
now, as the system, ministry
says, is crucial for protecting
transmitter, broadcast equipment and employees from high
temperature, especially during
summer.
A tender launched by the

ministry also finds the conditions of the current units as
“low on performance.”
Experienced companies
who have done at least three
similar works are eligible to
make bids.
Bidding companies should
have their commercial registration in compliance with
the work description given in
the RFT.
If eligible, make bids before
the 20th of October 2021, with
a BD500 bond and BD30 tender
fees.

orthern Area Municipality is selling scrap
cars removed from streets
there.
The municipality, through
a tender document, said
that they are to auction 53
such cars.
All of the cars for auctions
are at Diraz yard.
Bidders should bear the
cost of removing cars and
number plates, if there is
any, from the yard and any
other expenses incurred,
the tender document says.
Those interested should
make bids before the 6th of
October 2021, with a BD15
tender fee.

A

tender for constructing
eight new horse stables
for Rashid Equestrian and
Horse racing club at Sakhir
received eight bids.
Almoayyed Contracting,
Dadabhai Construction,
Saraya Contractors, and
Sayed Kadhem Al Durazi &
Sons are amongst the list of
bidders.
Yzayani trading & contracting, which quoted BHD
1,560,000.000, is the lowest
bidder. As per the tender
launched by the Ministry of
Works, Municipalities Affairs and Urban Planning,
there should be ten boxes
per stable and eight ancillary service blocks.
A successful bidder
should finish the works in
12 months.
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Media Press
Room at National
Communication
centre gets two
bids
TDT | Manama

B

ids for designing and
creating offices and
media press rooms at the
National Communication
centres ranges between
BHD 438,402.800 and BHD
598,800.000.
Two companies, United
International Decor and
Nuzul Constructions and
Interior Design, are bidding
for the tender launched by
the Ministry of Works, Municipalities Affairs and Urban Planning.
The lowest quoted
amount is from United International Decor.
The tender is for creating a refurbishment area
consisting of media press
hall, reception and waiting
area, CEO office, directors’
offices, meeting room, staff
offices and related services.
Works are to complete in
six-months.

Mumtalakat
refurbishment
works attract 6
cos
TDT | Manama

B

ahrain Mumtalakat
Holding Company attracted six bids for a tender
launched for refurbishing
its offices.
The bids received range
between BHD 988,312.776
and BHD 1,443,433.057.
United International Decor is the lowest bidder.
The works are for
Mumtalakat offices on the
fourth floor of the Arcapita
Building, Bahrain Bay, and
Manama.

Giant Viewing
Screen for BIC
TDT | Manama

A

tender launched by the
Bahrain International
Circuit for renting “Giant
Viewing Screens” received
bids from three companies.
Mantech Commercial
Service (BHD 99,645.000),
Ashrafs (BHD 98,074.200),
and Design Creative (BHD
240,554.000) are the bidders.
The screens, tender says,
are for events starting from
September until the end of
May 2022.

Bahrain, US review
maritime security

Stealing from underconstruction buildings:
Muharraq police arrest
three men

Bahraini and US Commanders during a meeting

TDT | Manama

TDT | Manama

T

op Commanders of Bahrain and the US yesterday
held a meeting as part
of ensuring regional maritime
security.
The meeting was between

Coast Guard Commander, Major-General Alaa Siyadi, and
Combined Maritime Forces,
Vice Admiral Brad Cooper.
The meeting took place at
the Naval Support Activity of
the US Naval Forces Central
Command.

They reviewed cooperation and coordination between Bahrain and the United
States.
The Coast Guard Commander received a briefing on the latest maritime security and safety
equipment and technologies.

M

uharraq Police arrested three men for allegedly stealing
from under-construction buildings in the Hidd area.
The suspects, police said, are aged between 26 and 38 years.
Police said they made the arrests following several complaints
of theft received from the area.
A search operation resulted in identifying the suspects based
on evidence and information gathered.
The Public Prosecution is pursuing necessary legal measures.

Indian COVID situation improved “significantly”: Indian Ambassador

•

The Embassy of
India hold Open House

With this, now in
addition to the valid
residence permit
holders, Indian
nationals having valid
visit visas are able to
travel to Bahrain

TDT | Manama

B

ahrain removing India from
red list countries reflects the
significantly improved COVID-19
situation of India, said Indian
Ambassador Piyush Srivastava
yesterday.
The move allows Indian nationals having a valid visa to
travel to Bahrain, in addition to
those having residency permits,
added Srivastava.
Bahrain removed India from
the red list on the 3rd of this
month.
Indian Ambassador said this
during an Open House held yesterday virtually to interact with
Indian community members.
The Ambassador also hailed
the Kingdom’s decision to adopt
the green alert level as cases
continue to fall.
The Ambassador also told the

INDIAN AMBASSADOR PIYUSH
SRIVASTAVA

Indian Ambassador Piyush Srivastava interacting with Indian community members and associations on consular and
labour issues
Open House that the recent visit of V. Muraleedharan, Indian
Minister of State for External
Affairs, was “highly successful.”
The visit, he said, provided
momentum to various aspects

of bilateral cooperation.
V Muraleedharan interacted
with a large cross-section of the
Indian community, for which
the Ambassador conveyed his
thanks.

Madagascar

OIC

American Jewish Committee

Serbia

Srivastava further briefed the
community members on the
ICWF day celebration held on
the 20th of last month. During
the event, the Ambassador visited two labour camps and inter-

acted with Indian migrant workers on issues related to overseas
employment, labour laws, and
welfare & protection measures
of both governments.
The Ambassador urged community members to regularly
visit the embassy’s website and
social media accounts for the
latest information.
The virtual meeting resolved
several grievances and issues
raised.
Some of the issues are set
aside for further action.

UoB wants fresh
water
TDT | Manama

T

he University of Bahrain has launched a tender for buying freshwater.
The water should be
certified by the Kingdom
of Bahrain and requires a
monthly supply.
If interested, make bids
before the 10th of October
2021, with a BD 500 bond
and BD15 tender fees.

Minister of Foreign Affairs, Dr Abdullatif bin Rashid Al Zayani, yesterday held a series of discussions with Foreign ministers and other diplomats on the sidelines of the 76th session of the United Nations
General Assembly at the headquarters of the Mission of Bahrain to the United Nations in New York. The minister held meetings with the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Madagascar, Patrick
Rajoelina, the Secretary-General of the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC), Dr Yousef bin Ahmad Al-Othaimeen, Head of Political Affairs of the American Jewish Committee, Jason Isaacson, and
Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Serbia, Nikola Selakovic. Discussions focused on improving ties and other issues of mutual concern. The meetings also the presence of the Permanent
Representative of Bahrain to the United Nations in New York, Ambassador Jamal Faris Al Rowaiei, the Director-General of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ambassador Talal Abdulsalam Al Ansari, the
Acting Head of the Organisations Sector at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ambassador Shaikha Aisha bint Ahmed Al Khalifa, and the delegation accompanying the Foreign Minister.
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UAE central bank starts curb of
COVID-19 stimulus measures
•

15% of UAE banks’
loan portfolios had
benefited from a loan
deferral programme

2.1

•

The UAE economy is
expected to grow by 2.1%
this year and 4.2% in 2022

Reserve
requirements for banks
will remain unchanged

Chairman of Stellantis and Ferrari John Elkann speaks via video conference
with Tesla’s founder Elon Musk during the “Italian Tech Week” event in
Turin, Italy

Reuters | Dubai

T

he United Arab Emirates
central bank ( CBUAE )
said yesterday it was
starting to gradually withdraw
stimulus measures introduced
last year to mitigate the economic impact of the COVID-19
pandemic.
The bank launched a Targeted Economic Support Scheme
( TESS) to help banks provide
temporary relief to companies
and individuals affected by the
crisis and boost lending capacity
through the relief of existing

A general view of the Burj Khalifa and the downtown skyline in Dubai, United
Arab Emirates
capital and liquidity buffers.
“In view of the gradual increase in economic activity,
the CBUAE is starting a gradual
and well-calibrated withdrawal of its Targeted Economic
Support Scheme to avoid restricting credit supply and
economic growth,” it said in a
statement.

It said 15% of UAE banks’ loan
portfolios had benefited from a
loan deferral programme that is
part of the scheme.
The bank will leave unchanged temporarily lowered
reserve requirements for banks
and the level of the loan-to-value ratio applicable to mortgage
loans for first-time home buy-

ers.
It said it was considering extending beyond the end of this
year regulatory relief measures
that allow banks to maintain
lower capital and liquidity buffers, depending on the pace of
economic recovery and loan
demand.
The UAE economy is expected
to grow by 2.1% this year and
4.2% in 2022, the central bank
said earlier this week, supported by a recovery in global travel,
a pick-up in domestic and external demand, and a successful
vaccination drive.

China’s top regulators ban crypto
trading and mining, bitcoin stumbles
•
• Vows to root
out “illegal” trading

China intensifies
crypto crackdown

activity, bans mining

•

Bitcoin, smaller
coins slump

A Chinese flag is seen among representations of Bitcoin and other
cryptocurrencies

Reuters | Shanghai

securities and foreign exchange
regulators, vowed to work together to root out “illegal” cryptocurrency activity, the first
time the Beijing-based agencies
have joined forces to explicitly
ban all cryptocurrency-related
activity.
“China has been known to go
to extremes with either very
assertive statements and prosecutions to complete radio silence,” said George Zarya, CEO
of Bequant crypto exchange in

C

hina’s most powerful regulators yesterday intensified
the country’s crackdown on
cryptocurrency with a blanket
ban on all crypto transactions
and crypto mining, hitting bitcoin and other major coins and
pressuring crypto and blockchain-related stocks.
Ten agencies, including the
central bank as well as banking,

New semiconductor plants will
end global auto chip shortage
next year -Tesla’s Musk

London.
“This time the point was
made very clear that China will
not support cryptocurrency
market development as it goes
against its policies of tightening
up control over capital flow and
big tech,” he said.
The People’s Bank of China
(PBOC) said cryptocurrencies
must not circulate as traditional
currencies and that overseas exchanges are barred from providing services to mainland inves-

tors via the internet, cutting the
likes of Coinbase and Binance off
from the world’s second-largest
zeconomy.
The PBOC also barred financial institutions, payment companies and internet firms from
facilitating cryptocurrency trading nationally.
The Chinese government will
“resolutely clamp down on virtual currency speculation, and
related financial activities and
misbehaviour in order to safeguard people’s properties and
maintain economic, financial
and social order”, the PBOC said
in a statement.
Bitcoin , the world’s largest
cryptocurrency, dropped over
6% to $42,2167 on the news,
having earlier been down about
1%. Smaller coins, which typically rise and fall in tandem with
bitcoin, also tumbled. Ether fell
10% while XRP dropped a similar amount.

Reuters | Turin

T

esla Inc CEO Elon Musk
said yesterday that thanks
to new semiconductor plants
that are planned or under
construction, the global chip
shortage that has pummelled
the car industry this year
should be short term in nature.
Asked how long he thought
the global chip shortage
would affect vehicle production, Musk said: “short term
I think”.
“There’s a lot of chip fabrication plants that are being
built,” Musk said during a joint
session with Stellantis and Ferrari Chairman John Elkann, at
Italian Tech Week.
“I think we will have good
capacity for providing chips by
next year,” he added.
The two automotive industry leaders agreed on potential
support coming from nuclear
power to cover for increasing
global energy needs.
“I am surprised by a recent
move away of some countries
from nuclear energy, which is

safe,” Musk said.
But in their dialogue they
avoided referring to competition issues between top electric mobility leaders such as
Tesla and legacy automakers
now investing heavily to expand their offer of electrified
vehicles.
Musk however thanked Elkann for a support Tesla received between 2017 and 2019
from Comau, the robot unit of
Fiat Chrysler, now part of Stellantis, during what he called
“one of the most painful periods” for his company, linked
to the launch of production
on Model 3.
“John helped me a lot in that
period,” Musk said, adding Tesla had come close to bankruptcy “half a dozen times”.
Stellantis Chief Executive
Carlos Tavares has said the
group, formed through the
merger between Fiat Chrysler
and France’s PSA, expected to
achieve its European carbon
dioxide emission targets this
year without credits bought
from Tesla.

Lebanon president tells UN big challenges
await government, help needed
Reuters | Beirut

L

ebanon’s President Michel
Aoun told the United Nations General Assembly yesterday that big challenges
awaited his country’s new government and asked the international community for funding to revive its crisis-stricken
economy.
“We are relying on the international community to fund
vital projects, whether in the
public or private sector, in
order to revive the economic cycle and create new job

opportunities,” Aoun told the
gathering via a recorded video
message.
“With the formation of the
new government...Lebanon
has entered a new phase that
we seek to turn into a promising step on the road to resurgence,” Aoun said.
Mikati has promised to resume talks with the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
and to pursue the reforms seen
as a necessary pre-requisite
for foreign aid to flow in.
Lebanon’s talks with the IMF
broke down last summer.

Twitter rolls out bitcoin tipping, safety features in product push
•

Twitter to warn
people when they enter
a “heated” converstation

•

To support
authentication for NFTs,
or non-fungible tokens,
which are digital assets
Reuters

T

witter Inc will allow people
to tip their favourite content
creators with bitcoin and will
launch a fund to pay some users
who host audio chat rooms on
its Spaces feature, the company
said on Thursday.
The San Francisco-based

like Facebook and Alphabet Inc’s
YouTube for popular content
creators with large followings,
and turn around its image as a
site where polarised discussions
can fester.
Twitter users globally on iOS
devices can now send and receive digital payments, which
was previously limited to a small
group of testers.
“We believe we can continue to incentivise the types of
conversations that people want
to see,” said Esther Crawford,
product lead for creator monetisation at Twitter, in a briefing
with reporters.
Twitter users globally on iOS devices can now send and receive digital payments
Twitter said it plans to support authentication for NFTs, or
The product announcements non-fungible tokens, which are
company added it will test new warning when people are enterways to help users have a safer ing a “heated” conversation or are part of Twitter’s effort to digital assets such as images or
experience on Twitter, such as letting them leave tweet threads. compete with rival platforms videos that exist on a blockchain.

The feature will let people
track and showcase their NFT
ownership on Twitter, the company said. In an effort to grow
Spaces, Twitter will launch a
creator fund to provide financial,
technical and marketing support
to users who host recurring audio programming on Spaces.
Such support will allow more
Spaces hosts to organise better
conversations and potentially
gain brand sponsorship deals,
said Andre Jean-Pierre, who
served as an early beta-tester
for Spaces.
Twitter added it is exploring
how to allow users to filter out
certain words they do not want
to see in the replies to their
tweets, which could be used to
stop name-calling or abusive
speech.
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News in brief
u Five climbers died after
a blizzard on Mount Elbrus,
Russia’s emergencies ministry
said, in one of the worst tragedies in recent
years on Europe’s highest peak. Elbrus, a
dormant volcano in Russia’s North Caucasus
region, is the highest mountain in Europe
at 5,642 metres (18,510 feet) and is seeing a
domestic tourist boom due to the coronavirus
pandemic. The incident struck when the weather
turned on a group of climbers at an altitude of
over 5,000 metres (16,000 feet).

Five climbers die on
Russia’s Mount Elbrus

u Israeli troops shot and
Israeli troops shoot
killed a Palestinian man and
injured others during clashes
dead Palestinian man
at a protest against Israeli settlements in
the occupied West Bank, the Palestinian
health ministry and medics said. There
was no immediate comment from the Israeli
military on the incident, which occurred
in an area south of the Palestinian city of
Nablus that has seen frequent Palestinian
protests against Israeli settlements.
u France and its European allies
are casting a worried eye at Mali’s
military junta over its plans to hire
Russian mercenaries to help fight jihadist insurgents.
European nations in a French-led campaign to shore up Mali
have warned of far-reaching consequences at a time when the
junta is already under scrutiny over its progress to restore
civilian rule. Alarm bells sounded last week after sources in the
French presidency and security services said Mali’s rulers were
close to hiring a thousand paramilitaries from the so-called Wagner group.

France worried as Mali
junta flirts with Russians

u Hundreds
Hundreds protest in Kabul to demand
of people
release of Afghan foreign reserves
protested in Kabul
yesterday, demanding that the United States
release billions of dollars in central bank
reserves blocked outside Afghanistan as the
new Taliban government struggles to contain
a deepening economic crisis. The well organized
demonstration, featuring banners with messages
printed in English, came as Taliban officials stepped up demands for more than $9
billion in foreign reserves held abroad to be handed over.

Intensifying
Firefighters retreat as La Palma
volcanic explosions on
volcanic explosions intensify
the Spanish island of
La Palma forced firefighters to retreat and
authorities to evacuate three more towns
yesterday, while airlines cancelled flights due
to a cloud of gas and ash,the biggest since
the volcano erupted. Firefighters pulled out of
clean-up work in the town of Todoque on Friday
afternoon as a new vent opened up in the flank of the volcano and videos shared
on social media showed a massive shockwave emanating from the eruption site.
u

COVID-19: Countries worst affected
Country

Total cases

Total
deaths

1

USA

43,541,811

703,058

2

India

33,623,072

446,690

231,661,959

3

Brazil

21,308,178

593,018

Deaths

4

UK

7,601,487

135,983

5

Russia

7,376,374

202,273

4,746,351

6

Turkey

6,987,494

62,745

Recovered:

7

France

6,977,722

116,371

8

Iran

5,508,885

118,792

208,325,268

9

Argentina

5,246,998

114,772

New cases

10

Colombia

4,946,811

126,032

11

Spain

4,946,601

86,229

+301,595

12

Italy

4,653,696

130,603

New deaths

13

Indonesia

4,204,116

141,258

14

Germany

4,190,920

93,893

+4,620

Global tally

Figures as of closing

Middle East
Country Total
cases

new
cases

Total
deaths

Egypt

299,710

17,074

Saudi
Arabia

546,843 +51

8,688

UAE

734,275

+303

Kuwait

411,406

+48

Oman

303,551

Qatar

236,123

+107

New
Total
Active
Deaths recovered cases
252,471

30,165

+4

535,842

2,313

2,086

+3

726,408

5,781

2,444

+1

408,283

679

4,093

295,168

4,290

604

233,998

1,521

HAPPY IS THE MAN WHOM THE
MUSES LOVE: SWEET SPEECH
FLOWS FROM HIS MOUTH
HESIOD

CIA removes Vienna station chief over
handling of Havana syndrome cases
Reuters | London

T

he CIA removed its Vienna, Austria station chief
recently amid criticism the
person did not take seriously
a surge in mysterious “Havana
syndrome” cases, the Washington Post reported.
Dozens of cases affecting
embassy staff and Central Intelligence Agency officers and
family members have been reported in Vienna recently, but
the unnamed station chief expressed skepticism and showed
insensitivity, the Post said, citing intelligence sources.
A CIA spokesperson declined
to confirm or deny the report,
but said the agency takes seriously scores of possible incidents of the mysterious ailment in US diplomatic missions
around the world.
The cause and source remains enigmatic, CIA Deputy
Director David Cohen said last
week.
“Have we gotten closer? I
think the answer is yes -- but
not close enough to make the
analytic judgment that people
are waiting for,” he said.
The US government, including the CIA and Pentagon, has
ramped up staff to investigate
and provide treatment for the
cases.
Dubbed “Havana syndrome”
because reports of the condition first showed up in the
Cuban capital, the ailment is
marked by bloody noses, headaches, vision problems and
other symptoms that resemble
concussions.
Some people experiencing it
have reported hearing focused,
high-pitched or sharp sounds
that left them nauseated.

North Korea says call

•

Kim Yo Jong
demands South Korea
drop hostile policies
The seal of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) is seen on the floor during a
visit of United States President Donald Trump the CIA headquarters

KNOW WHAT

Dubbed “Havana
syndrome” because
reports of the condition first showed up in
the Cuban capital, the
ailment is marked by
bloody noses, headaches, vision problems
and other symptoms
that resemble concussions
The incidents are little understood and have sparked theories that they were caused by
a weapon that used focused microwaves, ultrasound, poison or
are even a reaction to crickets.
But for several years, senior
government officials dismissed
the complaints, judging them
to be the symptoms of people

under stress or reacting with
hysteria to unknown stimuli.
The administration of Joe
Biden has geared up the investigation into what have been
renamed anomalous health incidents, or AHI.
If the cases are caused by
something like a directed energy attack, US officials suspect
Russia could be behind it.
The Post called Vienna,
where the United States has a
large embassy and intelligence
collection operation, a “hotbed”
of AHI incidents, with dozens of
people reporting unexplained
symptoms.
The issue has US officials
around the world jittery. In
August Vice President Kamala
Harris delayed by several hours
a visit to Vietnam after the US
embassy there reported a possible case involving “acoustic
incidents.”
And during a visit to India by
CIA Director William Burns in
early September, an official in
his retinue reported symptoms
and sought medical assistance,
according to the Post.

US returns ancient Gilgamesh tablet to Iraq
Reuters | London

A

N Korea
South d

3,500-year-old tablet recounting the epic of Gilgamesh was returned to Iraq
after being stolen three decades
ago and illegally imported to
the United States.
Iraqi Cultural Minister Hassan Nazim accepted the tablet
during a ceremony in Washington.
“To me, it means restituting
self-esteem and the confidence
in Iraqi society,” he said.
Despite its small size, the
ancient artifact has immense The tablet of Gilgamesh and a 5,000-year-old sculpture of a sheep are displayed
cultural and historical value. It September 23, 2021 in Washington
contains portions of the “Epic
of Gilgamesh,” considered one
lieved to have been stolen
of the oldest works of literature
from an Iraqi museum in 1991,
in human history, which tells
around the time of the first Gulf
the story of a powerful MesoWar.
potamian king on a quest for
It reappeared in Britain in
KNOW WHAT
immortality.
2001, according to Polite.
“It’s a story which has influAn American art dealer
enced all the great monotheistic
bought it from a London-based
religions, leaving traces also
Jordanian family in 2003, beThe tablet contains
on the Iliad and the Odyssey,”
fore sending the piece to the
portions of the “Epic
said UNESCO Director General
United States without declaring
Audrey Azoulay, who called of Gilgamesh,” consid- its true nature to customs. It
ered one of the oldest was then sold to antique dealers
the tale a “treasure” for “our
common humanity.”
works of literature in in 2007 for $50,000 under a
She added that the stone’s
human history, which false certificate of origin.
The tablet was sold once
return to its rightful home is “a
tells the story of a
again in 2014 for $1.67 million
major victory for the international community over those powerful Mesopotami- to the owners of craft chain
an king on a quest for Hobby Lobby, the Green family,
who mutilate heritage.”
immortality
fundamentalist Christians who
“Its repatriation itself is a
wanted to display the stone at
tale of epic proportions,” said
US Assistant Attorney General
The clay tablet, carved with their Museum of the Bible in
Kenneth Polite.
cuneiform characters, is be- Washington.

Reuters | Washington

S

outh Korea’s call for a formal end to the Korean War
is premature but the door
for dialogue is open if it scraps
its double standards and hostile
policy, a senior North Korean official said in comments published
by state media yesterday.
The 1950-53 Korean War ended with an armistice not a peace
treaty, leaving US-led UN forces
technically still at war with North
Korea. The question of formally ending the war has become
caught up in a US-led effort to get
North Korea to give up it nuclear
weapons.
South Korea President Moon
Jae-in repeated a call for a formal
end to the war in an address to
the UN General Assembly in New
York on Tuesday. read more
Senior North Korean official
Kim Yo Jong, the powerful sister of leader Kim Jong Un, said
Moon’s proposal was “interesting
and admirable” but conditions
were not right because of South
Korea’s persistent double standards, prejudice and hostility.
“Under such a situation it does
not make any sense to declare
the end of the war with all the
things, which may become a seed
of a war between parties that have
been at odds for more than half a
century, left intact,” Kim said in a
statement carried by the North’s

Trump allies Ba
in Congress’ pr
Reuters | Washington

T

he US House of Representatives Select Committee investigating the deadly Jan. 6 riot
at the Capitol has subpoenaed
four former members of Donald
Trump’s administration, including Mark Meadows and Steve
Bannon, the panel’s chairman
said.
Former White House Deputy
Chief of Staff Dan Scavino and former Defense Department official
Kash Patel were also subpoenaed
and instructed to produce materials and appear for depositions,
committee Chairman Bennie
Thompson said in a statement.
Meadows, a former congressman, served as Trump’s White
House chief of staff. Bannon was
a White House adviser to Trump.
A representative for Meadows
said he declined to comment.
Bannon and Scavino could not be
reached for immediate comment.
Patel said in a statement he was
“disappointed, but not surprised”
the committee issued a subpoena
before seeking his voluntary cooperation.
A mob of Trump supporters
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1513
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1906

Battle of Stamford Bridge: English army
under King Harold II defeat invading Norwegians led by King Harald Hardrada and Harold’s brother Tostig, who were both killed

Spanish explorer Vasco Nunez
de Balboa crosses the Panama
Isthmus becoming first European to see the Pacific Ocean

US Congress proposes
the Bill of Rights

Leonardo Torres Quevedo successfully
demonstrates the Telekino at Bilbao before
a great crowd, guiding a boat from the shore,
considered the birth of the remote control

a says open to talks if
drops double standards

Biden discusses Indian Bidens with
Modi, and asks ‘Are we related?’
TOP

4

TWEETS
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to declare end of Korean War is premature

Kim Yo Jong (L), sister and close adviser to North Korea’s leader Kim Jong Un (top C),
brings a bouquet of flowers as he and South Korea’s President Moon Jae-in (R) pose
with children after meeting at Panmunjom in 2018 (file photo)
official KCNA news agency.
South Korea should change its Talks stalled
attitude and foster the conditions
for a meaningful discussion on
Expectations were raised that
ways to end the conflict and im- a declaration on ending the war,
prove ties, she said.
even if not an actual treaty, would
“What needs to be dropped is be made during a historic summit
the double-dealing attitudes, il- between then US President Donlogical prejudice, bad habits and ald Trump and North Korea’s Kim
hostile stand of justifying their Jung Un in Singapore in 2018.
own acts while faulting our just
But that possibility, and the
exercise of the right to self-de- momentum on talks that those
fence,” Kim said.
two leaders generated over three
“Only when such a precondi- meetings, came to nothing. Talks
tion is met, would it be possible have been stalled since 2019.
to sit face to face and declare the
Moon, a liberal who has made
significant termination of war improving ties with North Korea
and discuss the issue of the north- a priority, sees ending the war as
south relations and the future of a way to nudge forward the effort
the Korean peninsula.”
to press North Korea to give up
North Korea has for dec- its nuclear and ballistic missile
ades been seeking an end to the arsenals in return for US sanctions
war but the United States has relief.
been reluctant to agree unless
But his call looks unlikely to
North Korea gave up its nuclear break the deadlock.
weapons.
He said yesterday he was con-

annon, Meadows subpoenaed
robe of Capitol riot

What needs to be
dropped is the doubledealing attitudes,
illogical prejudice, bad
habits and hostile stand
of justifying their own
acts while faulting our
just exercise of the
right to self-defence.
Only when such a
precondition is met,
would it be possible
to sit face to face and
declare the significant
termination of war
KIM YO JONG

fident North Korea would eventually see it was in its interests to
reopen dialogue with the United
States but he was not certain if
that would come before his term
ends next year.
“It seems that North Korea is
still weighing options while keeping the door open for talks, since
it is only raising tension at a low
level, just enough for the US to
not break off all contact,” he told
reporters on his way home from
New York.
US President Joe Biden said
in his own UN address that he
wanted “sustained diplomacy”
to resolve the crisis surrounding
North Korea’s nuclear and missile
programmes.
North Korea has rejected US
overtures to engage in dialogue
and the head of the UN atomic
watchdog said this week that its
nuclear programme was going
“full steam ahead”.

T
Prime Minister Narendra Modi in talks with US President Joe Biden
AFP | Washington

“

Are we related?” U.S. President Joe Biden asked India’s Prime Minister Narendra
Modi when they met at the
White House yesterday.
“Yes!” Modi joked in reply.
At the start of his first bilateral White House meeting
with Modi as leaders, Biden
explained that he had learned
about an Indian branch of the
Biden family when he was first
elected to Congress in 1972
and received a letter from
someone called Biden living
in Mumbai.
“I found out that there was
a Captain George Biden, who
was a captain in the East India
tea company,” Biden said.
“That’s hard for an Irishman
to admit!” he quipped, referring to the East India Company, which laid the foundations of the British Empire but
ceased to exist more than 150
years ago.
Biden said he learned that
George Biden stayed in India
and married an Indian woman,
but added: “I’ve never been
able to track it down, so the
whole purpose of this meeting
is for him to help me figure out
who he was!”
Modi said Biden had mentioned the connection to him

KNOW WHAT

Modi said Biden
had mentioned the
connection to him
previously, so he had
hunted for documents
that could help fill in
the gaps in the family
tree
previously, so he had hunted
for documents that could help
fill in the gaps in the family
tree.
“Today I have brought along
some documents... Maybe
those documents could be of
use to you!” he told Biden, who
chuckled in response.
US -India relations have
grown steadily closer and
Washington considers India a
key partner in its effort to push
back against Chinese influence
in the Indo-Pacific region. After their meeting, Biden and
Modi were to join the leaders
of Japan and Australia in the
so-called Quad grouping to
discuss that effort.

Gunman kills one and then himself at
Tennessee supermarket, 12 wounded
Reuters | Memphis, Tennessee

A

White House Chief of Staff Mark Meadows speaks to reporters following a television
interview (file photo)

KNOW WHAT

Bannon was fired by
Trump August 2017 but
they later mended fences and stayed in contact

stormed the Capitol on Jan. 6 as
Congress was meeting to certify
Democrat Joe Biden’s election
victory, delaying that process for
several hours as then-Vice President Mike Pence, members of
Congress, staff and journalists fled
from rioters.
Nearly 600 people have been
arrested on charges tied to the
attack. It was the worst violence
at the seat of the US government
since the British invasion during
the War of 1812.

gunman killed one person, wounded 12 and then
apparently killed himself at
a Tennessee supermarket on
Thursday, pursuing panicked
shoppers and employees as they
fled down the aisles while some
took refuge in store freezers,
police said.
Of the 12 wounded, one was
in surgery and another in intensive care after the shooting
in the Memphis suburb of Collierville, Police Chief Dale Lane
told reporters. A 13th person
was treated for an anxiety attack, he said.
Police arrived on the scene
almost immediately after the
shooting at the Kroger grocery
in Collierville, a town of about
50,000 some 30 miles (50 km)
east of Memphis in southwestern Tennessee.
“We found people hiding in
freezers and in locked offices.
They were doing what they had
been trained to do - run, hide,
fight,” Lane told reporters, calling the gun violence “the most
horrific event that has occurred

he majority of Americans who were fully
vaccinated with Pfizer
can receive a booster
shot at least 6 months
after their second shot.
This includes people
over 65, those with underlying medical conditions, and those in frontline jobs.
@POTUS

02

Y

oung people: You are
leading the charge for
urgent #ClimateAction.
Keep sounding the alarm
of the climate emergency
engulfing our planet. As
we prepare for #COP26,
keep pushing governments for a commitment
to net-zero emissions by
2050.
@antonioguterres

03

#

COVID19 has exposed

the global burden of
#mentalhealth conditions & highlighted the
need for concerted action to prevent & treat
them. @ WHO supports
@FIFAcom’s #ReachOut
campaign to increase
mental health awareness
& to encourage those
who are struggling to
seek help.
@DrTedros

04
Emergency personnel respond to a shooting at a Kroger supermarket in
suburban Memphis, Tennessee

We found people hiding
in freezers and in
locked offices. They
were doing what they
had been trained to do
- run, hide, fight
POLICE CHIEF DALE LANE

in Collierville history.”
Lane withheld information
about the shooter while investigators attempted to determine
if anyone else may have assisted

him in the attack, although he
did say there was no evidence
of terrorism.
WREG-TV reported the shooter was an employee who had
been fired on Thursday, citing
an unnamed law enforcement
source.
Brignetta Dickerson, a Kroger employee, told WREG that
she instructed fellow employees and customers when the
shooting broke out to follow
her to the back of the store and
closed the door behind them,
but the gunman followed.

I

f we want to give our
children and grandchildren a brighter future, the wealthiest
Americans and large
corporations must pay
their fair share in taxes.
@BarackObama

Disclaimer: (Views expressed
by columnists are personal and
need not necessarily reflect our
editorial stances)
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Classifieds
VACANCIES
VACANCIES
AVAILABLE
AVAILABLE
BISMILLAH CONTRACTING &TRADING
CO W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation
of LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants
can contact 17874941 or BISCONWLL@
YAHOO.COM
BISMILLAH CONTRACTING &TRADING
CO W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation
of FOREMAN , suitably qualified applicants
can contact 17874941 or BISCONWLL@
YAHOO.COM
ALNEAMAH
CO. W.L.L
has a
MOHD
ALICARGO
YOUSIF
ALMEZAL
vacancy
for the occupation
of WORKER
CONSTRUCTION&SER
B.S.C.C
has a
,vacancy
suitablyforqualified
applicants
can contact
the occupation
of CARPENTER
17735363
or NEDAL600@HOTMAIL.COM
, suitably qualified
applicants can contact
Bogota
Maintenance has a
17730437Building
or OFFICE@ALMEZEAL.COM
vacancy
for the occupationCONTRACTING
of WORKER
ALADLIYA
,ESTABLISHMENT
suitably qualified has
applicants
can contact
a vacancy
for the
33697127
or
occupation of WORKER
,UMM-HATIM@
suitably qualified
OUTLOOK.COM
applicants can contact 39602882 or
ALEJA
FOR
CLEARANCE
OF
ALSIDDIQI@ADLIYAGROUPBH.COM
GOVERMMENT
TRANSACTIONS
has a
NASS CONTRACTING
COMPANY (W.L.L)
vacancy
for theforoccupation
of LABOURER
has a vacancy
the occupation
of MASON
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
34600299
NADHEM.ISMEEL@
17727925 or or
yousif@aanass.net
YAHOO.COM
NASS
CONTRACTING
COMPANY
ALFARABI
OPTICIAN
(W.L.L) has a vacancy
for the W.L.L
occupationhas
of
aLABOURER
vacancy , suitably
for thequalified
occupation
of
applicants
REPAIRER(SPECTACLES
FRAMES)
can contact 17727925 or
yousif@,
suitably
qualified applicants can contact
aanass.net
66359933
or SHABEERHUSSAINKKS@
INTERNATIONAL
MARKETING COMPANY
GMAIL.COM
W.L.L CLEANTEC has a vacancy for the
SHAMS
BLACKSMITH
AND
occupationALMANAR
of WORKER
, suitably qualified
WELDING
a vacancy for
applicants AND
can FAB
contacthas36636640
or
the
occupation of TECHNICIAN , suitably
HANANKHALAF84@GMAIL.COM
qualified
applicants can &contact
39013198
TYLOS PUBLISHING
PRESS
has a
or
shamsaanar.bwf@gmail.com
vacancy
for the occupation of WORKER
NAWANSHAHR
DECORATION
W.L.L
has
, suitably qualified
applicants can
contact
a17405333
vacancy for
occupation of WORKER
or the
tylosprinting@gmail.com
,Castillo
suitably Trading
qualified &applicants
can contact
Construction
has a
35309554
KULDIPRAM946@
vacancy for theoroccupation
of WORKER
GMAIL.COM
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
TWO
BROTHERS
AUTO SERVICES
17717474
or CASTELECT@GMAIL.COM
W.L.L
has a vacancyCLEANING
for the occupation&
ALMOAYYED
of
ELECTRICIAN(VEHICLES)
suitably
MAINTENANCE
W.L.L. has a , vacancy
qualified
applicantsofcanCLEANER
contact 38883008
for the occupation
, suitably
or
ALRAYES.OMAR@GMAIL.COM
qualified
applicants can contact 17400407
RAMEE
ROSE HOTEL W.L.L has a vacancy
or ameer@almoayyedcg.com
for
the occupation of CLEANING
WAITER , suitably&
ALMOAYYED
qualified
applicantsW.L.L.
can contact
MAINTENANCE
has a17616167
vacancy
or
for hrg.bh@rameehotels.com
the occupation of CLEANER , suitably
TECHNICAL
CONSTRUCTION
qualified applicants
can contactCOMPANY
17400407
W.L.L
has a vacancy for the occupation of
or ameer@almoayyedcg.com
WORKER
, suitably qualified
applicants can&
ALMOAYYED
CLEANING
contact
17730036 W.L.L.
or TCCBN@BATELCO.
MAINTENANCE
has a vacancy
COM.BH
for the occupation of CLEANER , suitably
Sayed
& sons
B.S.c.
qualifiedKadhem
applicantsaldurazi
can contact
17400407
close
has a vacancy for the occupation of
or ameer@almoayyedcg.com
SHOVEL
, suitably
qualified
Mexico OPERATOR
cleaning and
maintenance
applicants
contact for17624116
or
services hascana vacancy
the occupation
sayedshubbar@skaldurazi.com
of CLEANER , suitably qualified applicants
Sayed
Kadhem
aldurazi
& sons B.S.c.
can contact
17550720
or mexicocleaning@
close
has a vacancy for the occupation of
gmail.com
ELECTRICIAN
, suitably
qualified applicants
DREAM PROPERTY
DEVELOPMENT
CO.
can
contact
sayedshubbar@
W.L.L
has a17624116
vacancy foror the
occupation of
skaldurazi.com
MAINTENANCE CLERK , suitably qualified
Sayed
Kadhem
aldurazi
& sons
B.S.c.
applicants
can contact
17700211
or HRD@
close
has a vacancy for the occupation of
DREAMGROUP.BH
CARPENTER
, suitablyDEVELOPMENT
qualified applicants
DREAM PROPERTY
CO.
can
contact
sayedshubbar@
W.L.L
has a17624116
vacancy foror the
occupation of
skaldurazi.com
MAINTENANCE CLERK , suitably qualified
Sayed
Kadhem
aldurazi
& sons
B.S.c.
applicants
can contact
17700211
or HRD@
close
has a vacancy for the occupation
DREAMGROUP.BH
of
ERECTOR-STEEL-(CONSTRUCTION)
PROTECTS
SECURITY SERVICES has a
,vacancy
suitablyforqualified
applicants
contact
the occupation
of can
SECURITY
17624116
or qualified
sayedshubbar@
GUARD , suitably
applicants can
skaldurazi.com
contact 17700211 or hrd@dreamgroup.bh
PANORAMA
CONTRACTING
PROTECTS SECURITY
SERVICES has &a
ENGINEERING
SERVI hasof aSECURITY
vacancy
vacancy for the occupation
for
the occupation
of RIGGER
, suitably
GUARD
, suitably qualified
applicants
can
qualified
applicantsorcan
contact 17729935
contact 17700211
hrd@dreamgroup.bh
or
AHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
ABRAJ
ALKHAMIS CONTRACTING W.L.L
MOHD
ALIfor theYOUSIF
has a vacancy
occupationALMEZAL
of STEEL
CONSTRUCTION&SER
B.S.C.C
hascana
CHIPPER , suitably qualified
applicants
vacancy
for the occupation
of PAINTER ,
contact 17630580
or ABRAJKHAMIS786@
suitably
qualified applicants can contact
GMAIL.COM
17730437
or OFFICE@ALMEZEAL.COM
ABRAJ ALKHAMIS
CONTRACTING W.L.L
MOHD
ALIfor theYOUSIF
ALMEZAL
has a vacancy
occupation of
MASON
CONSTRUCTION&SER
B.S.C.C
has a
, suitably qualified applicants
can contact
vacancy
for theoroccupation
of CARPENTER
ABRAJKHAMIS786@
17630580
,GMAIL.COM
suitably qualified applicants can contact
17730437
or OFFICE@ALMEZEAL.COM
Jasco CONTRUCTION
has a vacancy
MOHD
ALI of
YOUSIF
for the occupation
CASHIERALMEZAL
, suitably
CONSTRUCTION&SER
B.S.C.C17290028
has a
qualified applicants can contact
vacancy
for the occupation of LABOURER
or ALAMEEDMOTORS@GMAIL.COM
,Professional
suitably qualified
applicants can
contact
Way Contracting
W.L.L.
has
17730437
a vacancy orforOFFICE@ALMEZEAL.COM
the occupation of STEEL
DOWN
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATORTOWN
, suitably qualified
applicants
COMPANY
W.L.L.
has a vacancy
for the
can contact
17822161
or INFO@
occupation
of CARPENTER , suitably
PWCBH.COM
qualified
applicants
can contact W.L.L.
17404866
Professional
Way Contracting
has
or
DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
a vacancy
for the occupation of LABOURER
DOWN
TOWN applicants
CONSTRUCTION
, suitably qualified
can contact
COMPANY
has a vacancy for the
17822161 orW.L.L.
INFO@PWCBH.COM
occupation
of MASON
, suitablyW.L.L
qualified
OTSEN SERVICES
COMPANY
has
applicants
canthe contact
17404866
or
a vacancy for
occupation
of WORKER
DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
DOWN
CONSTRUCTION
17227206 orTOWN
WESTERNBAHRAIN2021@
COMPANY
GMAIL.COMW.L.L. has a vacancy for the
occupation
of STEEL CHIPPER
, suitably
PLAY RESTAURANT
AND LOUNGE
qualified
can for
contact
17404866
W.L.L hasapplicants
a vacancy
the occupation
or
of DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
MANAGER , suitably qualified
DOWN
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
applicants can
contact 16666661
or ajit@
COMPANY
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the
sevensholding.com
occupation
of STEEL
CHIPPER
, suitably
New Line Retail
Enterprises
W.L.L
has a

qualified
can contact
or
vacancy applicants
for the occupation
of 17404866
LABOURER
DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
DOWN
CONSTRUCTION
17722211 TOWN
or INDECO@BATELCO.
COMPANY
COM.BH W.L.L. has a vacancy for the
occupation
of STEEL
CHIPPER
, suitably
THREE COLOURS
BUILDING
MATERIALS
qualified
can contact
17404866
CO W.L.Lapplicants
has a vacancy
for the occupation
or
DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
of SALESMAN
, suitably qualified applicants
DOWN
TOWN or CONSTRUCTION
can contact 38076373
MJ.GROUP.BH@
COMPANY
GMAIL.COMW.L.L. has a vacancy for the
occupation
of STEELMEDICAL
CHIPPER ,CENTER
suitably
SHIFA BUDAIYA
qualified
17404866
W.L.L hasapplicants
a vacancycanfor contact
the occupation
of
or
DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
WORKER
, suitably qualified applicants can
DOWN
TOWNor ABUTTY.KILIYANNI@
CONSTRUCTION
contact 39425758
COMPANY
GMAIL.COMW.L.L. has a vacancy for the
occupation
of STEEL W.L.L
CHIPPER
suitably
Grill LAND Restaurant
has a, vacancy
qualified
applicants ofcan WAITER
contact 17404866
for the occupation
, suitably
or
DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
qualified
applicants can contact 77907777
DOWN
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
or TINA@JASGROUP.CO
COMPANY
W.L.L. hasW.L.L
a vacancy
for the
Grill LAND Restaurant
has a vacancy
occupation
of CARPENTER
, suitably
for the occupation
of KITCHEN
AIDE ,
qualified
applicantsapplicants
can contactcan17404866
suitably qualified
contact
or
DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
77907777
or TINA@JASGROUP.CO
Najeda
has a vacancy
ZAFEERrestaurant
CONSTRUCTION
W.L.L for
hasthea
occupation
, suitably
vacancy for oftheCOOK(GENERAL)
occupation of TECHNICIAN
qualified
contact 17643510
or
, suitablyapplicants
qualifiedcan
applicants
can contact
AZIZ2228948@GMAIL.COM
39339937 or ZAFEER2030@YAHOO.COM
ALGHANAH
GROUP
W.L.L has a vacancy
HASSAN JASIM
CONSTRUCTION
CO.
for
thehas
occupation
LEADER of,
W.L.L
a vacancyof forTEAM
the occupation
suitably
can contact
MASON qualified
, suitably applicants
qualified applicants
can
17722333
or info@alghanah.com
contact 39973731
or HASSAN39973731@
ALGHANAH
GMAIL.COM GROUP W.L.L has a vacancy
for
the occupation
of has
ELECTRICIAN
Muralika
Creations WLL
a vacancy for,
suitably
qualifiedof applicants
contact
the occupation
GENERALcan
MANAGER
17722333
or info@alghanah.com
, suitably qualified
applicants can contact
ALGHANAH
GROUP
W.L.L has a vacancy
33190465 or
rohitmuraleedharan966@
for
the occupation of TECHNICIAN , suitably
gmail.com
qualified
applicants
can contact
or
AL Tendeal
Men Tailoring
has 17722333
a vacancy for
info@alghanah.com
the occupation of TAILOR (GENTS) , suitably
ALGHANAH
GROUP
a vacancy
qualified applicants
canW.L.L
contacthas
39023395
or
for
the occupation of DRAFTSMAN , suitably
KHALIL8311@HOTMAIL.COM
qualified
can contactAND
17722333
or
ZAYAN applicants
CONTRACTING
REAL
info@alghanah.com
ESTATE COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy
AHMED
MOHAMMED
JASSIM
for the occupation
of WORKER(SALES)
CONSTRUCTION
W.L.L. hascana vacancy
, suitably qualifiedCO.
applicants
contact
for
the occupation
PAINTER , suitably
17470964
or ofAQEELSHAHZAD79@
qualified
applicants can contact 17784584
GMAIL.COM
or
INFO@AMJASSIM.COM
TAMIMI
MARKETS BAHRAIN COMPANY
MARBLE
W.L.L has
W.L.L has RESTORATION
a vacancy for theCO.occupation
of
aADMINISTRATIVE
vacancy for the occupation
of ,WORKER
MANAGER
suitably
,qualified
suitablyapplicants
qualified can
applicants
can contact
contact 35127876
or
17727676
or aqeel@basma.com.bh
DANAT AWAL
W.L.L has a vacancy for
ISMCO
COMPANY
has a, vacancy
the occupation
of W.L.L.
WORKER
suitably
for
the occupation
GUARD
qualified
applicantsofcanSECURITY
contact 17300257
,orsuitably
qualified applicants can contact
HUSSAIN@GPA-BH.COM
17820974
ISMCOBH@GMAIL.COM
ALNAJAH orPRINTING
PRESS W.L.L has a
ALWOROOD
MARKETING
has a
vacancy for theFOR
occupation
of TECHNICIAN
vacancy
the occupation
, suitably forqualified
applicants ofcan SALES
contact
REPRESENTATIVE
, suitably qualified
39149240 or AJ@VMSWORLD.COM
applicants
can contact 39361094
NANO CONTRACTING
W.L.L has ora
JAFAR2021A@OUTLOOK.COM
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER
ADMECCO
MECHANICAL
CONTRACTING
, suitably qualified
applicants
can contact
CO.
W.L.L hasora vacancy
for the occupation
17227206
GEEPASBAHRAIN@
of
ELECTRICIAN , suitably qualified
GMAIL.COM
applicants
can WLL
contact
or
Zmart Buildco
has a39625000
vacancy for the
ALDALEEM@HOTMAIL.COM
occupation of WORKER , suitably qualified
JAHECON
has a vacancy
applicants W.L.L
can contact
39676747for the
or
occupation
of WORKER , suitably qualified
LAKME.BH@GMAIL.COM
applicants
can contactCO.17244111
IHOB MOBESORIES
WLL. has ora
JAHECON@BATELCO.COM.BH
vacancy for the occupation of SALESMAN
AL-DERAZI
BOAT has
a vacancy
for the
, suitably qualified
applicants
can contact
occupation
of RASAK@TECHORBIT.NET
WORKER , suitably qualified
17663539 or
applicants
can contact
17732771
or
AJWAAD MART
W.L.L has
a vacancy
kazam3993@gmail.com
for the occupation of WORKER , suitably
AL
GANNAS
CONTRACTING
qualified
applicants
can contact& TRADING
33343610
has
a vacancy for the occupation of
or APAJMAL786@GMAIL.COM
SCAFFOLDER
, suitably qualified
applicants
NEW IKRAM TRADING
CO W.L.L
has a
can
contact
17600895
or ofAHMADI100@
vacancy
for the
occupation
SALESMAN
HOTMAIL.COM
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
Mexico
and maintenance
66643747cleaning
or LAYALIBAHRAIN@
services
has a vacancy for the occupation
GMAIL.COM
of
, suitably qualified
Al CLEANER
baasit Contracting
and applicants
Cleaning
can
contacthas
17550720
or for
mexicocleaning@
Services
a vacancy
the occupation
gmail.com
of
WORKER , suitably qualified
SECURI
has a33319714
vacancy for the
applicantsCORE
can W.L.L
contact
or
occupation
of SECURITY GUARD , suitably
MUHAMMADKHUN55066@GMAIL.COM
qualified
applicants
can contact
or
Seven Energy
W.L.L
has a 17822228
vacancy for
HRGUARDS@SECURICORE.BH
the occupation of CHEF , suitably qualified
SECURI
W.L.L has
a vacancyorforhr@
the
applicantsCORE
can contact
17500791
occupation
of SECURITY GUARD , suitably
seven-energy.com
qualified
applicants
canhas
contact
17822228
or
Bakhsh Auto
Garage
a vacancy
for the
HRGUARDS@SECURICORE.BH
occupation of MECHANIC , suitably qualified
RAMEZ
INDUSTRIAL
W.L.L
has
applicants
can contact COMPANY
39469263 or
FAME_
aCONSTRUCTION@HOTMAIL.COM
vacancy for the occupation of MACHINE
OPERATOR
, suitably
applicants
Bru artisan coffee
hasqualified
a vacancy
for the
can
contactof17243331
or moh.ramez@
occupation
COFFEE SERVER
, suitably
ramez.net
qualified applicants can contact 39455040 or
SMALCO
CONTRACTING W.L.L has a
ALMUSALLAM.A@GMAIL.COM
vacancy
forTRAVEL
the occupation
of WORKER
ALSABAH
has a vacancy
for the
,occupation
suitably qualified
applicants
can, suitably
contact
of TICKETING
CLERK
33040002
or smalco.bh@hotmail.com
qualified applicants
can contact 17229040 or
Right
Clean Auto Services Co W.l.l has a
ARABIANAGENCY1@YAHOO.COM
vacancy
for the occupation
of CLEANER
ICE
AIR
AIRCONDTION
ERS
,SPAREPARTS
suitably qualified
can contact
W.L.Lapplicants
has a vacancy
for the
33993322
occupation orof buyusra@gmail.com
SALES EXCUTIVE , suitably
DURAT
MARIN
SERVICES
qualifiedALKHALEJ
applicants can
contact
39606123has
or
aICEAIRPARTS@GMAIL.COM
vacancy for the occupation of FITTER/
REPAIRER(ENGINES
& GENERATORS)
BAB ALMORAD FRUITS
has a vacancy
,forsuitably
qualified ofapplicants
can, suitably
contact
the occupation
WORKER
17674316
or duratkhaleej@hotmail.com
qualified applicants
can contact 39988690
Ansar
Gallery W.L.L has a vacancy for
or UOBAHRAIN@HOTMAIL.COM
the
SALESMAN
DIEToccupation
SPOON ofFOR
HEALTHY, suitably
FOOD
qualified
applicantsforcanthe
contact
17140000
has a vacancy
occupation
of
or
PR@AG-BH.COM , suitably qualified
COOK(GENERAL)
Design
W L L 33961480
has a vacancy
applicantsCreative
can contact
or
for
the occupation of PAINTER , suitably
dietspoon@outlook.com
qualified
applicants GENERAL
can contact TRADING
17879988
AL BASEERA
or
JALIL@DESIGNGRAFIX.COM
AND
CONSTRUCTIONS COMPANY
Diamond
contracting
hasoccupation
a vacancy
W.L.L hassquare
a vacancy
for the

for
occupation
of MASON(GENERAL)
of the
WORKER
, suitably
qualified applicants
,can
suitably
applicantsor canINFO@
contact
37383999
contactqualified
36990555
or BUHIJI1024@HOTMAIL.COM
ALBASEERAGROUP.COM
Diamond
a vacancy
AL RFAAHsquare
HOMEcontracting
FOR FIXINGhas
FURNITURE
for
of MASON(GENERAL)
CO the
WLLoccupation
has a vacancy
for the occupation of
,WORKER
suitably ,qualified
can contact
suitably applicants
qualified applicants
can
36990555
or BUHIJI1024@HOTMAIL.COM
contact 33668682
or FALAH27@
SINGAPORE
CLEANING SERVICES CO.
OUTLOOK.COM
W.L.L
a vacancy
for theDMCC
occupation
GeologhasSurface
Logging
has ofa
CLEANER
, suitably
qualified
vacancy for (GENERAL)
the occupation
of TECHNICIAN
applicants
contactapplicants
17300013 can
or AHMED.
, suitably can
qualified
contact
ALSAIGAL@HOTMAIL.COM
17568173
Vega
International
Service
has a
Lite world
marketing
and Wll
promotion
vacancy
for athevacancy
occupation
of occupation
WORKER
W.L.L has
for the
,of suitably
qualified applicants
can qualified
contact
WORKER(SALES)
, suitably
36636333
M.K.ALMUSALAM@
applicants canor contact
33984439
or
GMAIL.COM
MANGA29051987@GMAIL.COM
URBASER
CO W.L.L
has a
SAMRIYAH BAHRAIN
COFFEE SHOP
- Bahraini
vacancy
for has
the aoccupation
WORKER
Partnership
vacancy forofthe occupation
,of suitably
qualified
can contact
WORKER
, suitablyapplicants
qualified applicants
can
17534342
or sajilnath@urbaser.com
contact 36604099
or RED_FLOWER848@
URBASER
BAHRAIN CO W.L.L has a
HOTMAIL.COM
vacancy
the occupation
WORKER
SIDRA forAYAN
CARGO of HANDLING
,COMPANY
suitably qualified
applicants
can contact
W.L.L has
a vacancy
for the
17534342
occupation orof sajilnath@urbaser.com
WORKER , suitably qualified
303SECURE
W.L.L has ora vacancy
applicants canSHIELD
contact 34175363
JABAR.
for
the occupation of SECURITY MAN ,
ALI43@YAHOO.COM
suitably
applicants
contact
ANOWARqualified
HOSSAIN
ISHAQUEcanINTERIOR
17727676
or AQEEL@BASMA.COM.BH
DECORATION
W.L.L has a vacancy for the
DANAT
AWAL
W.L.L has
a vacancy, suitably
for the
occupation
of OFFICE
ASSISTANT
occupation
of WORKER
, suitably
qualified
qualified applicants
can contact
32154088
or
applicants
can contact 17300257
or
BE0717542@GMAIL.COM
HUSSAIN@GPA-BH.COM
DAXX SALON has a vacancy for the
Elegant
has a vacancy
occupationLeoof contracting
BARBER , suitably
qualified
for
the occupation
of WORKER
, suitably
applicants
can contact
33881163
or
qualified
applicants can contact 39591551 or
JMAM393@GMAIL.COM
E.LEO.BH@GMAIL.COM
Brilliant translation has a vacancy for the
GELCARGO
TRADING
W.L.L
occupation of GENERAL
TRANSLATORS
, suitably
has
a vacancy
for the
of SALES
qualified
applicants
canoccupation
contact 39464921
or
AGENT
, suitably qualified applicants
HAMEED@DADABHAITRAVEL.COM
can
32371572OF or ELECTRONIC
NOUFAL@
ASADcontact
REPAIR
GELCARGO.COM
EQUIPMENT Company W.L.L has a vacancy
SOHAN
JEWELLERS
has a, vacancy
for the occupation
of W.L.L
WORKER
suitably
for
the occupation
of contact
WORKER
, suitably
qualified
applicants can
33201845
or
qualified
applicants can contact 36481526 or
SALMAN.MINHAS005@GMAIL.COM
KAJALRS.MONDAL77@GMAIL.COM
DOSOR CARPENTRY has a vacancy for
ZUMANA
DECOR
has a vacancy
for
the occupation
of CARPENTER
, suitably
the
occupation
of can
SALESMAN
, suitably
qualified
applicants
contact 33110969
or
qualified
applicants can contact 32166698 or
ADEL_HIJI@HOTMAIL.COM
ZOOOZ_91@HOTMAIL.COM
BU SALEM CATERING KITCHENS
COGHLIN
W.L.L has
W.L.L has CONTRACTING
a vacancy for CO.
the occupation
aof vacancy
for the occupation
of WORKER
COOK(GENERAL)
, suitably
qualified
,applicants
suitably qualified
applicants
can contact
can contact
36888400
or
33002656
or REDLINJOSE@GMAIL.COM
BUSALEMKC@GMAIL.COM
YOUNG
STYLE
TAILORING
W.L.L
has a
SHAHARYAR
BAIG
FACILITIES
SUPPORT
vacancy
thea vacancy
occupation
WORKER
CO. W.L.Lforhas
for of
the occupation
,of suitably
qualified
applicants
can qualified
contact
HEAVY
DRIVER
, suitably
33655884
or contact
THY.SOLUTION123@
applicants can
33928247
or
GMAIL.COM
BAIGSGROUPPK@GMAIL.COM
FOOD
WORLD INTERIOR
LOGISTICS DECORATION
W.L.L has a
LIKE MAKER
vacancy
for athevacancy
occupation
of occupation
WORKER
W.L.L has
for the
,of suitablyWORKER
qualified applicants
contact
, suitablycan qualified
37381111
or contact
FOODWORLD.WLL@
applicants can
34002030
or
GMAIL.COM
BAHRAINBLOKBUSTER@GMAIL.COM
ABU
REPAIRING
CATIISASHIQ
BAHRAIN
W.L.L has aWORKSHOP
vacancy for
W.L.L
has a vacancy
for the (ANALYSIS
occupation
the occupation
of SPECIALIST
of
WORKER , suitably, qualified
& MEASUREMENT)
suitably applicants
qualified
can
contactcan33253901
or
CEO@
applicants
contact 77081871
or
SETUPINBAHRAIN.COM
contact@catiisonline.com
SAID
CARGO W.L.L has
FAST SERVICES
FLOW INTERNATIONAL
W.L.La
vacancy
for the occupation
of WORKER
has a vacancy
for the occupation
of
,TECHNICIAN(MAINTENANCE)
suitably qualified applicants can
contact
, suitably
33878746
or can
SAIDSERVICES19@
qualified applicants
contact 37771467 or
GMAIL.COM
MAJEED@FASTFLOWGROUPS.COM
BLACK
SHADOW
GARAGE
a vacancy
ALNEAMAH
CARGO
CO. has
W.L.L
has a
for
the for
occupation
of
AUTOMOBILE
vacancy
the occupation
of WORKER
PAINTER
suitably qualified
can
, suitably , qualified
applicantsapplicants
can contact
contact
or SAYDOO69@
1773536333518486
or NEDAL600@HOTMAIL.COM
ICLOUD.COM
Bogota Building Maintenance has a
HELPING
GENERAL
vacancy for HAND
the occupation
of TRADING
WORKER
W.L.L
has a vacancy
the occupationcan
of
, suitably
qualifiedfor applicants
WORKER
, suitably qualified
applicants can
contact 33697127
or UMM-HATIM@
contact
33838905 or ALI.ALSAWAD83@
OUTLOOK.COM
HOTMAIL.COM
ALEJA
FOR
CLEARANCE
OF
MR
STYLE TRADING
has a vacancy
GOVERMMENT
TRANSACTIONS
has fora
the
occupation
SALES AGENT
, suitably
vacancy
for theofoccupation
of LABOURER
qualified
contact 39774342
, suitablyapplicants
qualifiedcan
applicants
can contact
MR
STYLE TRADING
has a vacancy for the
34600299
or NADHEM.ISMEEL@
occupation
of MANAGER (MARKETING)
YAHOO.COM
,NEW
suitably
qualified SCHOOL
applicantshas
cana vacancy
contact
MILLENNIUM
39774342
for the occupation of TEACHER , suitably
JASSIM
AHMED MAHDI
has17272700
a vacancy
qualified applicants
can contact
or
for
the occupation of WORKER , suitably
NMSEDU@NMS.EDU.BH
qualified
applicants
contact 39553966
MOHAMMED
ALI can
ABDULLA
ALASHIRI or)
ALNASIM_5@HOTMAIL.COM
AMEER ALBEEHAR ( has a vacancy for
MOHAMED
ALI ofABDULLA
ALASHEERI
the occupation
FISHERMAN
, suitably
/qualified
SAEEDapplicants
/ 9871 can
has contact
a vacancy
for the
32202880
or
occupation
of FISHERMAN , suitably
alsaeed4@aol.com
qualified
applicants
can contact
32202880
or
MOHAMED
HAMAD
AHMED
JASIM
alsaeed4@aol.com
ALJAWDER has a vacancy for the occupation
DOWN
TOWN CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
of WATCHMAN
/ GUARD , suitably
qualified
W.L.L.
has acan
vacancy
for the
occupation of
applicants
contact
39459096
or
LABOURER
, suitably qualified applicants
M.ALJOWDER@HOTMAIL.COM
can
contact
17404866
DOWNTOWN@
Sayed
Kadhem
aldurazior
& sons
B.S.c. close
BATELCO.COM.BH
has a vacancy for the occupation of STEEL
DOWN
TOWN CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATOR
, suitably qualifiedCOMPANY
applicants
W.L.L.
has a17624116
vacancy foror thesayedshubbar@
occupation of
can contact
LABOURER
skaldurazi.com, suitably qualified applicants
can
contact
17404866
or &DOWNTOWN@
Sayed
Kadhem
aldurazi
sons B.S.c.
BATELCO.COM.BH
close has a vacancy for the occupation
NASS
CONTRACTING
of CLEANER
, suitably qualifiedCOMPANY
applicants
(W.L.L)
has a17624116
vacancy for
occupation of
can contact
or the
sayedshubbar@
LABOURER
, suitably qualified applicants can
skaldurazi.com
contact
or yousif@aanass.net
Sayed 17727925
Kadhem aldurazi
& sons B.S.c.
NASS
close has CONTRACTING
a vacancy for the COMPANY
occupation
(W.L.L)
has a ,vacancy
the occupation
of
of MASON
suitablyforqualified
applicants
LABOURER
suitably qualified
applicants can
can contact ,17624116
or sayedshubbar@
contact
17727925 or yousif@aanass.net
skaldurazi.com

Call us on +973 36458394

email : advt@newsofbahrain.com
NASS
CONTRACTING
COMPANY
Sayed Kadhem
aldurazi & sons
B.S.c.
(W.L.L)
hasaavacancy
vacancy for
for the
the occupation of
close has
LABOURER
CARPENTER, ,suitably
suitably qualified
qualified applicants
can
contact17624116
17727925
or yousif@
can contact
or sayedshubbar@
aanass.net
skaldurazi.com
NASS
COMPANY
DOWN CONTRACTING
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
(W.L.L)
has aW.L.L.
vacancy
occupation
of
COMPANY
hasfora the
vacancy
for the
LABOURER
qualified applicants
occupation of, suitably
STEEL CHIPPER
, suitably
can
contact
17727925
or 17404866
yousif@
qualified
applicants
can contact
aanass.net
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
NASS
COMPANY
DOWN CONTRACTING
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
(W.L.L)
has aW.L.L.
vacancy
occupation
of
COMPANY
hasfora the
vacancy
for the
LABOURER
qualified applicants
occupation of, suitably
STEEL CHIPPER
, suitably
can
contact
17727925
or 17404866
yousif@
qualified
applicants
can contact
aanass.net
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
NASS
(W.L.L)
DOWNCONTRACTING
TOWN COMPANY
CONSTRUCTION
has
a vacancyW.L.L.
for thehas
occupation
of MASON
COMPANY
a vacancy
for the
,occupation
suitably qualified
applicants
can, suitably
contact
of STEEL
CHIPPER
17727925
or yousif@aanass.net
qualified applicants
can contact 17404866
NASS
CONTRACTING
COMPANY
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
(W.L.L)
vacancy forCONSTRUCTION
the occupation of
DOWN has aTOWN
CARPENTER
, suitably
applicants
COMPANY W.L.L.
has qualified
a vacancy
for the
can
contactof 17727925
or ,yousif@
occupation
CARPENTER
suitably
aanass.net
qualified applicants can contact 17404866
NASS
CONTRACTING
COMPANY
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
(W.L.L)
vacancy forCONSTRUCTION
the occupation of
DOWN has aTOWN
LABOURER
, suitably
applicants
COMPANY W.L.L.
has qualified
a vacancy
for the
can
contactof 17727925
or ,yousif@
occupation
CARPENTER
suitably
aanass.net
qualified applicants can contact 17404866
ALMOAYYED
SECURITY has a vacancy
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
for
the occupation
GUARD
DOWN
TOWNof SECURITY
CONSTRUCTION
,COMPANY
suitably qualified
can contact
W.L.L. applicants
has a vacancy
for the
17400407
occupation orofameer@almoayyedcg.com
CARPENTER , suitably
DREAM
DEVELOPMENT
CO.
qualified PROPERTY
applicants can
contact 17404866
W.L.L
has a vacancy for the occupation of
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
MAINTENANCE
CLERK ,CONSTRUCTION
suitably qualified
DOWN
TOWN
applicants
contact
or HRD@
COMPANYcan
W.L.L.
has17700211
a vacancy
for the
DREAMGROUP.BH
occupation of CARPENTER , suitably
DREAM
DEVELOPMENT
CO.
qualified PROPERTY
applicants can
contact 17404866
W.L.L
has a vacancy for the occupation of
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
MAINTENANCE
CLERK ,CONSTRUCTION
suitably qualified
DOWN
TOWN
applicants
contact
or HRD@
COMPANYcan
W.L.L.
has17700211
a vacancy
for the
DREAMGROUP.BH
occupation of STEEL CHIPPER , suitably
ARSH
W.L.L
has a
qualifiedFACILITY
applicantsSUPPORT
can contact
17404866
vacancy
for the occupation of WORKER
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
,MARBLE
suitably qualified
applicants
contact
RESTORATION
CO.can
W.L.L
has
33112620
a vacancy or
for SKENARAWORKSHOP.SS@
the occupation of WORKER
GMAIL.COM
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
MOHAMMED
KHAN MANAGEMENT
17727676 or aqeel@basma.com.bh
SOLUTIONS
W.L.L
SECURI CORE
W.L.Lhas
hasa avacancy
vacancyfor
for the
occupation of SECURITY
WORKER ,GUARD
suitably ,qualified
suitably
applicants
can contact
33860711
or
qualified applicants
can contact
17822228
FALLAKSHER96@GMAIL.COM
or HRGUARDS@SECURICORE.BH
RUYAN
CENTRE
has fora
SECURI COMMERCIAL
CORE W.L.L has
a vacancy
vacancy
for theofoccupation
of CASHIER
the occupation
ELECTRICIAN
, suitably
,qualified
suitably applicants
qualified applicants
contact
can contactcan17822228
17731316
or TAHERA@JAFFAR-Hor RASHEED@SECURICORE.BH
RUYAN.COM
Diamond square contracting has
BAHRAIN
WORKSHOP
has a vacancy
a vacancy
for theCO.occupation
of
for
the occupation of , WELDER
suitably
MASON(GENERAL)
suitably , qualified
qualified
can contact
17700798
36990555
or
applicantsapplicants
can contact
or
BWCENG@BATELCO.COM.BH
BUHIJI1024@HOTMAIL.COM
International
Motor CO
Trading
URBASER BAHRAIN
W.L.LAgency
has a
W.L.L
hasfora the
vacancy
for the ofoccupation
of
vacancy
occupation
WORKER
COORDINATOR(MATERIAL
, suitably qualified applicants INVENTORY
can contact
CONTROL)
suitably qualified applicants
17534342 or, sajilnath@urbaser.com
can
contact LINE
17875777
EYAD@
BIN HAFIZ
OFFICE orCLEARANCE
KEKANOO.COM.BH
OF GOVERNMENT TRANSACTIONS has
Al
sahab tower
appartments
has a
a vacancy
for thehotel
occupation
of WORKER
vacancy
the occupation
of LABOURER
, suitablyforqualified
applicants
can contact
,39445381
suitably qualified
applicants can contact
or MBIN195951@GMAIL.COM
39011100
or STORES.WESTERN@
HARLEEN SPECIALIZED
CONTRACTING
GMAIL.COM
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of
MANNAI
& CONTRACTING
WORKER ,TRADING
suitably qualified
applicants can
W.L.L
a vacancy
for the occupation
contacthas
33615001
or BITTUSANDHU530@
of
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants
GMAIL.COM
can
contactW.L.L
17729935
or AHMED@
MI CASA
has a vacancy
for the
PANORAMABH.COM
occupation of WAITER , suitably qualified
BAHRAIN
TOURISM
COMPANY orapplicants can
contact 17713603
CROWNE
PLAZA BAHRAIN W.L.L has
SPICENICEREST@GMAIL.COM
aAWAL
vacancy
for the occupation
of WAITER
PRINTING
PRESS W.L.L.
has a
(HOTEL)
suitably
qualified
applicants
vacancy for, the
occupation
of SERVICES
can
contact, 17525848
or HASSANALI.
HELPER
suitably qualified
applicants
MOHSIN@YAHOO.COM
can contact 17292553 or AWALPRES@
ANWAR
PARIS
RESTAURANT
BATELCO.COM.BH
has
a vacancy for
the &occupation
of
ALMANARATAIN
BLOCK
CONCRETE
WORKER(SALES)
, suitably
qualified
FACTORY has a vacancy
for the occupation
applicants
contactqualified
39411474
or
of PAINTERcan, suitably
applicants
AHMADFAHAD53@HOTMAIL.COM
can contact 17590097 or ALSHAAB@
SIYANA
INDUSTRIAL SERVICES & SIAM
BATELCO.COM.BH
SCAFFOLDSSIMPLE CENTRE
COMMANDITE
FARFASHA TRADING
has a
COMPANY
hasoccupation
a vacancy
for the
vacancy for the
of SALESMAN
occupation
of ELECTRICIAN
, suitably qualified
applicants can, suitably
contact
qualified
applicants
contact 17552722
39414663
or can
FARFASHA_10@
or
SIAM7373@BATELCO.COM.BH
HOTMAIL.COM
Al
HelliWELDMESH
Supermarket(GULF)
B.S.C W.L.L.
Closed has
has a
BRC
vacancy for the
theoccupation
occupationofofBLACKSMITH
WORKER ,
suitably
qualified
applicants
contact
(GENERAL)
, suitably
qualifiedcanapplicants
17877209
HANAN@ALHELLI.COM
can contactor17180366
or abdulla-2111@
SHUTDOWN
hotmail.com MAINTENANCE SERVICES
W.L.L.
has aCONSTRUCTION
vacancy for the COMPANY
occupation
TECHNICAL
of
CLEANER
suitably qualified
applicants
W.L.L
has a ,vacancy
for the occupation
can
contact 17742961 , or
SMSWLL@
of MASON(GENERAL)
suitably
qualified
BATELCO.COM.BH
applicants can contact 17730036 or
PANORAMA
CONTRACTING
&
TCCBN@BATELCO.COM.BH
ENGINEERING
SERVI has aCOMPANY
vacancy
TECHNICAL CONSTRUCTION
for
the has
occupation
of WORKER
, suitably
W.L.L
a vacancy
for the occupation
qualified
applicants (GENERAL)
can contact 17729935
of CARPENTER
, suitably
or
AHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
qualified
applicants can contact 17730036
PANORAMA
CONTRACTING
&
or TCCBN@BATELCO.COM.BH
ENGINEERING
SERVI has aCOMPANY
vacancy
TECHNICAL CONSTRUCTION
for
the has
occupation
of forWELDER
, suitably
W.L.L
a vacancy
the occupation
of
qualified
can contact
17729935
WORKERapplicants
, suitably qualified
applicants
can
or
AHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
contact
17730036 or TCCBN@BATELCO.
BAHRAIN
COM.BH MAINTENANCE & DIVING
SERVICES
CO ironing
has a vacancy
for the
Ramees Local
has a vacancy
occupation
of SUPERVISOR
& GENERAL
for the occupation
of LAUNDERER/
FOREMAN
, suitably qualified
PRESSER(GENERAL)
, suitablyapplicants
qualified

can
contact 17700731
or info@bmds.co
applicants
can contact
17775189 or
ZOWAID
TRADING & MAINTENANCE
MOHAMEDKHALIL1240@GMAIL.COM
EST.
has a vacancy
for the occupation of&
PANORAMA
CONTRACTING
MACHINIST
, suitably
applicants
ENGINEERING
SERVI qualified
has a vacancy
for
can
contact 17673308
or MAHERWS@
the occupation
of ELECTRICIAN
, suitably
BATELCO.COM.BH
qualified applicants can contact 17729935
REGENCY
JEWELLERY W.L.L has a
or AHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
vacancy
for the occupation
of SALESMAN&
PANORAMA
CONTRACTING
,ENGINEERING
suitably qualifiedSERVI
applicants
contact
has can
a vacancy
66766722
or BHAVIN22K@GMAIL.COM
for the occupation
of RIGGER , suitably
R.B.
HILTON
LIMITED
a vacancy
for
qualified
applicants
can has
contact
17729935
the
occupation of SANDBLASTER , suitably
or AHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
qualified
applicants
can contact
17730640
BOKHOWA
CONTRACTING
& TRADING
or
ALTRADMENA.MAILBAHRAIN@
GROUP W.L.L
has a vacancy for the
ALTRAD.COM
occupation of WORKER , suitably qualified
R.B.
HILTON
a vacancy
applicants
can LIMITED
contact has
17255980
or
for
the occupation of PAINTER , suitably
ADEEBALI@BOKHOWAGROUP.COM
qualified
applicants
can contact
17730640
BOKHOWA
CONTRACTING
& TRADING
or
ALTRADMENA.MAILBAHRAIN@
GROUP W.L.L
has a vacancy for the
ALTRAD.COM
occupation of CARPENTER , suitably
COMSIP
- AL A'ALI
W.L.L.
qualified applicants
canCOMPANY
contact 17255980
has
a vacancy for the occupation of
or ADEEBALI@BOKHOWAGROUP.COM
OPERATOR(EXCAVATION
MACHINE) ,
TOWER MARKETING & CONTRACTING
suitably
applicants
can contact
W.L.L hasqualified
a vacancy
for the occupation
of
17773006
AURELIEN.CHAUSSY@
PLUMBER , orsuitably
qualified applicants
VINCI-ENERGIES.COM
can contact 17742427 or alburj@batelco.
ALAHLAM
TECHNICAL
&
com.bh
CONSTRUCTION
has a
ALKARAR TRADINGSERVICES
EST.-PARTNERSHIP
vacancy
for the occupation
of MASONof,
has a vacancy
for the occupation
suitably
qualified applicants
contact
STOREKEEPER
, suitablycan qualified
17785335
applicants can or
contact HAMED_996@
17232282 or
HOTMAIL.COM
HAMEED397397@GMAIL.COM
ALAHLAM
TECHNICAL
&
ANWAR BIN HIJJI CONSTRUCTION
W.L.L
CONSTRUCTION
has a
has a vacancy for the SERVICES
occupation of MASON
vacancy
the occupation
of can
PAINTER
, suitablyforqualified
applicants
contact,
suitably
applicants can contact
17340947qualified
or M.BINHIJJI@GMAIL.COM
17785335
HAMED_996@
ANWAR BIN or
HIJJI CONSTRUCTION
HOTMAIL.COM
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of
ALAHLAM
&
WORKER , suitably TECHNICAL
qualified applicants can
CONSTRUCTION
has a
contact 17340947SERVICES
or M.BINHIJJI@
vacancy
for the occupation of CARPENTER
GMAIL.COM
,ALKOMED
suitably qualified
applicants can
contact
ENGINEERING
SERVICES
17785335
or for the
HAMED_996@
CO. has a vacancy
occupation of
HOTMAIL.COM
FOREMAN , suitably qualified applicants
ALMOAYYED
STATIONERY
a vacancy
can contact 17698500
or has
ALKOMED@
for
the occupation of SALESMAN , suitably
BATELCO.COM.BH
qualified
applicants can contact
17226611
ALSHAHEEN
CONTRACTING
or
almoayyed@gmail.com
ESTABLISHMENT
has a vacancy for
Alsalam
Gas ofhas LABOURER
a vacancy , for
the
the occupation
suitably
occupation
of MANAGER
(DEPARTMENT)
qualified applicants
can contact
17683576
,orsuitably
qualified applicants can contact
basheer.ktr@hotmail.com
17401212
or cv@salamgas.com
Hassani Construction
has a vacancy
Alsalam
Gas hasof a MASON
vacancy , for
the
for the occupation
suitably
occupation
of
AIR-CONDITIONING
qualified applicants
can
contact 39633212
TECHNICIAN
, suitably qualified applicants
or T.HASSANI22@YAHOO.COM
can
contact
17401212EST.orW.L.Lcv@
NATIONAL
EXCAVATING
has
salamgas.com
a vacancy for the occupation of SHOVEL
ABNA
ZUHAIR
TRANSPORT
W.L.L
OPERATOR
, suitably
qualifiedCO.
applicants
has
a vacancy
for the oroccupation
of
can contact
17621168
NEEWLL@
LABOURER
, suitably qualified applicants
BATELCO.COM.BH
can
contact
17591881
or AMZUHAIR@
ADISON
AUTO
ELECTRICAL
WORKSHOP
HOTMAIL.COM
has a vacancy for the occupation of
GULF
ALUMINIUM
ROLLINGapplicants
MILL hascana
WORKER
, suitably qualified
vacancy
the occupation
ELECTRICAL
contactfor33009736
or of bu-khalid-@
TECHNICIAN
hotmail.com, suitably qualified applicants
can
contact
17731000
yousif.alkhaja@
Najeda
restaurant
hasora vacancy
for the
garmco.com
occupation of COOK(GENERAL) , suitably
GULF
has a
qualifiedALUMINIUM
applicants ROLLING
can contactMILL
17643510
vacancy
for the occupation of MECHANICAL
or AZIZ2228948@GMAIL.COM
TECHNICIAN
, suitably
AGRO FLORA
has aqualified
vacancyapplicants
for the
can
contact 17731000
or yousif.alkhaja@
occupation
of GARDENER
, suitably
garmco.com
qualified applicants can contact 39453393
ALSADIQ
TRANSPORT has a vacancy for
or santoshpc66@gmail.com
the
occupation ofISADRIVER(BUS)
, suitably
AHMED
CONTRACTING
qualified
applicantshas
can acontact
17401441
CONSTRUCTION
vacancy
for the
or
HR@ALSADIQBH.COM
occupation
of SURVEYOR , suitably
ALMOAYED
DATA GROUP
has a17552234
vacancy
qualified applicants
can contact
for
the occupation of
COMPUTER
or AECONT@HOTMAIL.COM
SYSTEMS
, suitably
MOHAMMEDADMINISTRATOR
ALI HASAN TRANSPORT
qualified
applicantsforcanthe
contact
17828828
has a vacancy
occupation
of
or
ammar@almoayedict.com
DRIVER
, suitably qualified applicants can
AWAL
MIX CONCRETE
COMPANY
contactREADY
39468891
or ALI_MOHAMED@
W
L L - ARMCON has a vacancy for the
BAPCO.NET
occupation
WORKERhas
, suitably
qualified
SEVENTIESof KARAK
a vacancy
for
applicants
can contact
17700077, suitably
or m_
the occupation
of WORKER
jaffar@armcon.biz
qualified applicants can contact 17578287
AWAL
READY MIX CONCRETE
or KARAK1977.BAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
COMPANY
L L has
- ARMCON
SEVENTIES WKARAK
a vacancy has
for
athe vacancy
occupation
of
occupation forof the
WORKER
, suitably
ELECTRICIAN(MAINTENANCE)
, suitably
qualified applicants can contact 17578287
qualified
applicants can contact 17700077
or AZIZALYASI1@GMAIL.COM
or
m_jaffar@armcon.biz
ALGHANAH
GROUP W.L.L has a vacancy
AWAL
MIX CONCRETE
for theREADY
occupation
of TEAM COMPANY
LEADER ,
W
L L - qualified
ARMCONapplicants
has a vacancy
for the
suitably
can contact
occupation
of info@alghanah.com
WORKER , suitably qualified
17722333 or
applicants
canGROUP
contactW.L.L
17700077
or m_
ALGHANAH
has a vacancy
jaffar@armcon.biz
for the occupation of TECHNICIAN , suitably
NATIONAL
FILES can
INDUSTRY
has a
qualified applicants
contact 17722333
vacancy
for the occupation of MACHINE
or info@alghanah.com
OPERATOR
, suitably
applicants
MUSE CLOTHES
has qualified
a vacancy
for the
can
contact of17732666
or ,SALAH@
occupation
SALESMAN
suitably
NATIONAL.COM.BH
qualified applicants can contact 17533272
FATIM
AUTO SPARE PARTS CENTRE has
or MRSTOORANI@BABYFAIREST.COM
aBEAUTIFUL
vacancy for theKIDS
occupation
of MECHANIC
GARMENTS
AND
,TAILORING
suitably qualified
contact
has applicants
a vacancycan for
the
39070950
MAHDIVIKIAYOUSIF@
occupation ofor SALESMAN
, suitably
GMAIL.COM
qualified applicants can contact 17344840
YASEEN
AUTO SERVICES has a vacancy
or SHAJI840@GMAIL.COM
for
the occupationRESTAURANT
of WORKER , suitably
ALMADHIF
has
qualified
applicants
17553661
a vacancy
for can
the contact
occupation
of
or
ALIESSA68@GMAIL.COM
COOK(GENERAL)
, suitably qualified
ALAZHAR
CONTRACTING
applicants can contact 17877002
or
ESTABLISHMENT
has a vacancy for the
middleeastaluminium@gmail.com
occupation
, suitably qualified
AHMED of WORKER
MOHAMMED
JASSIM
applicants
can contact
17702454has ora
CONSTRUCTION
CO. W.L.L.
mohdnew28@gmail.com
vacancy for the occupation of DRAFTSMAN
AL
SAEED
&
, suitably
qualifiedHOUSE
applicantsPHONES
can contact
PROPERTIES
has a vacancy for the
17784584 or INFO@AMJASSIM.COM

occupation
, suitably qualified
AHMED of CLEANER
MOHAMMED
JASSIM
applicants
can contact
39332729
or
CONSTRUCTION
CO. W.L.L.
has a vacancy
HUSSAIN@ALSAEEDHOUSE.COM
for the occupation of PAINTER , suitably
SEVENTIES
KARAKcanhascontact
a vacancy
for
qualified applicants
17784584
the
occupation of WORKER , suitably
or INFO@AMJASSIM.COM
qualified
applicants
can contact
AL MANAR
BAKERIES
has a17578287
vacancy
or
for AMNAHALMEADI@GMAIL.COM
the occupation of DRIVER , suitably
ALGHANAH
GROUP
a vacancy
qualified applicants
canW.L.L
contacthas
66333346
or
for
the occupation of WORKER , suitably
almanarbakery@almanarbakery.com
qualified
applicantsTELEPHONE
can contact 17722333
AL HANADI
CABINS
or
info@alghanah.com
SERVICES
has a vacancy for the occupation
UNITED
TECHNOLOGY
of WORKERCHEMICAL
, suitably qualified
applicants
W.L.L
has a39458176
vacancy foror the
occupation of
can contact
ALITAQADUM@
LABOURER
YAHOO.COM, suitably qualified applicants
can
contact FISHES
17300313TOOLS
or UCHEMTECH@
ALJUNAID
has a vacancy
BATELCO.COM.BH
for the occupation of WORKER , suitably
SAMA
DHAIFcanCAFETERIA
has ora
qualifiedAL
applicants
contact 39606062
vacancy
for the occupation of WORKER
ALJUNAID.FISHING.EQ@HOTMAIL.COM
,Bahrain
suitablyElectromechanical
qualified applicantsServices
can contact
Co.
39678625
SALMEEN_10_SALMEEN@
W.L.L. has or
a vacancy
for the occupation of
HOTMAIL.COM
MASON , suitably qualified applicants can
PANORAMA
HOTEL
has a vacancy for
contact 39940152
or BEMCO@BATELCO.
the
occupation of WAITER (GENERAL)
COM.BH
,Bahrain
suitablyElectromechanical
qualified applicantsServices
can contact
Co.
17826888
info.pan01@dar-albinaa.com
W.L.L. hasora vacancy
for the occupation of
MOHAMMED
AHMED
ALQASSAB
has
CARPENTER ISA
, suitably
qualified
applicants
acan
vacancy
the occupationor of BEMCO@
DRIVER ,
contactfor 39940152
suitably
qualified applicants can contact
BATELCO.COM.BH
17684316
HANI85558@HOTMAIL.COM
ALAHWALorTRADING
has a vacancy for
SUPER
ALMANAR
CONSTRUCTIONS
has
the occupation
of ELECTRICIAN
, suitably
aqualified
vacancyapplicants
for the occupation
MASONor,
can contactof17241049
suitably
qualified applicants can contact
JAMES@GCCBAH.COM
17555535
ahmed.mahdi1985@
ZINGER LANDorCAFETERIA
has a vacancy
gmail.com
for the occupation of WAITER , suitably
INTERNATIONAL
COMPANY
qualified applicantsMARKETING
can contact 17650350
W.L.L
has a vacancy
for the
FLORACLEANTEC
CONTRACTING
MAINTENCE
occupation
suitably
qualified
SERVICES ofhasWORKER
a vacancy,for
the occupation
applicants
can, suitably
contactqualified
36636640
or
of WORKER
applicants
HANANKHALAF84@GMAIL.COM
can contact 17623882 or accounts@
INTERNATIONAL
MARKETING COMPANY
florabh.com
W.L.L
has a vacancy
for the
DOWNCLEANTEC
TOWN CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
occupation
WORKER
suitably
qualified
W.L.L. has ofa vacancy
for , the
occupation
of
applicants
contactqualified
36636640
or
LABOURERcan
, suitably
applicants
HANANKHALAF84@GMAIL.COM
can contact 17404866 or DOWNTOWN@
UMM
ALSUBBAN
MECHANICAL
BATELCO.COM.BH
CONTRACTS
has a vacancyCOMPANY
for the
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION
occupation
ELECTRICIAN
, suitably
W.L.L. has aofvacancy
for the occupation
of
qualified
applicants
canqualified
contact 17703404
LABOURER
, suitably
applicants
or
canUSMC@BATELCO.COM.BH
contact 17404866 or DOWNTOWN@
UMM
ALSUBBAN
MECHANICAL
BATELCO.COM.BH
CONTRACTS
has a COMPANY
vacancy for
the
NASS CONTRACTING
(W.L.L)
occupation
of WELDER
qualified
has a vacancy
for the, suitably
occupation
of
applicants
contactqualified
17703404
or
LABOURERcan
, suitably
applicants
USMC@BATELCO.COM.BH
can contact 17727925 or yousif@
UMM
ALSUBBAN
MECHANICAL
aanass.net
CONTRACTS
has a COMPANY
vacancy for
the
NASS CONTRACTING
(W.L.L)
occupation
of STEEL
has a vacancy
for the FABRICATOR
occupation of,
suitably
qualified
applicants
contact
LABOURER
, suitably
qualifiedcanapplicants
17703404
or USMC@BATELCO.COM.BH
can contact
17727925 or yousif@
MUHARRAQ
aanass.net GOLDSMITH WORKSHOP
W.L.L
a vacancy forCOMPANY
the occupation
of
NASS has
CONTRACTING
(W.L.L)
WORKER
, suitablyforqualified
applicants can
has a vacancy
the occupation
of
contact
36329373
or Goldhousejewellery.
LABOURER
, suitably
qualified applicants
bh@gmail.com
can contact 17727925 or yousif@
ALMIZANI
aanass.net AUTO SERVICES has
aNASS
vacancy
for theCOMPANY
occupation
of
CONTRACTING
(W.L.L)
ELECTRICIAN(VEHICLES)
, suitably
has a vacancy for the occupation
of
qualified
applicants
canqualified
contact 17000949
LABOURER
, suitably
applicants
or
canAE.ALMANNAI@GMAIL.COM
contact 17727925 or yousif@aanass.
ALBANKI
FOR FRESH FISH has a vacancy
net
for
the CONTRACTING
occupation of WORKER
NASS
COMPANY, suitably
(W.L.L)
qualified
applicantsforcanthe
contact
36659998
has a vacancy
occupation
of
or
ALIALBANKI454@GMAIL.COM
LABOURER
, suitably qualified applicants
has aorvacancy
for
GHAWAR
BOUTIQUE
can contact
17727925
yousif@
the
occupation of SALESMAN , suitably
aanass.net
qualified
applicants can COMPANY
contact 17683668
NASS CONTRACTING
(W.L.L)
or
hasAHMED.A.SHEHABI@GMAIL.COM
a vacancy for the occupation of
GULF
GATE ,HOTEL
a vacancy
for the
LABOURER
suitablyhasqualified
applicants
occupation
of 17727925
WAITER (HOTEL)
, suitably
can contact
or yousif@
qualified
applicants can contact 33500974 or
aanass.net
RILWAN25@GMAIL.COM
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L)
YOKOGAWA
MIDDLE
EASToccupation
& AFRICA
has a vacancy
for the
of
B.S.C.
(CLOSED)
has qualified
a vacancyapplicants
for the
LABOURER
, suitably
occupation
of 17727925
MANAGER or
(PROJECT)
can contact
yousif@,
suitably
qualified applicants can contact
aanass.net
17358100
or ashraf.nour@yokogawa.com
NASS CONTRACTING
COMPANY (W.L.L)
SOUTH
GATE CONSTRUCTION
has a vacancy
for the occupationAND
of
CLEANING
a vacancy
for the occupation
LABOURERhas
, suitably
qualified
applicants
of
suitably qualified
canWORKER
contact , 17727925
or applicants
yousif@
can
contact 77061717 or YKHALFAN@
aanass.net
GMAIL.COM
ALMOAYYED SECURITY has a vacancy
ALANWAR
DISCOUNT
CENTER W.L.L
has
for the occupation
of SECURITY
GUARD
a, vacancy
the occupation
of SALESMAN
suitably for
qualified
applicants
can contact
,17400407
suitably qualified
applicants can contact
or ameer@almoayyedcg.com
17784342
or ZA.AKBAR39@GMAIL.COM
ALMOAYYED
SECURITY has a vacancy
MARBLE
RESTORATION
CO. W.L.L
has
for the occupation
of SECURITY
GUARD
a, suitably
vacancy qualified
for the occupation
WORKER
applicantsofcan
contact
,17400407
suitably qualified
applicants can contact
or ameer@almoayyedcg.com
17727676
or aqeel@basma.com.bh
DREAM PROPERTY
DEVELOPMENT CO.
DEVES
GATE
CAR WASH
W.L.L has
a vacancy
for theMANUAL
occupationhas
of
aMAINTENANCE
vacancy for theCLERK
occupation
of WORKER
, suitably
qualified
,applicants
suitably can
qualified
applicants
contact
17700211can
or contact
HRD@
39464585
or YKHALFAN@GMAIL.COM
DREAMGROUP.BH
ALMOAYYED
CONTRACTING
GROUP
DREAM PROPERTY
DEVELOPMENT
CO.
W.L.L.
has aavacancy
vacancyforforthetheoccupation
occupation
W.L.L has
of
of
CLEANER , suitably
MAINTENANCE
CLERKqualified
, suitablyapplicants
qualified
can
contact
or AMEER@
applicants
can 17400407
contact 17700211
or HRD@
ALMOAYYEDCG.COM
DREAMGROUP.BH
AL
MOAYYED
LANDSCAPES
AND
SILVER
CITY CONTRACTING
has a vacancy
SWIMMING
POOLSofhasWORKER
a vacancy, suitably
for the
for the occupation
occupation
of WORKER
, suitably39188855
qualified
qualified applicants
can contact
applicants
can contact 17400407 or
or SILVERCITYCONTRACTING@
ameer@almoayyedcg.com
GMAIL.COM
Mexico
and maintenance
POWER cleaning
TECH DEVELOPMENT
W.L.L
services
has a vacancy
for the
occupation
has a vacancy
for the
occupation
of
of
CLEANER , FITTER
suitably qualified
MECHANICAL
, suitablyapplicants
qualified
can
contact 17550720
or mexicocleaning@
applicants
can contact
39279042 or
gmail.com
POWERTECHBAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
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Classifieds
VACANCIES
AVAILABLE
VACANCIES
CONTINUED
AVAILABLE

MOHAMMED AHMADI CO W.L.L has a
BISMILLAH
CONTRACTING
vacancy
for the
occupation of &TRADING
WORKER
W.L.L qualified
has a vacancy
for thecan
occupation
,CO
suitably
applicants
contact
of LABOURER
, suitably qualified applicants
17268111
or HRD1@MACBH.COM
can contact 17874941
or BISCONWLL@
TELANGANA
RESTAURANT
has a
YAHOO.COM
vacancy
for the occupation of WORKER
CONTRACTING
&TRADING
,BISMILLAH
suitably qualified
applicants can
contact
CO W.L.L has aorvacancy
for the occupation
17230027
FAROOHA9191@
of FOREMAN , suitably qualified applicants
HOTMAIL.COM
can contact
17874941
BISCONWLL@
IBN
AL BETAR
SPICEor TRADER
has a
YAHOO.COM
vacancy
for the occupation of SALESMAN
ALI
YOUSIF
ALMEZAL
,MOHD
suitably qualified
applicants can
contact
CONSTRUCTION&SER
B.S.C.C has a
17323544
or bahrain877@gmail.com
vacancy forSCRAP
the occupation
CARPENTER
ALJADID
STORESof has
a vacancy
, suitably
qualified ofapplicants
can, suitably
contact
for
the occupation
WORKER
17730437applicants
or OFFICE@ALMEZEAL.COM
qualified
can contact 39819191
ALADLIYA
CONTRACTING
or
ALJADEED1974@GMAIL.COM
ESTABLISHMENT
a vacancy
for the
AL
DANA PARTY has
HALL
has a vacancy
occupation
of WORKER
, suitably, qualified
for
the occupation
of WAITER
suitably
applicantsapplicants
can contact
39602882
or
qualified
can contact
33882097
ALSIDDIQI@ADLIYAGROUPBH.COM
or
feeetooo_97@hotmail.com
NASS
CONTRACTING
COMPANY
(W.L.L)
AL
DANA
PARTY HALL
has a vacancy
hasthe
a vacancy
for theofoccupation
for
occupation
DRIVERof, MASON
suitably
, suitablyapplicants
qualified applicants
contact
qualified
can contactcan
33882097
17727925
or yousif@aanass.net
or
feeetooo_97@hotmail.com
NASS
COMPANY
Al
danachlCONTRACTING
building materials
has a
(W.L.L) has
a vacancy
for the
of
vacancy
for the
occupation
of occupation
SALESMAN
, suitably
qualifiedcanapplicants
,LABOURER
suitably qualified
applicants
contact
can contact or17727925
or yousif@
17411490
SAEEDAMEED01@
aanass.net
GMAIL.COM
INTERNATIONAL
MARKETING
COMPANY
ALHAMAD
CLEARING
& FORWARDING
W.L.L CLEANTEC
hasfora the
vacancy
for the
AGENCY
has a vacancy
occupation
of
occupation, ofsuitably
WORKER
, suitably
qualified
WORKER
qualified
applicants
can
applicants
can contact
36636640 or
contact
33270707
or HALHAMAD2002@
HANANKHALAF84@GMAIL.COM
HOTMAIL.COM
TYLOS PUBLISHING
PRESS for
hasthea
KAMILIA
FALAFEL has&a vacancy
vacancy foroftheWORKER
occupation
of WORKER
occupation
, suitably
qualified
, suitably qualified
applicants
can contact
applicants
can contact
17414664
or
17405333 or tylosprinting@gmail.com
ABUMAHER60@HOTMAIL.COM
Castillo Trading
& Construction
has a
ARUNIMA
FASHIONS
has a vacancy
vacancy
for the occupation
of WORKER
for
the occupation
of TAILOR
, suitably
, suitablyapplicants
qualified applicants
contact
qualified
can contactcan
17763694
17717474
or CASTELECT@GMAIL.COM
or
JAMAL.ALOTAIBI@GMAIL.COM
ALMOAYYEDCONSTRUCTION
CLEANING
PLANNING
EST. has &a
MAINTENANCE
W.L.L. of
hasCARPENTER
a vacancy
vacancy
for the occupation
the occupation
CLEANER
,forsuitably
qualified ofapplicants
can, suitably
contact
qualified applicants
can contact 17400407
36555228
or anish6722@gmail.com
or ameer@almoayyedcg.com
PLANNING
CONSTRUCTION EST. has
CLEANING
aALMOAYYED
vacancy for the occupation
of MASON&
has can
a vacancy
,MAINTENANCE
suitably qualifiedW.L.L.
applicants
contact
for the occupation
of CLEANER , suitably
36555228
or anish6722@gmail.com
qualified
applicants
can contact
Qand
palace
aircondition
has a17400407
vacancy
or ameer@almoayyedcg.com
for
the occupation of WORKER , suitably
ALMOAYYED
CLEANING
qualified
applicants can
contact 33557775&
MAINTENANCE
W.L.L. has a vacancy
or
NURSE222@HOTMAIL.COM
for &theOUT
occupation
of CLEANER
suitably
IN
SUPERMARKET
has a, vacancy
qualified
applicantsof can
contact 17400407
for
the occupation
SALESMAN
, suitably
or ameer@almoayyedcg.com
qualified
applicants can contact 17530005
Mexico
cleaning and maintenance
or
KHALID@KBHGROUP.COM
services has
vacancyWLL
for the
Havelock
OneaInteriors
hasoccupation
a vacancy
of the
CLEANER
, suitably
qualified applicants
for
occupation
of CARPENTER
, suitably
can contact
17550720canor contact
mexicocleaning@
qualified
applicants
17832030
gmail.com
or
hamida.alhubail@havelockone.com.biz
DREAM PROPERTY
DEVELOPMENT
HESHMATI
CONSTRUCTION
has CO.a
W.L.L hasfora the
vacancy
for theofoccupation
of
vacancy
occupation
WORKER
CLERK
, suitably
,MAINTENANCE
suitably qualified
applicants
can qualified
contact
applicants can contact
17700211 or HRD@
39800990
or ALTASHANI2014@
DREAMGROUP.BH
GMAIL.COM
DREAM PROPERTY
DEVELOPMENT
SULTAN
HADRAMOUT
RESTURANT CO.
has
has for
a vacancy
for the of
occupation
of
aW.L.L
vacancy
the occupation
WORKER
CLERK
, suitably
,MAINTENANCE
suitably qualified
applicants
can qualified
contact
applicants can contact
17700211 or HRD@
33934636
or ALI.MATROOK95@
DREAMGROUP.BH
GMAIL.COM
PROTECTS
SECURITY
SERVICES
has a
JOY
ALUKKAS
JEWELERY
COMPANY
vacancyhas
for athevacancy
occupation
of SECURITY
W.L.L
for the
occupation
GUARDSALESMAN
, suitably qualified
applicants
can
of
, suitably
qualified
contact 17700211
or hrd@dreamgroup.bh
applicants
can contact
17229914 or
PROTECTS SECURITY SERVICES has a
BAHMANAMAMGR@JOYALUKKAS.COM
vacancy forCONTRACTING
the occupation ofhasSECURITY
HANOVER
a vacancy
GUARD
, suitably of
qualified
applicants
can
for
the occupation
WORKER
, suitably
contact 17700211
hrd@dreamgroup.bh
qualified
applicantsorcan
contact 33994476
ABRAJ
ALKHAMIS CONTRACTING W.L.L
or
KHALID111@GMAIL.COM
has a vacancy
for the SERVICES
occupation of
PARSONS
GLOBAL
L TSTEEL
D has
, suitably
qualified of
applicants
can
aCHIPPER
vacancy for
the occupation
MANAGER
contact 17630580
or ABRAJKHAMIS786@
(PROJECT)
, suitably
qualified applicants
GMAIL.COM
can
contact 17541001 or HUSSAM.
ABRAJ ALKHAMIS CONTRACTING W.L.L
AWAD@PARSONS.COM
has a mark
vacancy
for the occupation
MASON
Gulf
supermarkets
has of
a vacancy
, suitably
qualifiedofapplicants
can, suitably
contact
for
the occupation
SALESMAN
17630580
or ABRAJKHAMIS786@
qualified
applicants
can contact 39900801
GMAIL.COM
or
Ali40024@HOTMAIL.COM
Jasco CONTRUCTION
has a vacancy
NATIONAL
FINANCE & EXCHANGE
CO
the occupation
of CASHIER
, suitably
.forW.L.L
has a vacancy
for the occupation
qualified
applicantsEXECUTIVE
can contact 17290028
of
MARKETING
, suitably
or ALAMEEDMOTORS@GMAIL.COM
qualified
applicants can contact 17226061
Professional
Way Contracting W.L.L. has
or
SAMI11300@HOTMAIL.COM
a vacancy
for the
of STEEL
MARK
LAND
CARoccupation
SERVICES
has a
FABRICATOR
qualified
applicants
vacancy
for the, suitably
occupation
of WORKER
contact
17822161
,can
suitably
qualified
applicantsorcanINFO@
contact
PWCBH.COM or
AL.JALHAM@
39286251
Professional Way Contracting W.L.L. has
HOTMAIL.COM
a vacancy for
the occupation
of LABOURER
Maraseel
Phone
has a vacancy
for the
, suitably qualified
applicants can
contact
occupation
of SALESMAN
, suitably
17822161applicants
or INFO@PWCBH.COM
qualified
can contact 39639797
OTSEN
SERVICES COMPANY W.L.L has
or
MARASEEL.OFF@GMAIL.COM
a vacancy for
the occupation
of WORKER
Dhafayer
Ladies
Beauty Salon
has a
, suitablyforqualified
applicants
can contact
vacancy
the occupation
of BEAUTICIAN
or WESTERNBAHRAIN2021@
,17227206
suitably qualified
applicants can contact
GMAIL.COM or DAFAIRSALON@
33290001
PLAY RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE
GMAIL.COM
W.L.L has a vacancy
for the BUILDING
occupation
ALNOOR
TOWERS
of
MANAGER
, suitably
qualified
MATERIALS
AND CEMENTI
has a vacancy
applicants
can contact
16666661 ,orsuitably
ajit@
for
the occupation
of LABOURER
sevensholding.com
qualified
applicants can contact 17290276
NewGOLDENCRYSTAL76@GMAIL.COM
Line Retail Enterprises W.L.L has a
or

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
PEOPLE
vacancy
for the occupation
of LABOURER
hasqualified
a vacancy
for the occupation
of
,W.L.L.
suitably
applicants
can contact
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
ANALYST , suitably
17722211
or INDECO@BATELCO.
qualified applicants can contact 17727375 or
COM.BH
WILLIAM@ITPEOPLEGULF.COM
THREE
COLOURS BUILDING MATERIALS
ADHRAA
IRONING.
vacancy
CO
W.L.L has
a vacancy has
for thea occupation
for SALESMAN
the occupation
LAUNDERER/
of
, suitablyofqualified
applicants
PRESSER(GENERAL)
suitably qualified
can
contact 38076373 or, MJ.GROUP.BH@
applicants can contact 37799312 or
GMAIL.COM
UM.NARJIS294@GMAIL.COM
SHIFA
BUDAIYA MEDICAL CENTER
ADHRAA
a vacancy
W.L.L
has aIRONING.
vacancy forhas
the occupation
of
for the occupation
of applicants
LAUNDERER/
WORKER
, suitably qualified
can
PRESSER(GENERAL)
, suitably qualified
contact
39425758 or ABUTTY.KILIYANNI@
applicants can contact 37799312 or
GMAIL.COM
UM.NARJIS294@GMAIL.COM
Grill
LAND Restaurant W.L.L has a vacancy
ARAD
FORT RESTAURANT
has a
for
the occupation
of WAITER 2, suitably
vacancy for
the occupation
of WORKER
qualified
applicants
can contact
77907777
, suitably
qualified applicants can contact
or
TINA@JASGROUP.CO
or BRIGHTALKALEEJ@
36000154
Grill
LAND Restaurant
W.L.L has a vacancy
GMAIL.COM
for
the occupation of KITCHEN AIDE ,
THE BAHRAIN
COMPANY
suitably
qualifiedPETROLEUM
applicants can
contact
B.S.C - CLOSED
has a vacancy for the
77907777
or TINA@JASGROUP.CO
occupationCONSTRUCTION
of
OPERATOR(CONTROL
ZAFEER
W.L.L has a
CENTRE)for, the
suitably
qualified
can
vacancy
occupation
of applicants
TECHNICIAN
or recruitment@
,contact
suitably17704040
qualified applicants
can contact
bapco.netor ZAFEER2030@YAHOO.COM
39339937
POULLAIDES
CONSTRUCTION
HASSAN
JASIM CONSTRUCTION
CO.
COMPANY
vacancy
for the
W.L.L
has aW.L.L.
vacancyhasforathe
occupation
of
occupation, suitably
of ACCOUNTANT
, suitably
MASON
qualified applicants
can
qualified39973731
applicantsorcan
contact 17826660
contact
HASSAN39973731@
or PCCBAH@BATELCO.COM.BH
GMAIL.COM
AGILITY Creations
BAHRAIN
CLOSED
Muralika
WLLB.S.C
has a vacancy
for
has occupation
a vacancyof forGENERAL
the occupation
of
the
MANAGER
suitablycan qualified
,STOREKEEPER
suitably qualified ,applicants
contact
applicants can
17461033 or
33190465
or contact
rohitmuraleedharan966@
shabib@agility.com
gmail.com
MASAYEF
LEBANON
AL
Tendeal Men
TailoringSANDWICHES
has a vacancy for&
PASTRIES
hasofa TAILOR
vacancy(GENTS)
for the occupation
the
occupation
, suitably
of WORKER(KEBAB)
, suitably
qualified
qualified
applicants can contact
39023395
or
applicants can contact 66335777 or
KHALIL8311@HOTMAIL.COM
ALJEEL_CON@HOTMAIL.COM
ZAYAN
CONTRACTING AND REAL
YAMUNACOMPANY
TRADING has
a vacancy
for the
ESTATE
W.L.L
has a vacancy
occupation
of WORKER
, suitably qualified
for
the occupation
of WORKER(SALES)
can contact
33308823
or
,applicants
suitably qualified
applicants
can contact
ALABASI31@HOTMAIL.COM
17470964
or AQEELSHAHZAD79@
PARS INTERNITIONAL HOTEL W.L.L has
GMAIL.COM
a vacancyMARKETS
for the occupation
WAITER
TAMIMI
BAHRAINofCOMPANY
(HOTEL)
qualified
W.L.L
has, asuitably
vacancy
for theapplicants
occupationcan
of
contact 17814777MANAGER
or HAMAN74@
ADMINISTRATIVE
, suitably
GMAIL.COM
qualified
applicants can contact 35127876 or
AIN AL BAHRAIN
SALON
a vacancy
DANAT
AWAL W.L.L
has has
a vacancy
for
for the
occupation
BARBER ,, suitably
the
occupation
of of WORKER
39664685
qualified applicants can contact 17300257
BUHAJAR06@HOTMAIL.COM
or HUSSAIN@GPA-BH.COM
NEW SABAR
ALAYOOBI
REASTURANT
ALNAJAH
PRINTING
PRESS
W.L.L has a
has a for
vacancy
for theof occupation
of
vacancy
the occupation
TECHNICIAN
, suitably applicants
qualified applicants
can
,WORKER
suitably qualified
can contact
contact 34039246
or ALIAYOOB323807@
39149240
or AJ@VMSWORLD.COM
GMAIL.COM
NANO
CONTRACTING W.L.L has a
NEW SABAR
vacancy
for theALAYOOBI
occupation REASTURANT
of WORKER
a vacancy
the occupation
of
,has
suitably
qualified forapplicants
can contact
WORKER(KEBAB)
, suitably qualified
17227206
or GEEPASBAHRAIN@
applicants can contact 34039246 or
GMAIL.COM
ALIAYOOB323807@GMAIL.COM
Zmart
Buildco WLL has a vacancy for the
AL MONASEQ
PAINTING, suitably
& CYPSOM
has
occupation
of WORKER
qualified
a vacancy forcan
the occupation
of LABOURER
applicants
contact 39676747
or
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
LAKME.BH@GMAIL.COM
39425256
or rabab.abdulla@gmail.com
IHOB
MOBESORIES
CO. WLL. has a
SHAN CONSTRUCTION
a vacancy
vacancy
for the occupation has
of SALESMAN
the occupation
WORKER
,forsuitably
qualified ofapplicants
can, suitably
contact
qualified applicants
can contact 17771700
17663539
or RASAK@TECHORBIT.NET
or ykahmed@yahoo.com
AJWAAD
MART W.L.L has a vacancy
SHAN
SCRAP has
vacancy , suitably
for the
for
the occupation
of aWORKER
occupationapplicants
of WORKER
, suitably33343610
qualified
qualified
can contact
applicants
can contact 17771700 or
or
APAJMAL786@GMAIL.COM
ykahmed@yahoo.com
NEW
IKRAM TRADING CO W.L.L has a
DREAM for
PROPERTY
DEVELOPMENT
CO.
vacancy
the occupation
of SALESMAN
has qualified
a vacancyapplicants
for the occupation
of
,W.L.L
suitably
can contact
MAINTENANCEorCLERK
, suitably qualified
66643747
LAYALIBAHRAIN@
applicants can contact 17700211 or HRD@
GMAIL.COM
DREAMGROUP.BH
Al
baasit Contracting and Cleaning
DREAM PROPERTY
DEVELOPMENT
CO.
Services
has a vacancy
for the occupation
W.L.L has
a vacancy, forsuitably
the occupation
of
of
WORKER
qualified
MAINTENANCE
qualified
applicants
can CLERK
contact , suitably
33319714
or
applicants can contact 17700211 or HRD@
MUHAMMADKHUN55066@GMAIL.COM
DREAMGROUP.BH
Seven
Energy W.L.L has a vacancy for
QUICK
ZEBRAofSERVICES
has a qualified
vacancy
the
occupation
CHEF , suitably
for the occupation
of CLEANER
applicants
can contact
17500791 , orsuitably
hr@
qualified applicants can contact 17700211
seven-energy.com
or hrd@dreamgroup.bh
Bakhsh
Auto Garage has a vacancy for the
OLIVE HOTEL
has a vacancy
for the
occupation
of MECHANIC
, suitably qualified
occupationcan
of contact
COOK(GENERAL)
applicants
39469263 or, suitably
FAME_
qualified applicants can contact 39655474 or
CONSTRUCTION@HOTMAIL.COM
NAMALCO@BATELCO.COM.BH
Bru
artisan coffee has a vacancy for the
OLIVE HOTEL
has a SERVER
vacancy , suitably
for the
occupation
of COFFEE
occupation
of WAITER/BARTENDER
qualified
applicants
can contact 39455040 or,
suitably qualified applicants can contact
ALMUSALLAM.A@GMAIL.COM
39655474 TRAVEL
or NAMALCO@BATELCO.
ALSABAH
has a vacancy for the
COM.BH of TICKETING CLERK , suitably
occupation
MAKKAHapplicants
ALUMINIUM
has 17229040
a vacancy
qualified
can contact
or
for the occupation of WORKER , suitably
ARABIANAGENCY1@YAHOO.COM
qualified AIR
applicantsAIRCONDTION
can contact 39400253
ICE
ERS
or MAKAH.ALUMINIUM@GMAIL.COM
SPAREPARTS
W.L.L has a vacancy for the
AL AREEN ofHOUSE
has a, vacancy
occupation
SALESSPICES
EXCUTIVE
suitably
for the occupation
of contact
WORKER
, suitably
qualified
applicants can
39606123
or
qualified applicants can contact 39681830
ICEAIRPARTS@GMAIL.COM
or AQANSARI123@GMAIL.COM
BAB
ALMORAD FRUITS has a vacancy
SHAFIQ
DECOR W.L.L
has a vacancy
for
for
the occupation
of WORKER
, suitably
the occupation
of can
LABOURER
, suitably
qualified
applicants
contact 39988690
qualified
applicants can contact 36511786
or
UOBAHRAIN@HOTMAIL.COM
or bahrainframes@gmail.com
DIET
SPOON FOR HEALTHY FOOD
6 pence
Consulting
has a vacancy
has
a vacancy
forW.L.L.
the occupation
of
for the occupation of , SALES
COOK(GENERAL)
suitablyEXECUTIVE
qualified
REPRESENTATIVE
, suitably
qualified
applicants
can contact
33961480
or
applicants can contact 13600014 or
dietspoon@outlook.com
hhasan@6-pence.com
AL
BASEERA GENERAL TRADING
JANAT CONSTRUCTIONS
ADEN CONSTRUCTION
has a
AND
COMPANY
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation

of WORKER
qualified
applicants
vacancy
for the, suitably
occupation
of WORKER
37383999
contactqualified
,can
suitably
applicantsor canINFO@
contact
ALBASEERAGROUP.COM
34439395
AL RFAAH
ARAFATHOME
FOR FOR
AOTOFIXING
ITEMSFURNITURE
& SPARE
CO WLL
vacancyforforthe
the occupation
occupation of
PART
hashasa avacancy
WORKER , ,suitably
SALESMAN
suitablyqualified
qualified applicants can
contact39902221
33668682
or FALAH27@
contact
or njar330@gmail.com
OUTLOOK.COM
ARAD
HOUSE HOLD APPLIANCES has a
Geolog for
Surface
Logging ofDMCC
has a
vacancy
the occupation
SALESMAN
the occupation
of TECHNICIAN
,vacancy
suitablyforqualified
applicants
can contact
, suitablyorqualified
applicants can contact
38762367
STORIBAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
17568173
Le
Meridien Hotel Bahrain City Center has
worldfor marketing
andof promotion
aLite
vacancy
the occupation
TRAINEE
hasqualified
a vacancy
for thecan
occupation
,W.L.L
suitably
applicants
contact
of WORKER(SALES)
, suitably qualified
32337777
or ALI.ALQATTAN@MAF.AE
applicants
contact
33984439
or
Le
MeridiencanHotel
Bahrain
City Center
MANGA29051987@GMAIL.COM
has
a vacancy for the occupation of CHEF
COFFEE
SHOP can
- Bahraini
,SAMRIYAH
suitably qualified
applicants
contact
Partnershiporhas
a vacancy for the occupation
32337777
ALI.ALQATTAN@MAF.AE
of WORKER
, suitably
qualifiedhas
applicants
can
BRIGHT
LIGHT
LAUNDRY
a vacancy
contact
36604099 ofor LAUNDERER(HANDRED_FLOWER848@
for
the occupation
HOTMAIL.COM
CHEMICAL
SOLUTIONS) , suitably qualified
SIDRA AYAN
CARGO17772179
HANDLING
applicants
can contact
or
COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy for the
NASEEMA.ABBAS68@GMAIL.COM
occupation
of TRANSPORTATION
WORKER , suitably qualified
ROAD
LINE
has a
applicants
contact 34175363
or JABAR.
vacancy
forcan
the occupation
of DRIVER(HEAVY
ALI43@YAHOO.COM
TRUCK)
, suitably qualified applicants can
ANOWAR
HOSSAIN
ISHAQUE INTERIOR
contact
36666355
or YAS3366@GMAIL.COM
DECORATION
a vacancyhas
for thea
La
ROSA W.L.L
HOTELhas W.L.L
occupation offorOFFICE
, suitably
vacancy
the ASSISTANT
occupation
of
qualified applicants can contact 32154088
or
SUPERVISOR(HOUSEKEEPING
AFFAIRS)
,BE0717542@GMAIL.COM
suitably qualified applicants can contact
DAXX SALON
has a vacancy for the
17111999
or larosahotel1977@gmail.com
occupation
of CONSTRUCTION
BARBER , suitably
qualified
DOWN
TOWN
COMPANY
applicants
contact
33881163
or
W.L.L.
has acan
vacancy
for the
occupation of
JMAM393@GMAIL.COM
LABOURER
, suitably qualified applicants
Brilliant
translation
vacancy for the
can
contact
17404866hasora DOWNTOWN@
occupation of TRANSLATORS , suitably
BATELCO.COM.BH
qualified applicants can contact
39464921 or
ALADLIYA
CONTRACTING
HAMEED@DADABHAITRAVEL.COM
ESTABLISHMENT
has a vacancy for the
ASAD REPAIR
OF , suitably
ELECTRONIC
occupation
of WORKER
qualified
EQUIPMENTcan
Company
has a vacancy
applicants
contactW.L.L
39602882
or
for the occupation of WORKER , suitably
ALSIDDIQI@ADLIYAGROUPBH.COM
qualified applicants can contact
33201845 or
ALAZHAR
CONTRACTING
SALMAN.MINHAS005@GMAIL.COM
ESTABLISHMENT
has a vacancy for the
DOSOR CARPENTRY
has a(GENERAL)
vacancy for,
occupation
of CLEANER
the occupation
CARPENTER
suitably
qualifiedof applicants
can, suitably
contact
qualified applicants
can contact 33110969 or
17702454
or mohdnew28@gmail.com
ADEL_HIJI@HOTMAIL.COMCONTRACTING
ALAZHAR
BU SALEM CATERING
KITCHENS
ESTABLISHMENT
has a vacancy
for the
W.L.L has of
a vacancy
for the
occupation,
occupation
CLEANER
(GENERAL)
of COOK(GENERAL)
, suitably
suitably
qualified applicants
can qualified
contact
applicants orcan
contact 36888400
or
17702454
mohdnew28@gmail.com
BUSALEMKC@GMAIL.COM
NASS
CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L)
SHAHARYAR
has
a vacancy BAIG
for theFACILITIES
occupation SUPPORT
of STEEL
CO. W.L.L has, asuitably
vacancyqualified
for the occupation
FABRICATOR
applicants
of contact
HEAVY17727925
DRIVERor , yousif@aanass.net
suitably qualified
can
applicants
can contactCOMPANY
33928247(W.L.L)
or
NASS
CONTRACTING
BAIGSGROUPPK@GMAIL.COM
has
a vacancy for the occupation of MASON
MAKER
INTERIOR
,LIKE
suitably
qualified
applicantsDECORATION
can contact
W.L.L hasora yousif@aanass.net
vacancy for the occupation
17727925
of
WORKER
, suitably COMPANY
qualified
NASS
CONTRACTING
applicants
contact
34002030
or
(W.L.L)
has can
a vacancy
for the
occupation of
BAHRAINBLOKBUSTER@GMAIL.COM
LABOURER
, suitably qualified applicants can
CATIIS 17727925
BAHRAIN orW.L.L
has a vacancy for
contact
yousif@aanass.net
the occupation of MARKETING
SPECIALIST (ANALYSIS
INTERNATIONAL
COMPANY
& MEASUREMENT)
W.L.L
CLEANTEC has, asuitably
vacancy qualified
for the
applicants ofcanWORKER
contact , suitably
77081871qualified
or
occupation
contact@catiisonline.com
applicants
can contact 36636640
or
FAST FLOW INTERNATIONAL W.L.L
HANANKHALAF84@GMAIL.COM
has a vacancy
the has
occupation
of
PREMATOR
GULFforW.L.L
a vacancy
TECHNICIAN(MAINTENANCE)
for
the occupation of SPRAYER, , suitably
37771467 or
qualified applicants can contact 17673513
MAJEED@FASTFLOWGROUPS.COM
NASCO@BATELCO.COM.BH
ALNEAMAH GULF
CARGOW.L.L
CO. has
W.L.L
has a
PREMATOR
a vacancy
vacancy
for the occupation
of WORKER
for
the occupation
of SPRAYER
, suitably
, suitablyapplicants
qualifiedcan
applicants
can contact
qualified
contact 17673513
or
17735363 or NEDAL600@HOTMAIL.COM
NASCO@BATELCO.COM.BH
Bogota CONTRACTING
Building Maintenance
has a
ALEZZ
& MECHANICAL
vacancy for CO.W.L.L.
the occupation
WORKER
SERVICES
has aof vacancy
for
, suitably
applicants
can
the
occupationqualified
of CARPENTER
, suitably
contact applicants
33697127
UMM-HATIM@
qualified
canorcontact
17213003 or
OUTLOOK.COM
ALEZZCO1@GMAIL.COM
ALEJA CONTRACTING
FOR
CLEARANCE
OF
ALEZZ
& MECHANICAL
GOVERMMENT
TRANSACTIONS
has a
SERVICES
CO.W.L.L.
has a vacancy
vacancy
for the occupation
of LABOURER
for
the occupation
of WELDER
, suitably
, suitablyapplicants
qualifiedcan
applicants
can contact
qualified
contact 17213003
or
34600299 or NADHEM.ISMEEL@
ALEZZCO1@GMAIL.COM
YAHOO.COM
PAN
ARAB MARKETING & AGENT
NEW MILLENNIUM
SCHOOL
has a vacancy
COMPANY
W.L.L has
a vacancy
for the
for the occupation
of TEACHER
suitably
occupation
of WORKER
, suitably , qualified
qualified applicants
can contact
17272700 or
applicants
can contact
17514166
NMSEDU@NMS.EDU.BH
ABUNAJID@GMAIL.COM
MOHAMMED ALI
ABDULLA ALASHIRI
ALMOAYYED
CONTRACTING
GROUP)
AMEERhas
ALBEEHAR
a vacancy
for
W.L.L.
a vacancy( has
for the
occupation
the CLEANER
occupation, ofsuitably
FISHERMAN
, suitably
of
qualified applicants
qualified
applicants
can contact
or
can
contact
17400407
or 32202880
AMEER@
alsaeed4@aol.com
ALMOAYYEDCG.COM
MOHAMED
AHMED
JASIM
QUICK
ZEBRAHAMAD
SERVICES
has a vacancy
ALJAWDER
has a vacancy
for the occupation
for
the occupation
of CLEANER
, suitably
of WATCHMAN
/ GUARD
, suitably
qualified
qualified
applicants
can contact
17700211
or
applicants can contact 39459096
or
hrd@dreamgroup.bh
M.ALJOWDER@HOTMAIL.COM
Hertel
W.L.L has a vacancy for the
Sayed Kadhem
& sons B.S.c.
close
occupation
of aldurazi
SCAFFOLDER
, suitably
has a vacancy
for the
of STEEL
qualified
applicants
canoccupation
contact 36633899
or
FABRICATOR , suitably qualified applicants
MOHAMMED.QASSIM@HERTEL.COM
can contact 17624116
sayedshubbar@
ALYAMAMA
HOUSE orFOR
CLEANING
skaldurazi.com has a vacancy for the
CONTRACTING
Sayed Kadhem
aldurazi, suitably
& sonsqualified
B.S.c.
occupation
of WORKER
close has can
a vacancy
the occupation
applicants
contactfor 17345569
or
of CLEANER , suitably qualified applicants
alyamama@batelco.com.bh
can contact
17624116 SERVICES
or sayedshubbar@
CIRCLE
INTEGRATED
W.L.L has
askaldurazi.com
vacancy for the occupation of CLEANER
Sayed Kadhem
aldurazi
sons B.S.c.
(GENERAL)
, suitably
qualified& applicants
can
close has
a vacancy
for the occupation
contact
17822218
or INFO@CIRCLE.BH
of MASON , suitably
qualifiedSERVICES
applicants
INTERNATIONAL
SECURITY
can W.L.L
contacthas
17624116
CO.
a vacancyor forsayedshubbar@
the occupation
skaldurazi.com

Call us on +973 36458394

email : advt@newsofbahrain.com
KadhemGUARD
aldurazi
& sonsqualified
B.S.c.
ofSayed
SECURITY
, suitably
close has can
a vacancy
the occupation
applicants
contact for
17007771
or HR@of
CARPENTER , suitably qualified applicants
issbh.com
can contact 17624116
or sayedshubbar@
INTERNATIONAL
SECURITY
SERVICES
skaldurazi.com
CO.
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation
TOWN
ofDOWN
SECURITY
GUARD , CONSTRUCTION
suitably qualified
COMPANYcan
W.L.L.
has17007771
a vacancyor forHR@
the
applicants
contact
occupation of STEEL CHIPPER , suitably
issbh.com
qualified applicants
canCO
contact
URBASER
BAHRAIN
W.L.L17404866
has a
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
vacancy
for the occupation of WORKER
TOWN applicants
CONSTRUCTION
,DOWN
suitably qualified
can contact
COMPANYorW.L.L.
has a vacancy for the
17534342
sajilnath@urbaser.com
occupation
of STEEL
, suitably
DANAT
AWAL
W.L.L CHIPPER
has a vacancy
for
qualified
applicants
contact ,17404866
the
occupation
of can
WORKER
suitably
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
qualified
applicants can contact 17300257
DOWN
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
or
HUSSAIN@GPA-BH.COM
COMPANY LADIES
W.L.L. has
a vacancy has
for thea
POSHAK
TAILORING
occupation
CHIPPER
, suitably
vacancy
for oftheSTEEL
occupation
of WORKER
can contactcan17404866
,qualified
suitably applicants
qualified applicants
contact
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
33937884
or NIDHAMI.BH@GMAIL.COM
DOWN FASHIONS
TOWN has aCONSTRUCTION
NAYLA
vacancy for the
COMPANYofW.L.L.
has a, suitably
vacancyqualified
for the
occupation
WORKER
occupation can
of contact
CARPENTER
, suitably
applicants
33937884
or
qualified applicants can contact 17404866
NIDHAMI.BH@GMAIL.COM
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
Bu
Hajer Boutique has a vacancy for the
DOWN
CONSTRUCTION
occupation
ofTOWN
SALES AGENT
, suitably
COMPANY
W.L.L. has
vacancy
for the
qualified
applicants
can acontact
34056560
occupation
of CARPENTER , suitably
or
HUSSAIN8811@HOTMAIL.COM
qualified applicants
can contactEST
17404866
ALNAIREH
CONSTRUCTION
has a
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
vacancy
for the occupation of WORKER
TOWN applicants
CONSTRUCTION
,DOWN
suitably qualified
can contact
COMPANYorW.L.L.
has a vacancy for the
39611160
ALHADIBH66@GMAIL.COM
occupation
CARPENTER
AL
NABEELof STAR
TRADING, suitably
has a
qualified for
applicants
can contact
17404866
vacancy
the occupation
of WORKER
DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
,orsuitably
qualified applicants can contact
DOWN or HAJI.QADEER@HOTMAIL.COM
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
39402131
COMPANY
W.L.L. has aSERVICES
vacancy forLTD
the
TATA
CONSULTANCY
occupationhas
of a vacancy
CARPENTER
, suitably
BAHRAIN
for the occupation
applicants
can contact ,17404866
ofqualified
SENIOR
PROGRAMMER
suitably
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
qualified
applicants can contact 17536222
DOWN
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
or
firoz.p@tcs.com
COMPANYLADIES
W.L.L. SALOON
has a vacancy
for the
SHAHLA
& BEAUTY
occupation
of STEEL
CHIPPER
, suitably
has
a vacancy
for the
occupation
of
qualified applicants
canqualified
contact applicants
17404866
BEAUTICIAN
, suitably
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
can
contact 32332010 or reem.hakeem.7@
MARBLE RESTORATION CO. W.L.L has
hotmail.com
a vacancySALON
for the BEAUTY
occupationhas
of aWORKER
ELLIAN
vacancy
, suitably
qualifiedof applicants
can, suitably
contact
for
the occupation
BEAUTICIAN
17727676applicants
or aqeel@basma.com.bh
qualified
can contact 33355855
SECURI
CORE W.L.L has a vacancy for the
or
AMOOOL.86@HOTMAIL.COM
occupation
of SECURITY
GUARD , suitably
AL
HAITAM
FOR INDUSTRIES
&
qualified applicants
can contact 17822228
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
CO.
or HRGUARDS@SECURICORE.BH
(FOREIGN
BRA has a vacancy for the
SECURI CORE
W.L.L has a(TECHNICAL
vacancy for
occupation
of CONSULTANT
the occupation
of ELECTRICIAN
, suitably
AFFAIRS)
, suitably
qualified applicants
can
qualified
applicants
can contact 17822228
contact
17792249
or HR@ALHAITAM.COM
RASHEED@SECURICORE.BH
6orpence
Consulting W.L.L. has a vacancy
Diamond
square
contracting
has
for
the occupation
of MANAGER
, suitably
a vacancy
for can
the contact
occupation
qualified
applicants
13600014of
MASON(GENERAL)
, suitably qualified
or
hhasan@6-pence.com
applicants
can contact
AV
L CONCEPTS
CO 36990555
. W.L.L. has ora
BUHIJI1024@HOTMAIL.COM
vacancy
for the occupation of TECHNICIAN
BAHRAIN
CO W.L.L
has a
,URBASER
suitably qualified
applicants
can contact
vacancy foror the
occupation of WORKER
17794475
nev.desouza@gmail.com
, suitably qualified
can contact
Downtown
Rotanaapplicants
hotel B.S.C
has a
17534342fororthesajilnath@urbaser.com
vacancy
occupation of WAITER ,
BIN HAFIZ
LINE applicants
OFFICE CLEARANCE
suitably
qualified
can contact
OF GOVERNMENT
TRANSACTIONS has
17110196
or PATRICE.CONEE@ROTANA.COM
a vacancy
the occupation
TERI
MERIforCAFETERIA
hasof aWORKER
vacancy
, suitably
qualified applicants
can contact
for
the occupation
of WORKER(JUICE
or MBIN195951@GMAIL.COM
&39445381
SANDWICHES)
, suitably qualified
HARLEEN SPECIALIZED
CONTRACTING
applicants
can contact 34447865
or
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of
BOKANAAN@GMAIL.COM
WORKERDECOR
, suitablyCO.
qualified
can
VINTAGE
W.L.L applicants
has a vacancy
contact
33615001 orof BITTUSANDHU530@
for
the occupation
WORKER , suitably
GMAIL.COM
qualified
applicants can contact 17255209
MI VINTAGE@ARABIANNEON.COM
CASA W.L.L has a vacancy for the
or
occupation
of WAITER
, suitably
qualified
MAGIC
SHINE
CLEANING
CO. W.L.L
has
contact 17713603
or
aapplicants
vacancy forcan
the occupation
of CLEANER
,SPICENICEREST@GMAIL.COM
suitably qualified applicants can contact
AWAL PRINTING
PRESS W.L.L. has a
17345051
or MAGICSHINE775@
vacancy for the occupation of SERVICES
YAHOO.COM
HELPERSHINE
, suitably
qualified
applicants
MAGIC
CLEANING
CO. W.L.L
has
contactfor17292553
or AWALPRES@
acan
vacancy
the occupation
of WORKER
,BATELCO.COM.BH
suitably qualified applicants can contact
ALMANARATAIN
BLOCK & CONCRETE
17345051
or MAGICSHINE775@YAHOO.
FACTORY has a vacancy for the occupation
COM
of PAINTER
, suitably qualified
SILVER
CITY CONTRACTING
has applicants
a vacancy
canthecontact
17590097
or ALSHAAB@
for
occupation
of LABOURER
, suitably
BATELCO.COM.BH
qualified
applicants can contact 39188855
FARFASHA
TRADING CENTRE has a
or
SILVERCITYCONTRACTING@
vacancy for the occupation of SALESMAN
GMAIL.COM
, suitably qualified
can contact
BLACK
SAND applicants
CONTARUCTING
39414663
has
a vacancyor for FARFASHA_10@
the occupation of
HOTMAIL.COM
ELECTRICIAN(VEHICLES)
, suitably
BRC WELDMESH
(GULF)
W.L.L.
has a
qualified
applicants can
contact
33859167
vacancy
for the occupation of BLACKSMITH
or
MOHD81SKK@HOTMAIL.COM
(GENERAL)
, suitably qualified
applicantsMARSA
ALBUSAITEEN
COLD STORES
can contactPARTNERSHIP
17180366 or COMPANY
abdulla-2111@
BAHRAINI
has
ahotmail.com
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
,TECHNICAL
suitably qualified
applicants can
contact
W.L.L hasora HASH2H2@HOTMAIL.COM
vacancy for the occupation
39867872
of MASON(GENERAL)
, suitablyW.L.L
qualified
WESTPOINT
HOME (BAHRAIN)
has
17730036
or
aapplicants
vacancy forcan
the contact
occupation
of WORKER
,TCCBN@BATELCO.COM.BH
suitably qualified applicants can contact
TECHNICAL CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
17838129
or
ADEL.JABBER@
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation
WPHOME.COM
of CARPENTER
(GENERAL)
GARAGE
WASI has
a vacancy, suitably
for the
qualified applicants
can ,contact
occupation
of PAINTER
suitably17730036
qualified
or TCCBN@BATELCO.COM.BH
applicants
can contact 39066344 or
TECHNICAL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
nab123n@gmail.com
W.L.L
has aFOR
vacancy
for the
occupation
AL
SHUJA
SIMPLE
SECOND
HANDof
WORKER , suitably
applicants
EQUIPMENTS
has qualified
a vacancy
for can
the
contact 17730036
or TCCBN@BATELCO.
occupation
of WORKER
, suitably qualified
COM.BH can contact 39282283 or
applicants
Ramees Local ironing has a vacancy
MONA_JASSIM00@HOTMAIL.COM
for the
occupation
of has
LAUNDERER/
THE
CREPE
CAFE W.L.L
a vacancy
PRESSER(GENERAL) , suitably qualified

for
the occupation
of PASTRY
MAKER or,
applicants
can contact
17775189
suitably
qualified applicants can contact
MOHAMEDKHALIL1240@GMAIL.COM
17689666
or BIJUJOSEPH55@GMAIL.COM
PANORAMA
CONTRACTING
&
ALSAFEER
CARGO
has for
a
ENGINEERING
SERVIHANDLING
has a vacancy
vacancy
for theofoccupation
of DRIVER
the occupation
ELECTRICIAN
, suitably,
suitably
can17729935
contact
qualified qualified
applicantsapplicants
can contact
33040019
or ALTAWEELMOVER@GMAIL.COM
or AHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
WHITE
PEARL LAUNDRY
has a vacancy&
PANORAMA
CONTRACTING
for
the occupationSERVI
of WORKER
suitably
ENGINEERING
has a , vacancy
qualified
applicants of
can RIGGER
contact 33006161
for the occupation
, suitably
or
AMAA411998@GMAIL.COM
qualified
applicants can contact 17729935
Orange
Travel Co. W.L.L has a vacancy for
or AHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
the
occupationCONTRACTING
of RESERVATIONS
CLERK
BOKHOWA
& TRADING
,GROUP
suitably W.L.L
qualifiedhasapplicants
can contact
a vacancy
for the
38434888
occupationorof KHALID@ORANGE-BH.COM
WORKER , suitably qualified
SMALCO
W.L.L has or
a
applicants CONTRACTING
can contact 17255980
vacancy
for the occupation of WORKER
ADEEBALI@BOKHOWAGROUP.COM
,BOKHOWA
suitably qualified
applicants &canTRADING
contact
CONTRACTING
33040002
or smalco.bh@hotmail.com
GROUP W.L.L
has a vacancy for the
KALAVARA
W.L.L
occupation of RESTAURANT
CARPENTER , suitably
has
a vacancy
occupation
of
qualified
applicantsforcanthecontact
17255980
COOK(GENERAL)
, suitably qualified
or ADEEBALI@BOKHOWAGROUP.COM
applicants
can contact& 17668367
or
TOWER MARKETING
CONTRACTING
BAHRAINSAJAN@GMAIL.COM
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of
KALAVARA
W.L.L
has a
PLUMBER , RESTAURANT
suitably qualified
applicants
vacancy
for 17742427
the occupation
of WORKER
can contact
or alburj@batelco.
,com.bh
suitably qualified applicants can contact
17668367
BAHRAINSAJAN@GMAIL.COM
ALKARARor TRADING
EST.-PARTNERSHIP
SHAHEEN
ELECTROMECHANICAL
W.L.Lof
has a vacancy
for the occupation
has
a vacancy for the
AIRSTOREKEEPER
, occupation
suitably of
qualified
CONDITIONING
, suitably
applicants can TECHNICIAN
contact 17232282
or
qualified
applicants can contact 17813535
HAMEED397397@GMAIL.COM
or
hrd@shaheengroup.com
ANWAR
BIN HIJJI CONSTRUCTION W.L.L
MONARCH
TECHNICAL
has a vacancy for
the occupationSERVICES
of MASON
W.L.L.
hasqualified
a vacancyapplicants
for the occupation
of
, suitably
can contact
SUPERVISOR
, suitably qualified applicants
17340947 or M.BINHIJJI@GMAIL.COM
can
contactBIN17140119
or monarch@
ANWAR
HIJJI CONSTRUCTION
batelco.com.bh
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of
ABDUL
WORKER , GHAFOOR
suitably qualifiedELECTRONICS
applicants can
SERVICES
CO. W.L.LorhasM.BINHIJJI@
a vacancy for
contact 17340947
the
occupation of ELECTRICIAN , suitably
GMAIL.COM
qualified
applicants
can contact SERVICES
39460325
ALKOMED
ENGINEERING
or
CO.A.GHAFOOR.E@GMAIL.COM
has a vacancy for the occupation of
ARADOUS
CONTRACTING
AND
FOREMAN , suitably
qualified applicants
MAINTENANCE
CO. W.L.L
a vacancy
can contact 17698500
or has
ALKOMED@
for
the occupation of STEEL FABRICATOR
BATELCO.COM.BH
,ALSHAHEEN
suitably qualified applicants
can contact
CONTRACTING
69991130
or hderazi@aradouscm.com
ESTABLISHMENT
has a vacancy for
MARIYA
ADVARTISING
has a , vacancy
the occupation
of LABOURER
suitably
for
the occupation
, suitably
qualified
applicantsofcanWORKER
contact 17683576
qualified
applicants can contact 33300206
or basheer.ktr@hotmail.com
or
shawqifarhan@gmail.com
Hassani
Construction has a vacancy
SABR
AYOOB RESTAURANT
AND
for the occupation
of MASON , suitably
GRILLS
a vacancy
the occupation
qualified has
applicants
can for
contact
39633212
ofor WORKER
, suitably qualified applicants
T.HASSANI22@YAHOO.COM
can
contact 39679872
or AYESHEH_ALI@
NATIONAL
EXCAVATING
EST. W.L.L has
YAHOO.COM
a vacancy for the occupation of SHOVEL
SABR
AYOOB
RESTAURANT
AND
OPERATOR
, suitably
qualified applicants
GRILLS
has a17621168
vacancy fororthe NEEWLL@
occupation
can contact
ofBATELCO.COM.BH
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants
can
contact
39679872
or AYESHEH_ALI@
ADISON
AUTO
ELECTRICAL
WORKSHOP
YAHOO.COM
has a vacancy for the occupation of
Times
N Chimes
a vacancy
for can
the
WORKER
, suitablyhas
qualified
applicants
occupation
of SALESMAN
, suitably
contact 33009736
or bu-khalid-@
qualified
applicants can contact 77815001
hotmail.com
or
BAHRAIN@MASHREQWORLD.COM
Najeda
restaurant has a vacancy for the
SMARK
TRADING
CENTRE has a ,vacancy
occupation
of COOK(GENERAL)
suitably
for
the occupation
, suitably
qualified
applicantsofcanWORKER
contact 17643510
qualified
applicants can contact 77088931
or AZIZ2228948@GMAIL.COM
or
SMARKTRADING@YAHOO.COM
AGRO
FLORA has a vacancy for the
MC
6 CONSTRUCTION
W.L.L, suitably
has a
occupation
of GARDENER
vacancy
the occupation
of LABOURER
qualified for
applicants
can contact
39453393
,orsuitably
qualified applicants can contact
santoshpc66@gmail.com
17402050
AHMED or hrheadoffice@mcsix.me
ISA
CONTRACTING
MC
6 CONSTRUCTION
W.L.L has
a
CONSTRUCTION
has a vacancy
for the
vacancy
for of
the occupation
of ,FITTER
occupation
SURVEYOR
suitably,
suitably
can17552234
contact
qualified qualified
applicantsapplicants
can contact
17402050
or hrheadoffice@mcsix.me
or AECONT@HOTMAIL.COM
WIPRO
BAHRAIN
LIMITEDTRANSPORT
CO. W.L.L
MOHAMMED
ALI HASAN
has
has aa vacancy
vacancy for
for the
the occupation
occupation ofof
CONSULTANT
, suitably
qualified
applicants
DRIVER , suitably
qualified
applicants
can
can
contact
17171656
or MEQDAD.
contact
39468891
or ALI_MOHAMED@
GHAREEB@WIPRO.COM
BAPCO.NET
NAJMAT
SPURPATS
SEVENTIESALBALAD
KARAK has
a vacancyAND
for
CAR
ACCESSORIES
has a vacancy
for
the occupation
of WORKER
, suitably
the
occupation
of can
WORKER
suitably
qualified
applicants
contact ,17578287
qualified
applicants can contact 39319636
or KARAK1977.BAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
or
HLLH81@HOTMAIL.COM
SEVENTIES
KARAK has a vacancy for
SAFETY
TRAINING
& CONSULTANTS
the occupation
of WORKER
, suitably
CENTRE
W.L.L hascana contact
vacancy17578287
for the
qualified applicants
occupation
of SALESMAN , suitably
or AZIZALYASI1@GMAIL.COM
qualified
applicants
contact
ALGHANAH
GROUPcanW.L.L
has 17400707
a vacancy
or
for NAWAF.ALJISHI@ETS.BH
the occupation of TEAM LEADER ,
BAHRAIN
SPECIAL
suitably qualified
applicants TECHNICAL
can contact
SERVICES
STS CO. W.L.L has
17722333 or info@alghanah.com
aALGHANAH
vacancy GROUP
for the
of
W.L.Loccupation
has a vacancy
FABRICATOR(FIBERGLASS
RODUCTS)
for the occupation of TECHNICIAN
, suitably
,qualified
suitably applicants
qualified applicants
contact
can contactcan17722333
17622082
or info@BAHSTS.COM
or info@alghanah.com
MOJA
CONTRACTING
W.L.L for
hasthe
a
MUSE CLOTHES
has aCO.
vacancy
vacancy
for the
of WORKER
occupation
of occupation
SALESMAN
, suitably
,qualified
suitably applicants
qualified applicants
contact
can contactcan17533272
17244026
or MZH75@HOTMAIL.COM
or MRSTOORANI@BABYFAIREST.COM
The
Burger Concepts
has a vacancy
BEAUTIFUL
KIDS W.L.L
GARMENTS
AND
for
the occupation
TAILORING
hasof aFINANCIAL
vacancy AUDITOR
for the
,occupation
suitably qualified
applicants can, contact
of SALESMAN
suitably
34233146
or soufal@foodconceptsco.com
qualified applicants
can contact 17344840
USMANS
NEW LOOK SALON has a
or SHAJI840@GMAIL.COM
vacancy
for the occupation
of WORKER
ALMADHIF
RESTAURANT
has
,a suitably
qualified
can contactof
vacancy
for applicants
the occupation
33379334
or USMAN_DC@YAHOO.COM
COOK(GENERAL)
, suitably qualified
Hot
Pack Trading
Co. W.L.L
has a vacancy
applicants
can contact
17877002
or
for
the occupation of SALESMAN , suitably
middleeastaluminium@gmail.com
qualified
can contact 36361073
AHMED applicants
MOHAMMED
JASSIM
or
ABDUL@HOTPACK.AE
CONSTRUCTION
CO. W.L.L. has a
Harem
beautyof salon
has a
vacancy ALSultan
for the occupation
DRAFTSMAN
vacancy
the occupation
of BEAUTICIAN
, suitablyforqualified
applicants
can contact
17784584 or INFO@AMJASSIM.COM

,AHMED
suitably qualified
applicants can JASSIM
contact
MOHAMMED
66300077
or ENAS_S@MOE.GOV.BH
CONSTRUCTION
CO. W.L.L. has a vacancy
ENERFLEX
MIDDLE
W.L.L
has a
for the occupation
of EAST
PAINTER
, suitably
vacancy
the occupation
of MECHANICAL
qualified for
applicants
can contact
17784584
TECHNICIAN
, suitably qualified applicants
or INFO@AMJASSIM.COM
can
contact 33667675
AL MANAR
BAKERIES or
has abshuqair@
vacancy
enerflex.com
for the occupation of DRIVER , suitably
ROMAANY
MENS
TAILORING
qualified applicants
can contact
66333346CO.
or
W.L.L
has a vacancy for the occupation
almanarbakery@almanarbakery.com
of
qualified applicants
AL WORKER
HANADI, suitably
TELEPHONE
CABINS
can
contacthas
33332012
SERVICES
a vacancyorfor YOSIFI_122@
the occupation
HOTMAIL.COM
of WORKER , suitably qualified applicants
Ali
Zaki 39458176
Fruits AndorVegetables
has a
can Alcontact
ALITAQADUM@
vacancy
for the occupation of SALESMAN
YAHOO.COM
,ALJUNAID
suitably qualified
contact
FISHES applicants
TOOLS hascana vacancy
33640616
or a.alzaki79@GMAIL.COM
for the occupation
of WORKER , suitably
MESMERIC
CAFETERIA
has39606062
a vacancy
qualified applicants
can contact
or
for
the occupation of SALESMAN , suitably
ALJUNAID.FISHING.EQ@HOTMAIL.COM
qualified
can contactServices
33330363Co.
or
Bahrain applicants
Electromechanical
MAHMOODESA151@YAHOO.COM
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of
Zaraei
has a vacancy
for can
the
MASONrestaurant
, suitably qualified
applicants
occupation
of WAITER
(GENERAL) ,
contact 39940152
or BEMCO@BATELCO.
suitably
COM.BH qualified applicants can contact
39810007
or ZARAEI.AN@GMAIL.COM
Bahrain Electromechanical
Services Co.
PANORAMA
CONTRACTING
&
W.L.L. has a vacancy
for the occupation of
ENGINEERING
SERVI qualified
has a applicants
vacancy
CARPENTER , suitably
for
occupation
of WELDER
, suitably
canthecontact
39940152
or BEMCO@
qualified
applicants can contact 17729935
BATELCO.COM.BH
or
AHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
ALAHWAL
TRADING has a vacancy for
DOWN
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
the occupation
of ELECTRICIAN
, suitably
COMPANY
W.L.L. can
hascontact
a vacancy
for the
qualified applicants
17241049
or
occupation
of STEEL CHIPPER , suitably
JAMES@GCCBAH.COM
qualified
applicants
can contact
ZINGER LAND
CAFETERIA
has a17404866
vacancy
or
for DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
the occupation of WAITER , suitably
DOWN
TOWNcan contact
CONSTRUCTION
qualified applicants
17650350
COMPANY
W.L.L. has a vacancy
for the
FLORA CONTRACTING
MAINTENCE
occupation
of a vacancy
CARPENTER
, suitably
SERVICES has
for the occupation
qualified
applicants
can qualified
contact 17404866
of WORKER
, suitably
applicants
or
canDOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
contact 17623882 or accounts@
DOWN
CONSTRUCTION
florabh.com TOWN
COMPANY
W.L.L.
has a vacancy
for the
DOWN TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
occupation
HEAVYforDRIVER
, suitably
W.L.L. has of
a vacancy
the occupation
of
qualified
applicants
canqualified
contact 17404866
LABOURER
, suitably
applicants
or
canDOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
contact 17404866 or DOWNTOWN@
DOWN
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
BATELCO.COM.BH
COMPANY
W.L.L.
has a vacancy
for the
DOWN TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
occupation
MASONfor, the
suitably
qualified
W.L.L. has of
a vacancy
occupation
of
applicants
contactqualified
17404866
or
LABOURERcan
, suitably
applicants
DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
can contact 17404866 or DOWNTOWN@
NASS
CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L)
BATELCO.COM.BH
has
vacancy for the
occupation
of
NASSa CONTRACTING
COMPANY
(W.L.L)
LABOURER
, suitably
qualified
applicants
has a vacancy
for the
occupation
of
can
contact 17727925
or yousif@aanass.net
LABOURER
, suitably
qualified applicants
NASS
CONTRACTING
COMPANY
(W.L.L)
can contact
17727925
or yousif@
has
a vacancy for the occupation of
aanass.net
LABOURER
, suitably qualified
applicants
NASS CONTRACTING
COMPANY
(W.L.L)
can
17727925foror yousif@aanass.net
hascontact
a vacancy
the occupation of
NASS
CONTRACTING
(W.L.L)
LABOURER
, suitably COMPANY
qualified applicants
has
vacancy for
the occupation
MASON
canacontact
17727925
or ofyousif@
,aanass.net
suitably qualified applicants can contact
17727925
or yousif@aanass.net
NASS CONTRACTING
COMPANY (W.L.L)
NASS
COMPANY
(W.L.L)
has aCONTRACTING
vacancy for the
occupation
of
has
a vacancy, for
the occupation
MASON
LABOURER
suitably
qualifiedofapplicants
,can
suitably
qualified
applicantsorcanyousif@
contact
contact
17727925
17727925
or yousif@aanass.net
aanass.net
AL
FURNITURE
INDUSTRIES
NASSSALAM
CONTRACTING
COMPANY
(W.L.L)
W.L.L.
a vacancy
for the
occupation
has a has
vacancy
for the
occupation
of
of
WORKER, , suitably
suitably qualified applicants
LABOURER
can contact 17727925
17830078 oror yousif@aanass.
kanakaraj.pk@
horizonintlgroup.com
net
PREMATOR
GULF W.L.L
has a vacancy
NASS CONTRACTING
COMPANY
(W.L.L)
for
of SPRAYER
, suitably
hasthea occupation
vacancy for
the occupation
of
qualified
applicants
canqualified
contact 17673513
LABOURER
, suitably
applicants
or
canNASCO@BATELCO.COM.BH
contact 17727925 or yousif@
ALMOAYYED
aanass.net CONTRACTING GROUP
W.L.L.
has a vacancy COMPANY
for the occupation
NASS CONTRACTING
(W.L.L)
of
, suitably
qualified
applicants
hasCLEANER
a vacancy
for the
occupation
of
can
contact , 17400407
or AMEER@
LABOURER
suitably qualified
applicants
ALMOAYYEDCG.COM
can contact 17727925 or yousif@
ALMOAYYED
aanass.net CONTRACTING GROUP
W.L.L.
has a vacancy COMPANY
for the occupation
NASS CONTRACTING
(W.L.L)
of
, suitably
qualified
applicants
hasCLEANER
a vacancy
for the
occupation
of
can
contact , 17400407
or AMEER@
LABOURER
suitably qualified
applicants
ALMOAYYEDCG.COM
can contact 17727925 or yousif@
Arkan
Itihad Development Co. W.L.L.
aanass.net
has
vacancy for the
occupation
of
NASSa CONTRACTING
COMPANY
(W.L.L)
DRIVER
, suitably for
qualified
has a vacancy
the applicants
occupation can
of
contact
13300444
HROFFICER@
LABOURER
, suitablyorqualified
applicants
AIMSBAHRAIN.COM
can contact 17727925 or yousif@
WINGMAN
aanass.netBUDAYA W.L.L. has a vacancy
for
the occupation
of KITCHEN
ALMOAYYED
SECURITY
has aWORKER
vacancy
,forsuitably
qualified ofapplicants
can GUARD
contact
the occupation
SECURITY
17226616
or govt@zainalent.com
, suitably qualified
applicants can contact
MOJA
CO. W.L.L has a
17400407CONTRACTING
or ameer@almoayyedcg.com
vacancy
for theSECURITY
occupationhas
of aWORKER
ALMOAYYED
vacancy
,forsuitably
qualified ofapplicants
can GUARD
contact
the occupation
SECURITY
17244026
or MZH75@HOTMAIL.COM
, suitably qualified
applicants can contact
INTEGRATED
FACILITY MANAGEMENT
17400407 or ameer@almoayyedcg.com
W.L.L
a vacancy DEVELOPMENT
for the occupationCO.
of
DREAMhasPROPERTY
CLEANER
suitably for
qualified
applicants
W.L.L has a, vacancy
the occupation
of
can
contact 17400407
or AMEER@
MAINTENANCE
CLERK , suitably
qualified
ALMOAYYEDCG.COM
applicants can contact 17700211 or HRD@
INTERNATIONAL
DREAMGROUP.BHSECURITY SERVICES
CO.
W.L.LPROPERTY
has a vacancy
for the occupation
DREAM
DEVELOPMENT
CO.
of
SECURITY
GUARDfor, the
suitably
qualified
W.L.L
has a vacancy
occupation
of
applicants
can contact
HR@
MAINTENANCE
CLERK17007771
, suitablyorqualified
issbh.com
applicants can contact 17700211 or HRD@
INTERNATIONAL
DREAMGROUP.BHSECURITY SERVICES
CO.
W.L.L
hasCONTRACTING
a vacancy for the
SILVER
CITY
hasoccupation
a vacancy
of
SECURITY
GUARD
, suitably , qualified
for the
occupation
of WORKER
suitably
applicants
can contactcan17007771
or HR@
qualified applicants
contact 39188855
issbh.com
or SILVERCITYCONTRACTING@
AL
SHAIKH YUSUF GATE CLEANING has
GMAIL.COM
aPOWER
vacancy TECH
for the occupation
of CLEANER
DEVELOPMENT
W.L.L
(GENERAL)
, suitably
qualified
applicants
has a vacancy
for the
occupation
of
can
contact 17879868
adeltaherxp@
MECHANICAL
FITTER ,orsuitably
qualified
hotmail.com
applicants can contact 39279042 or
POWERTECHBAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
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WELDER , suitably qualified applicants can
vacancy
the occupation
LABOURER
contact for36646766
or of DAIREX1@
,HOTMAIL.COM
suitably qualified applicants can contact
17722211
INDECO@BATELCO.
Oasis DelmonorSteel
Fabrication & Trading
Bright Future Contracting has a vacancy for COM.BH
BISMILLAH
&TRADING, W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of
the
occupation ofCONTRACTING
WORKER(CONSTRUCTION)
THREE
COLOURS
BUILDING
MATERIALS
CO W.L.L
has applicants
a vacancycanforcontact
the occupation
DRAFTSMAN , suitably qualified
applicants
suitably
qualified
33174675 CO
W.L.L
has36646766
a vacancy foror theDAIREX1@
occupation
of
LABOURER
,
suitably
qualified
applicants
can
contact
or ISHAQ.DISPATCHGLOBAL@GMAIL. of SALESMAN , suitably qualified applicants
can contact 17874941 or BISCONWLL@ HOTMAIL.COM
COM
can
contact
38076373
or MJ.GROUP.BH@
YAHOO.COM
Oasis
Delmon
Steel Fabrication
& Trading
GREEN
CITY SERVICES W.L.L has a GMAIL.COM
BISMILLAH
CONTRACTING
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation
vacancy
for the
occupation of &TRADING
WORKER SHIFA
BUDAIYA MEDICAL
W.L.L has
a vacancy
for thecan
occupation
SPRAYER) CENTER
, suitably
,COsuitably
qualified
applicants
contact of PAINTER(METAL
hasapplicants
a vacancycan
for contact
the occupation
of
of FOREMAN
, suitably qualified applicants W.L.L
qualified
36646766
36022682
or info@gcs.bh
WORKER
, suitably qualified applicants can
can contact
17874941
or BISCONWLL@
or DAIREX1@HOTMAIL.COM
GREEN
CITY
SERVICES
W.L.L has a contact
39425758
or ABUTTY.KILIYANNI@
YAHOO.COM
Kotta villa
contracting
w.l.l has a vacancy
vacancy
for the occupation of WORKER GMAIL.COM
MOHD
ALI
YOUSIF
ALMEZAL
for
the
occupation
of WORKER , suitably
, suitably qualified applicants can contact Grill LAND Restaurant
has a77305030
vacancy
CONSTRUCTION&SER
qualified applicants canW.L.L
contact
36022682
or info@gcs.bhB.S.C.C has a for
the occupation of WAITER , suitably
vacancy for the
occupation
CARPENTER
or khanptpm1@gmail.com
URBASER
BAHRAIN
COof W.L.L
has a qualified
applicantsCocan
contact
, suitablyforqualified
applicantsof can
contact D N J Fashions
W.L.L
has a77907777
vacancy
vacancy
the occupation
WORKER
or
TINA@JASGROUP.CO
17730437
or
OFFICE@ALMEZEAL.COM
for
the
occupation
of
SALESMAN
suitably
, suitably qualified applicants can contact Grill LAND Restaurant W.L.L has a,vacancy
ALADLIYAor sajilnath@urbaser.com
CONTRACTING qualified applicants can contact 39898618 or
17534342
the occupation of KITCHEN AIDE ,
ESTABLISHMENT
has a vacancy
the for
DNJBAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
First
Choice Cleaning
Servicesfor Co.
qualifiedServices
applicants
can contact
occupation
WORKERfor, suitably
qualified suitably
Delta Security
Co. W.L.L.
has a
W.L.L
has ofa vacancy
the occupation
77907777
orthe
TINA@JASGROUP.CO
applicants
can
contact
39602882
or
vacancy
for
occupation
of
SECURITY
of
LABOURER , suitably qualified ZAFEER CONSTRUCTION W.L.L
has a
ALSIDDIQI@ADLIYAGROUPBH.COM
suitably qualified applicants
applicants
can contact 36491411 or GUARD for, the
occupationorof TECHNICIAN
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L) vacancy
can contact 17262725
DELTA.SS@
MURTAZAWALI100@GMAIL.COM
,BATELCO.COM.BH
suitably qualified applicants can contact
has a Insaat
vacancyTaahhut
for the occupation
of MASON
EMI
Sanayi Ve
Ticaret 39339937
or ZAFEER2030@YAHOO.COM
,Anonim
suitablySirketiqualified
applicants
can
contact
SS
Property
Management W.L.L has a
Branch of f has a vacancy HASSAN
JASIM
CONSTRUCTION
CO.
17727925
or yousif@aanass.net
vacancy for
the occupation
of WORKER
for
the occupation
of LABOURER , suitably W.L.L
has qualified
a vacancyapplicants
for the occupation
of
NASS applicants
CONTRACTING
, suitably
can contact
qualified
can contactCOMPANY
39051903 MASON
, suitably
qualified applicants can
(W.L.L)
has a vacancy for the occupation of 39317542
or SURESHBABUSBY@
or
SGUNER@EMI-INSAAT.COM.TR
contact
39973731 or HASSAN39973731@
LABOURER
, suitably
qualifiedCO.
applicants
GMAIL.COM
TWO
CORNERS
CLEANING
W.L.L GMAIL.COM
can contact
17727925
or yousif@
Trend Benders Trading has a vacancy for
has
a vacancy
for the occupation
of Muralika
Creations
has a vacancy
for
aanass.net, suitably qualified applicants the occupation
of WLL
SALESMAN
, suitably
WORKER
occupation
of GENERAL
INTERNATIONAL
MARKETING
COMPANY the
qualified
applicants
can contactMANAGER
33880919
can
contact 33006769
or ATTOOLY@
qualified applicants can contact
W.L.L CLEANTEC has a vacancy for the ,orsuitably
SAAMIIR@LIVE.COM
HOTMAIL.COM
33190465
or rohitmuraleedharan966@
occupation
of WORKER
, suitably
qualified
KRISHNA LAUNDRY
W.L.L has a vacancy
DANAT
AWAL
W.L.L has
a vacancy
for gmail.com
applicants
can ofcontact
36636640
or for the occupation of WORKER , suitably
the
occupation
WORKER
, suitably
AL
Tendeal
Men
Tailoring
has a vacancy
for
HANANKHALAF84@GMAIL.COM
qualified applicants can contact
39667592
qualified
applicants can contact 17300257 the
occupation of TAILOR (GENTS) , suitably
TYLOS
PUBLISHING
&
PRESS
has
a
or
JKCHAUDHARY989@GMAIL.COM
or HUSSAIN@GPA-BH.COM
qualified
applicants
can contact
or
vacancy forCold
the occupation
of .Co
WORKER
AL INSAF
STATIONERY
has39023395
a vacancy
Universal
Store Trgd
.LTd KHALIL8311@HOTMAIL.COM
, suitablyCompany
qualified applicants
can contact
for the occupation of WORKER , suitably
Foreign
has a vacancy
for the ZAYAN
CONTRACTING
AND33990749
REAL
17405333 or
qualified applicants
can contact
occupation
of tylosprinting@gmail.com
WORKER , suitably qualified ESTATE
COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy
Castillo
Trading
&
Construction
has
a
or
ALWAHADC2013@GMAIL.COM
applicants can contact 36103031 or HR_ for the occupation of WORKER(SALES)
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER ANWAR ALHUDA TRADING has a vacancy
BAHRAIN@UNIVERSALCSC.COM
qualified ofapplicants
can, suitably
contact
, suitably
qualified Grills
applicants
contact ,forsuitably
the occupation
WORKER
Sahel
Karbabad
has can
a vacancy
17470964
or can
AQEELSHAHZAD79@
17717474
or CASTELECT@GMAIL.COM
qualified applicants
contact 39992625
for
the occupation
of WORKERS(FOOD GMAIL.COM
CLEANING, suitably
& or HMARHOON121@GMAIL.COM
&ALMOAYYED
BEVERAGES INDUSTRY)
BAHRAIN Partnership
COMPANY
MAINTENANCE
has a 39997757
vacancy TAMIMI
Skysun MARKETS
Electrical Services
qualified
applicantsW.L.L.
can contact
has aa vacancy
of
for M.KHABBAZ92@GMAIL.COM
the occupation of CLEANER , suitably W.L.L
Co. has
vacancy forforthetheoccupation
occupation
or
MANAGER
suitably
qualified applicants
canmedical
contact academic
17400407 ADMINISTRATIVE
of SALES OFFICER
, suitably, qualified
-Al-Hokail
Specialist
qualified
can32213637
contact 35127876
or
or ameer@almoayyedcg.com
applicantsapplicants
can contact
or ARUN.
clinics
company w.l.l has a vacancy for the DANAT
AWAL W.L.L has a vacancy for
ALMOAYYED
CLEANING , suitably
& SADASIVAN@GMAIL.COM
occupation
of NURSE(GENERAL)
occupation
of WORKER
, suitably
MAINTENANCE
has a 17224466
vacancy the
Danway
Electrical
& Mechanical
qualified
applicantsW.L.L.
can contact
applicants
17300257
for mohamed.alomari@alhokail.com.sa
the occupation of CLEANER , suitably qualified
Engineering
L.L.C can
has acontact
vacancy
for the
or
HUSSAIN@GPA-BH.COM
qualified applicants
canmedical
contact academic
17400407 or
occupation
of WORKER , suitably qualified
-Al-Hokail
Specialist
ALNAJAH
PRESS
W.L.L has ora
or ameer@almoayyedcg.com
applicants PRINTING
can contact
17297600
clinics
company w.l.l has a vacancy for vacancy
for the occupation of TECHNICIAN
ALMOAYYED
CLEANINGDOCTOR
& danbahrain@danwayeme.com
the
occupation of SPECIALISED
,Danway
suitably qualified
applicants
contact
has can
a vacancy
Electrical
& can
Mechanical
,MAINTENANCE
suitably qualifiedW.L.L.
applicants
contact 39149240
or AJ@VMSWORLD.COM
for
the
occupation
of
CLEANER
,
suitably
Engineering
L.L.C
has
a
vacancy
17224466 or mohamed.alomari@alhokail. NANO CONTRACTING W.L.L has fora
qualified applicants can contact 17400407 the occupation of FOREMAN , suitably
com.sa
vacancy for
the occupation
of WORKER
or ameer@almoayyedcg.com
applicants
can contact
17297600
CENTRAL
INTERNATIONAL CATERING ,qualified
qualified applicants can contact
Mexico cleaning
maintenance
orsuitably
danbahrain@danwayeme.com
COMPANY
W.L.L hasand
a vacancy
for the 17227206
or GEEPASBAHRAIN@
services has
a vacancy for the occupation
HENOSIS REAL
ESTATE W.L.L has a
occupation
of COOK(ASSISTANT)
, suitably GMAIL.COM
of CLEANER
, suitably
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER
qualified
applicants
can qualified
contact applicants
39659325 Zmart
Buildco
WLLapplicants
has a vacancy
for the
canINFO@CENTRALCAFES.COM
contact 17550720 or mexicocleaning@ , suitably
qualified
can contact
or
occupation
, suitably qualified
gmail.com
17276862of orWORKER
HENOSISBAHRAIN@
New
Island Carpentry Company W.L.L applicants
can contact 39676747 or
DREAM
PROPERTY
GMAIL.COM
has
a vacancy
for DEVELOPMENT
the occupationCO.
of LAKME.BH@GMAIL.COM
W.L.L has a vacancy
occupation
of SUNDEX BUILDING MATERIALS W.L.L
SUPERVISOR
(SITE)for, the
suitably
qualified
IHOB MOBESORIES
CO. occupation
WLL. has ofa
MAINTENANCE
qualified
vacancy for the
applicants
can CLERK
contact , suitably
37777864
or has a for
the occupation
SALESMAN
applicants can contact 17700211 or HRD@ vacancy
WORKER , suitably
qualifiedofapplicants
can
adminc@NICBH.COM
,contact
suitably39435445
qualified orapplicants
can contact
DREAMGROUP.BH
SUNDEXBAHRAIN@
TANGIENCE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 17663539 or RASAK@TECHORBIT.NET
DREAMhas
PROPERTY
CO. GMAIL.COM
W.L.L
a vacancyDEVELOPMENT
for the occupation
MART W.L.L
has aW.L.L
vacancy
W.L.L has
a vacancy, forsuitably
the occupation
of AJWAAD
Zareena Contracting
Company
has
of
PLUMBER
qualified
for
the occupation
of WORKER
, suitably,
MAINTENANCE
qualified
a vacancy
for the occupation
of MASON
applicants
can CLERK
contact , suitably
17324028
or qualified
can contactcan33343610
applicants can contact 17700211 or HRD@ suitably applicants
qualified applicants
contact
tangienceconstruction@gmail.com
or
APAJMAL786@GMAIL.COM
DREAMGROUP.BH
37116677
or LIBINCHANDRANG@
SEVEN
DAYS CONTRACTING CO. NEW
IKRAM TRADING CO W.L.L has a
PROTECTS
has ofa GMAIL.COM
W.L.L
has a SECURITY
vacancy for SERVICES
the occupation
vacancy for the occupation
vacancy for, suitably
the occupation
SECURITY
DECCAN of SALESMAN
BIRYANI
WORKER
qualifiedofapplicants
can ,GOLDEN
suitably qualified
applicants
can contact
GUARD
,
suitably
qualified
applicants
can
RESTAURANT
W.L.L.
has a vacancy
for the
contact 39454342 or SDC.SPC@ 66643747 or LAYALIBAHRAIN@
contact 17700211 or hrd@dreamgroup.bh
occupation of KITCHEN WORKER , suitably
YAHOO.COM
PROTECTS SECURITY
SERVICEShas
has aa GMAIL.COM
qualified applicants can contact 33007866 or
PARADISE
HOUSE MARKET
Al
baasit Contracting and Cleaning
vacancy for
deccanbiryani@gmail.com
vacancy
for the
the occupation
occupation ofof SECURITY
WORKER Services
has a vacancy
for the
occupation
GUARD
,
suitably
qualified
applicants
can
LAYLA
TOWERS
CLEARING
AGENCY
has
, suitably qualified applicants can contact of
WORKER
, suitably
qualified,
contact 17700211
or hrd@dreamgroup.bh
a vacancy
for the occupation
of DRIVER
34457060
or MARKBEST.TRADING.BH@
can contact
33319714
or
ABRAJ ALKHAMIS CONTRACTING W.L.L applicants
suitably qualified
applicants
can contact
GMAIL.COM
MUHAMMADKHUN55066@GMAIL.COM
has a vacancy
for the occupation
of STEEL
33723353 or layla.agency@hotmail.com
Papillon
Tower
construction
and Seven
W.L.L STEEL
has a WLL
vacancy
CHIPPER , suitably
applicants
PENIELEnergy
STAINLESS
hasfora
maintenance
has qualified
a vacancy
for can
the the
occupation
of CHEF , ofsuitably
qualified
contact 17630580
or ABRAJKHAMIS786@
vacancy
for the occupation
SUPERVISOR
occupation
of TECHNICIAN
, suitably applicants
can contact 17500791 or hr@
GMAIL.COM
qualified
applicants can contact 39319199 (WELDING WORKSHOP) , suitably qualified
ABRAJ
ALKHAMIS CONTRACTING W.L.L seven-energy.com
applicants can contact 39698916 or
or
LULWASHAMS@GMAIL.COM
Auto Garage has a vacancy for the
has a vacancy
the occupation
MASON Bakhsh
PENIELSTEEL12@GMAIL.COM
ZEUS
ARTS for
GALLERY
has aof vacancy
of MECHANICCONTRACTS
, suitably qualified
, suitably
qualified ofapplicants
can, suitably
contact occupation
LATIX CONSTRUCTION
has
for
the occupation
WORKER
applicants
contact
39469263
or FAME_
17630580
or ABRAJKHAMIS786@
a vacancy can
for the
occupation
of LABOURER
qualified
applicants
can contact 33555528 CONSTRUCTION@HOTMAIL.COM
GMAIL.COM
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
or
JEHADJ528@GMAIL.COM
Bru
artisanorcoffee
has a vacancy for the
Jasco Delmon
CONTRUCTION
has a& vacancy
39666825
LATIX2030@GMAIL.COM
Oasis
Steel Fabrication
Trading occupation
of COFFEE
, suitably
for thehas
occupation
of for
CASHIER
, suitably
JULU ELEVATORS
WLLSERVER
has a vacancy
for
W.L.L
a vacancy
the occupation
of qualified
applicants can contact 39455040 or
qualified applicants can contact 17290028
ALMUSALLAM.A@GMAIL.COM
or ALAMEEDMOTORS@GMAIL.COM
Professional Way Contracting W.L.L. has ALSABAH TRAVEL has a vacancy for the
a vacancy for the occupation of STEEL occupation of TICKETING CLERK , suitably
FABRICATOR , suitably qualified applicants qualified applicants can contact 17229040 or
can contact 17822161 or INFO@ ARABIANAGENCY1@YAHOO.COM
ICE
AIR
AIRCONDTION
ERS
PWCBH.COM
Professional Way Contracting W.L.L. has SPAREPARTS W.L.L has a vacancy for the
a vacancy for the occupation of LABOURER occupation of SALES EXCUTIVE , suitably
L Acontact
S S I F Iqualified
E D Sapplicants can contact 39606123 or
, suitably qualified applicantsC can
ICEAIRPARTS@GMAIL.COM
17822161 or INFO@PWCBH.COM
OTSEN SERVICES COMPANY W.L.L
has BAB ALMORAD FRUITS has a vacancy
NOTICE
a vacancy for the occupation of WORKER for the occupation of WORKER , suitably
, suitably qualified applicants can contact qualified applicants can contact 39988690
or KEERTHAN
UOBAHRAIN@HOTMAIL.COM
The
public
hereby informed that MR.
NALLUR, CPR
17227206
or isWESTERNBAHRAIN2021@
SPOON
FOR HEALTHY
FOOD
GMAIL.COM
NO.
871346494 and Mr. Santosh Pisani, DIET
CPR No.
780502345,
both Indian
has a vacancy for the occupation of
PLAY RESTAURANT
AND LOUNGE
Nationals
is no longer connected
with
, suitably qualified
W.L.L
has a vacancy for CONSTRUCTIONS
the occupation COOK(GENERAL)
EZ
INTERNATIONAL
WLL &can
TASMAY
applicants
contact TRADING
33961480 or
of
MANAGER
,
suitably
qualified
& CONTRACTING CO WLL.
dietspoon@outlook.com
applicants
can
contact
16666661
or
ajit@
With effect from 28TH JUNE 2021. The
not takeTRADING
any
AL company
BASEERA will
GENERAL
sevensholding.com
responsibility
any business
by both on behalf
of
AND CONSTRUCTIONS
COMPANY
New Line Retailfor
Enterprises
W.L.Ldealings
has a transactions
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation
the company.

VACANCIES
AVAILABLE
VACANCIES
CONTINUED
AVAILABLE

Call us on +973 36458394

email : advt@newsofbahrain.com

can contact 16033100 or 33902408
the
occupation, ofsuitably
TECHNICIAN
, suitably B.S.C
CLOSEDaldurazi
has a vacancy
the applicants
Sayed - Kadhem
& sons for
B.S.c.
AHMED or IMTIAZBH66@GMAIL.COM
MOHAMMED
JASSIM
of WORKER
qualified applicants
applicants can contact 17775189 or FADHEL
EBRAHIM
qualified
applicants
can contactor35483237
or occupation
SPECIALIST
, suitably
close has a ofvacancy
for the occupation
of ABEER@AMWAJ.BH
CONSTRUCTION
CO. W.L.L.EDHRABOOH
has a vacancy
37383999
INFO@
can contact
MOHAMEDKHALIL1240@GMAIL.COM
(SAQER
ALSAFON
8146)
has
a
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION for the occupation of PAINTER , vacancy
S.KARAKI@SCHNEIDERLIFTS.COM
qualified
applicants
can qualified
contact 17704040
CARPENTER
, suitably
applicants DOWN
suitably
ALBASEERAGROUP.COM
PANORAMAW.L.L.CONTRACTING
the occupation
, suitably
COMPANY
has
for& for
STEEL
FORCE
TRADING
CO
W.L.L
has
or
recruitment@bapco.net
qualified
applicants ofcanSEAMAN
contact 17784584
AL RFAAH HOME FOR FIXING FURNITURE can contact 17624116 or sayedshubbar@ ENGINEERING SERVI hasa avacancy
vacancy
for
applicants can contact 39094999
occupation of LABOURER , suitably qualified
aCOvacancy
the occupation
of DRIVER
MAKER W.L.L has a vacancy for the the
skaldurazi.com
or INFO@AMJASSIM.COM
WLL hasfora vacancy
for the occupation
of BOX
the occupation
of ELECTRICIAN
, suitably or
fadheledrabooh82@gmail.com
applicants
can contact 17404866
,WORKER
suitably ,qualified
can contact
WORKER ,CONSTRUCTION
suitably qualified qualified
DOWN ofTOWN
AL
MANAR
BAKERIES has a vacancy
suitably applicants
qualified applicants
can occupation
qualified
applicants can contact 17729935 ALNIDA ALAKEER
- BAHRAINI
DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
33776617
or AYOOBALI6631@GMAIL.COM
contact
or layla@
COMPANYcan
W.L.L.
has17231660
a vacancy
for the or
for the occupation ofGRILLS
DRIVER
, suitably
contact 33668682
or FALAH27@ applicants
or
AHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
PARTNERSHIP
CO.
has
a
vacancy
for the
DOWN
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
DECCAN
BIRYANI
RESTAURANT
W.L.L
haridasp.com
occupation of STEEL CHIPPER , suitably PANORAMA
qualified applicants can contact 66333346
or
OUTLOOK.COM
CONTRACTING
&
of WORKER , suitably qualified
W.L.L. has a vacancy for occupation
has
a vacancy
for theLogging
occupation
of KITCHEN
FOR SAFE
qualified applicants
can AND
contactSECURITY
17404866 COMPANY
almanarbakery@almanarbakery.com
Geolog
Surface
DMCC
has a EAGLE
ENGINEERING
SERVI
has
a
vacancy
applicants
can
contact
17682561
or
RED_
the
occupation
of
LABOURER
,
suitably
WORKER
,
suitably
qualified
applicants
can
has a vacancy for the occupation
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
AL HANADI TELEPHONE CABINS
vacancy for the occupation of TECHNICIAN W.L.L
for the occupation
, suitably FLOWER848@HOTMAIL.COM
applicants ofcan RIGGER
contact 17404866
contact
DECCANBIRYANI@
SECURITY
GUARD ,CONSTRUCTION
suitably qualified qualified
DOWN
TOWN
SERVICES has a vacancy for the occupation
, suitably17232445
qualified orapplicants
can contact of
qualified
applicants
can
contact
17729935
AL
JASRA JEWLLERS
has a vacancy
for
DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
GMAIL.COM
applicants
or or
COMPANY can
W.L.L.contact
has a 17270140
vacancy for the
of WORKER
, suitably qualified
applicants
17568173
or
AHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
of SALESMAN
, suitably
CONTRACTING CO. W.L.L has a the
Alrmeh
Consultants
W.L.Land
has promotion
a vacancy alialtmimi@yahoo.com
occupation of STEEL CHIPPER , suitably MOJA
can occupation
contact 39458176
or ALITAQADUM@
Lite world
marketing
BOKHOWA
CONTRACTING
&
TRADING
applicants can contact 17255308
for the occupation of WORKER qualified
for
the occupation
of CONSULTANT
, suitably PREMATOR
GULF W.L.L
has a vacancy
for vacancy
qualified applicants
can contact
17404866
YAHOO.COM
W.L.L
has a vacancy
for the occupation
GROUP
a vacancy
the or
RAVIS007@HOTMAIL.COM
suitably W.L.L
qualifiedhasapplicants
can for
contact
qualified
applicants can contact
35474161
or the
occupation of SANDBLASTER , suitably ,occupation
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
ALJUNAID
TOOLS has a vacancy
of WORKER(SALES)
, suitably
qualified
WORKER , suitably qualified MAQ MarineFISHES
Services
a vacancy
for the
orof MZH75@HOTMAIL.COM
naweedsaher@yahoo.com
17673513 17244026
DOWN applicants
TOWN can contact
CONSTRUCTION
for the occupation
of has
WORKER
, suitably
applicants can contact 33984439
or qualified
applicants
can
contact
17255980
or
of ADMINISTRATOR
, suitably
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION occupation
Al
Fazal International W.L.L has a vacancy or
NASCO@BATELCO.COM.BH
COMPANY
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the DOWN
qualified applicants
can contact 39606062
or
MANGA29051987@GMAIL.COM
ADEEBALI@BOKHOWAGROUP.COM
applicants can contact 36266658
W.L.L. has a vacancy for qualified
for
the occupation
ADMINISTRATOR
CO W.L.L, suitably
has a COMPANY
occupation ofBAHRAIN
STEEL CHIPPER
ALJUNAID.FISHING.EQ@HOTMAIL.COM
SAMRIYAH
COFFEEof SHOP
- Bahraini URBASER
BOKHOWA
CONTRACTING
&
TRADING
or
MAQMARINE@GMAIL.COM
occupation of LABOURER , suitably Bahrain Electromechanical Services Co.
,Partnership
suitably qualified
applicants
contact vacancy
the occupation
of WORKER
qualified for
applicants
can contact
17404866 the
has a vacancy
for thecan
occupation
GROUP applicants
W.L.L hascana contact
vacancy17404866
for the Golden Diyar construction has a vacancy
34058542
or KHALID.ALFAZALINT@
qualified applicants can contact qualified
DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of
of WORKER , suitably
qualified applicants can ,orsuitably
occupation
of CARPENTER , suitably for
the occupation
of CONSTRUCTION
or
DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
GMAIL.COM
17534342
or
sajilnath@urbaser.com
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION qualified applicants can contact 17255980 MASON
, suitably qualified
applicants can
contact 36604099 or RED_FLOWER848@ DOWN
WORKER
, suitably
qualified applicants
DOWN
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
OSLO
MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANCY
URBASER
BAHRAIN
W.L.L for
hasthea
COMPANY W.L.L.
has CO
a vacancy
contact
39940152
or
BEMCO@BATELCO.
HOTMAIL.COM
or
ADEEBALI@BOKHOWAGROUP.COM
can
contact
36746666
or
HWBAHRAIN@
W.L.L. has a vacancy for COM.BH
CO.
a vacancyHANDLING
for the vacancy
for ofthe occupation
of WORKER
occupation
CARPENTER
, suitably COMPANY
SIDRAW.L.L
AYANhas CARGO
TOWER
MARKETING
& CONTRACTING
occupation
of LABOURER
, suitably GMAIL.COM
occupation
WORKER
suitably qualified
suitably applicants
qualified applicants
contact the
can contactcan17404866
Bahrain Electromechanical Services Co.
COMPANY ofW.L.L
has a, vacancy
for the ,qualified
W.L.L
has
a
vacancycanforcontact
the occupation
of Vega
Wll has ofa
qualified
applicants
17404866
applicants
can
contact
77389386
or
17534342
or
sajilnath@urbaser.com
W.L.L. International
has a vacancy Service
for the occupation
occupation of WORKER , suitably qualified or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
PLUMBER
,
suitably
qualified
applicants
vacancy
for the
occupation
of WORKER
or
DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
SHADMANECLEARANCE@GMAIL.COM
BAHRAIN
W.L.L has a
DOWN
TOWN CO
CONSTRUCTION
CARPENTER
,
suitably
qualified
applicants
applicants can contact 34175363 or JABAR. URBASER
can contact
17742427
or alburj@batelco.
suitably
qualified
applicants
contact
EXPERTS
CONTRACTING
has a ,can
Gulf
Tashbeeq Infotech Solutions vacancy
for W.L.L.
the occupation
of WORKER
COMPANY
has a vacancy
for the NESTO
contact
39940152
or can
BEMCO@
ALI43@YAHOO.COM
com.bh
36636333
or
M.K.ALMUSALAM@GMAIL.COM
vacancy
for
the
occupation
of
WORKER
W.L.L
has
a
vacancy
for
the
occupation
of
,
suitably
qualified
applicants
can
contact
ANOWAR HOSSAIN ISHAQUE INTERIOR occupation of CARPENTER , suitably ALKARAR TRADING EST.-PARTNERSHIP BATELCO.COM.BH
CONTRACTING
a vacancy
suitably qualified applicants can contact NAYAB
CUSTOMER
or sajilnath@urbaser.com
qualified applicants
can contact 17404866 ,has
ALAHWAL
TRADING hashas
a vacancy
for
DECORATION SERVICES
W.L.L has a COORDINATOR
vacancy for the 17534342
a vacancy
for the occupation of for
the
occupation
of WORKER ,, suitably
or HANEEF.M@WESTERNINT.COM
,occupation
suitably qualified
applicants
can, suitably
contact ALZAHRA
BUILDING MATERIALS has a 17227206
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
the
occupation
of
ELECTRICIAN
suitably
of OFFICE
ASSISTANT
STOREKEEPER
,
suitably
qualified
qualified
applicants
can
contact
33266206
COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy qualified applicants can contact 17241049 or
16636636
or AMSATHUL.FIRTHOUS@
occupationCONSTRUCTION
of SALESMAN UNICORP
DOWN for the
TOWN
qualified applicants
can contact 32154088 or vacancy
applicants
can contact
17232282
or or nayabcontracting40@gmail.com
the occupation
of RIGGER
, suitably
GMAIL.COM
,COMPANY
suitably qualified
can contact
W.L.L. applicants
has a vacancy
for the for
JAMES@GCCBAH.COM
BE0717542@GMAIL.COM
HAMEED397397@GMAIL.COM
MANSOORhas
HASAN
has
qualified
applicants
can
contact
17730804
FIRE
FIGHTER
CO
SECURITY
AND
17217417
or
BUYUSRA@GMAIL.COM
ZINGERHASAN
LAND CAFETERIA
a vacancy
DAXX SALON has a vacancy for the occupation of CARPENTER , suitably ANWAR BIN HIJJI CONSTRUCTION W.L.L MIRZA
a
vacancy
for the occupation
of ,FARMER
or
REZA@UNICORPWLL.COM
SAFETY
EQUIPMENT
TRADING
W.L.L
has
CLEANING
CO. W.L.L
has
qualifiedSHINE
applicants
can contact
17404866
for
the
occupation
of
WAITER
suitably
occupation of BARBER , suitably qualified MAGIC
has a vacancyCARPENTRY
for the occupation
of MASON , suitably qualified applicants can contact
CONTRACTING
aapplicants
vacancy forcan
the occupation
of TECHNICIAN
for the occupation of WORKER ALSHOMILI
DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
qualified applicants can contact 17650350
contact 33881163
or aorvacancy
, suitably
qualifiedforapplicants
can contact
or FIVE_STAR_CENTER@
has
a
vacancy
the
occupation
,JMAM393@GMAIL.COM
suitably qualified applicants can contact ,DOWN
suitably qualified
applicants
can
contact
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION 17340947 or M.BINHIJJI@GMAIL.COM of 39440170
FLORA CONTRACTING
MAINTENCE
, suitably qualified applicants HOTMAIL.COM
17000347
or AZIZ65211@GMAIL.COM
or has
MAGICSHINE775@
COMPANY W.L.L.
a vacancy for the WORKER
SERVICES has a vacancy for the occupation
Brilliant translation
has a vacancy for the 17345051
ANWAR
BIN
HIJJI
CONSTRUCTION
WALEED
OTHMAN
ALMURBATI
can
contact
17676987
or
SHOMELI@
Monsoon
restaurant
W.L.L.
has
a
vacancy
occupation of CARPENTER , suitably W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of of WORKER , suitably qualified
applicants
occupation of TRANSLATORS , suitably YAHOO.COM
FABRICATION
WORKSHOP
hasaccounts@
a vacancy
for
the occupation
of contact
WAITER
, suitably
OLAYA
SUITES can
HOTEL
W.L.L
has a BATELCO.COM.BH
qualified
applicants
contact
17404866
can
contact
17623882
or
qualified
applicants can
39464921
or AL
WORKER
,
suitably
qualified
applicants
can
the occupation of WORKER , suitably
MARKETING COMPANY for
qualified
applicants can contact 17710271 or vacancy
for the occupation of WAITER , INTERNATIONAL
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
florabh.com
HAMEED@DADABHAITRAVEL.COM
contactCLEANTEC
17340947hasora vacancy
M.BINHIJJI@
applicants
can contact 39675158
or
for the qualified
MISHAL@ALGHALIA.COM
can contact W.L.L
DOWN qualified
TOWNapplicants
CONSTRUCTION
DOWN TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
ASAD REPAIR OF ELECTRONIC suitably
GMAIL.COM
of WORKER , suitably qualified WALEED.ALMURBATI@GMAIL.COM
A.R
TAILORING
AND
CO 17712303
CORP@DADABAI.COM
COMPANYorW.L.L.
has a vacancy for the occupation
W.L.L.
has
a
vacancy
for
the
occupation
of
EQUIPMENT
Company
W.L.LFASHION
has a vacancy
ALKOMED canENGINEERING
SERVICES
MEDIA, CO
W.L.Lqualified
has a vacancy
for
contact 36636640
or NEXT
BAHRAINI
PARTNERSHIP
has a , vacancy
W.L.L applicants
occupationBUILDING
of STEEL MATERIALS
CHIPPER , suitably
LABOURER
suitably
applicants
for the occupation
of WORKER
suitably SUNDEX
CO.
has
a
vacancy
for
the
occupation
of
the occupation
of MANAGER
(PROJECT)
for
the occupation
of contact
WORKER
, suitably
a vacancy
occupation
of HANANKHALAF84@GMAIL.COM
qualified
applicantsforcanthecontact
17404866
contact 17404866
or DOWNTOWN@
qualified
applicants can
33201845
or has
FOREMAN , suitably
applicants ,can suitably
qualified applicants can
SPECIALqualified
TECHNICAL
qualified
applicants can contact 33111179 or WORKER
, suitably qualified applicants can BAHRAIN
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
BATELCO.COM.BH
SALMAN.MINHAS005@GMAIL.COM
can
contact
17698500
or
ALKOMED@
35384753
or BILAL.AHMED@
STS CO. W.L.L has a contact
ALJAMEELDOCCL@GMAIL.COM
39435445
or SUNDEXBAHRAIN@
MARBLE
RESTORATION
CO. W.L.L has SERVICES
DOWN TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
DOSOR CARPENTRY has a vacancy for contact
BATELCO.COM.BH
for the occupation of DRIVER/ NEXTMEDIABH.COM
Ehsan
gate tailoring
and textile W.L.L
has GMAIL.COM
a vacancy for the occupation of WORKER vacancy
W.L.L.
has
a
vacancy
for the occupation of
the occupation
of CARPENTER
, suitably
ALSHAHEEN
CONTRACTING
MOVING MACHINES) HOLIDAY
TIME SALOON has a vacancy for
aqualified
vacancy
for the can
occupation
of TAILOR
W.L.L hascan
a vacancy
, suitably SCRAP
qualifiedCO.
applicants
contact OPERATOR(EARTH
applicants
contact 33110969
or ALRVAYA
ESTABLISHMENT
has a vacancy
for LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants
qualified applicants
can contact
the
of HAIR DRESSER
, suitably
,ADEL_HIJI@HOTMAIL.COM
suitably qualified applicants can contact for
the occupation
of WORKER , suitably ,thesuitably
17727676
or aqeel@basma.com.bh
canoccupation
contact 17404866
or DOWNTOWN@
occupation
of
LABOURER
,
suitably
or info@BAHSTS.COM
qualified
applicants
can
contact
39444607
or
39090132
or PADCBH@GMAIL.COM
applicants
33985838
SECURI CORE
W.L.Lcanhascontact
a vacancy
for the 17622082
BATELCO.COM.BH
BU SALEM
CATERING KITCHENS qualified
qualifiedPLASTICS
applicants has
can acontact
17683576
vacancy
for the busalah@live.com
M
P Ahas
O LAB
W.L.L has
a vacancy
for or
MOHAMMAJAKIR5529@GMIAL.COM
occupation
of SECURITY GUARD , suitably UNION
NASS
CONTRACTING
COMPANY
(W.L.L)
W.L.L
a vacancy
for the
occupation
or basheer.ktr@hotmail.com
of FABRICATOR(FIBERGLASS RAMEE
CALIFORNIA
W.L.L
the
of TECHNICIAN
suitably AMEERA
HAMEED ABUL
MOHAMED
has occupation
qualified applicants
can contact
17822228
for the HOTEL
occupation
of
of occupation
COOK(GENERAL)
, suitably , qualified
Hassani Construction
has aapplicants
vacancy has a vacancy
RODUCTS)
, suitably qualified
qualified
applicants
can
contact
17211890
or
has
a vacancy
for the
occupation
of
a
vacancy
for
the
occupation
of
WORKER
LABOURER
, suitably
qualified
applicants
applicants can contact 36888400
or or HRGUARDS@SECURICORE.BH
for
the
occupation
of
MASON
,
suitably
can
contact
17602184
or
MD@
KILNAMCHOI@HOTMAIL.COM
CLERK , suitably
qualified
,SECURI
suitably CORE
qualifiedW.L.L
applicants
contact
can contact 17727925
or yousif@
has a can
vacancy
for qualified applicants can contact 39633212 MAINTENANCE
BUSALEMKC@GMAIL.COM
Radio
BahrainBAIG
Company
B.S.CSUPPORT
(closed) 33225414
applicants
can contact 17826007 or hrg.
or ELECTRICIAN
AMEERABH144@
aanass.net
the occupation of
, suitably UNIONGROUP.CC
SHAHARYAR
FACILITIES
or
T.HASSANI22@YAHOO.COM
INDUSTRIAL bh@rameehotels.com
has
vacancy
the occupation
of RADIO GMAIL.COM
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L)
qualified applicants can contact 17822228 EXCELLENCE
CO. aW.L.L
has for
a vacancy
for the occupation
NATIONAL EXCAVATING
W.L.L
COMPANYEST.
W.L.L
hashasa has a ANTONY
AND
TELEVISION
ANNOUNCER
suitably RAWAN
POOL has
SHOWAITER SWEETS CO.W.L.L MAINTENANCE
vacancy FOR
for SWIMNG
the occupation
of
or RASHEED@SECURICORE.BH
of HEAVY
DRIVER
, suitably , qualified
avacancy
vacancyforforthetheoccupation
occupationofof WORKER
SHOVEL BADER
qualified
applicants
can
contact
36552208
or
a
vacancy
for
the
occupation
of
LABOURER
a vacancy
for the
occupation has
of
LABOURER
,
suitably
qualified
applicants
Diamond
square
contracting
applicants can contact 33928247
or has
OPERATOR
,
suitably
qualified
applicants
suitably qualified applicants can contact ,can
HRSTAFF@BMHC.BH
suitably
qualified
applicantsorcanyousif@
contact
SALESMAN
applicants
contact
17727925
a vacancy , suitably
for thequalified
occupation
of ,can
BAIGSGROUPPK@GMAIL.COM
contactor 17621168
or NEEWLL@
jawaheri@aol.com
AL
GENTS
SALONDECORATION
W.L.L has a can
17300455
or FARIDA.BADER@GMAIL.COM
contact 17342252, or
FALRAYES@
aanass.net
MASON(GENERAL)
suitably
qualified 17532010
LIKESHARIF
MAKER
INTERIOR
BATELCO.COM.BH
MECHANICAL WORKSHOP WINMAX
vacancy
occupation
of occupation
BARBER HOTMAIL.COM
TRADING hasCOMPANY
a vacancy (W.L.L)
for the
NASS CONTRACTING
applicants can contact 36990555 or DHIMAN
W.L.L hasfor athevacancy
for the
ADISON
AUTO
ELECTRICAL
has
a vacancy
for theWORKSHOP
occupation occupation
,of suitablyWORKER
qualified applicants
contact RAMEE
CALIFORNIA HOTEL W.L.L has W.L.L
of
WORKER
,
suitably
qualified
BUHIJI1024@HOTMAIL.COM
has
a
vacancy
for
the
occupation
of
, suitablycan qualified
hasWELDER
a vacancy
for the
occupation
of
, suitably
qualified
applicants
35495060
AAMJADBAJWA@
vacancy for
the occupation
of ROOM
applicants
contactqualified
32222293
or
BAHRAIN
CO W.L.L
has a of
LABOURERcan
, suitably
applicants
applicants can orcontact
34002030
or aURBASER
WORKER
,
suitably
qualified
applicants
can
contact 17779774 or dhiman. can contact 17727925 or yousif@
GMAIL.COM
ATTENDANT
, suitably
qualified
vacancy for the
occupation
of applicants
WORKER can
BAHRAINBLOKBUSTER@GMAIL.COM
contact 33009736 or bu-khalid-@ SALMANESSA222@GMAIL.COM
CHATURVEDI
ASSOCIATES
contact
17826007
ALREDHA
, suitably
qualified
applicantsor canhrg.bh@
contact mechworkshop@gmail.com
aanass.net MODERN CARPENTRY &
CATIIS BAHRAIN
W.L.L has a W.L.L
vacancyhas
for can
hotmail.com
DOWN
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION TRADING
athevacancy
for of
the SPECIALIST
occupation of(ANALYSIS
OFFICE rameehotels.com
WORKS has
a vacancy
for
17534342 or sajilnath@urbaser.com
NASS CONTRACTING
COMPANY
(W.L.L)
occupation
Najeda
restaurant
has
a
vacancy
for
the
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the
ASSISTANT
, suitably qualified
applicants
can DEVJI
AURUM
ANDCLEARANCE
DIAMOND COMPANY
, suitably
BIN HAFIZ
LINEGOLD
OFFICE
has occupation
a vacancyof forLABOURER
the occupation
of
& MEASUREMENT)
, suitably
qualified
occupation
of
COOK(GENERAL)
,
suitably
occupation of LABOURER , suitably qualified
contact
33220215
or umendra@nufca.com
W.L.L hasTRANSACTIONS
a vacancy for has
the the
applicants
canqualified
contact applicants
39665900
OF GOVERNMENT
LABOURER
, suitably
applicants
can contact
77081871
or FACTORY
qualified
applicants
can
contact
17643510
applicants can contact 17404866 or
Restaurant
Reef Alyemen has a vacancy occupation
GOLDSMITH
a vacancy forof the JEWELRY
occupation of
WORKER qualified
canALREDHAMODERN@YAHOO.COM
contact 17727925 or yousif@aanass.
contact@catiisonline.com
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
AZIZ2228948@GMAIL.COM
for
the occupation
of EXPEDITER , suitably
, suitably
qualifiedcan
applicants
ZAFEER
CONSTRUCTION W.L.L has a
, suitably qualified
applicants
contact or
net
FAST
FLOW INTERNATIONAL
W.L.L (GENERAL)
AGRO
FLORA
has
a
vacancy
for
the
SUNFOOR PASTRIES has a vacancy vacancy
qualified
33579330 or
contact
17162244 or hr@ BABA
for the occupation
of TECHNICIAN
39445381
or MBIN195951@GMAIL.COM
NASS CONTRACTING
COMPANY
(W.L.L)
has a applicants
vacancy can
for contact
the occupation
of can
occupation
of
GARDENER
,
suitably
the occupation of RESTAURANT ,has
HOUSE2017.GOLDEN@HOTMAIL.COM
suitably
qualified forapplicants
can contact
HARLEEN SPECIALIZED CONTRACTING for
a vacancy
the occupation
of
TECHNICIAN(MAINTENANCE) , suitably devjiaurum.com
qualified
applicants
can
contact
39453393
, suitably qualified applicants 39339937
PANORAMA
CONTRACTING
& ALJUBAILI
TAILORING
has ofa MANAGER
W.L.L has a GENTS
vacancy for
the occupation
LABOURERor ,ZAFEER2030@YAHOO.COM
suitably qualified applicants
qualified applicants can
contact 37771467 or
or santoshpc66@gmail.com
can
contact
39682220
or
SHIAKHA.B59@
ENGINEERING
SERVI
has
a
vacancy
vacancy
the occupation
of TAILOR
WORKERfor, suitably
qualified applicants
can,
can contactGULF
17727925
yousif@
W.L.L hasora vacancy
for
MAJEED@FASTFLOWGROUPS.COM
AHMED
ISA
CONTRACTING PREMATOR
for
the occupation
of WELDER
qualified orapplicants
can contact HOTMAIL.COM
contact 33615001
BITTUSANDHU530@
aanass.net
the
occupation of SANDBLASTER , suitably
ALNEAMAH
CARGO
CO. W.L.L, suitably
has a suitably
CONSTRUCTION
has
a
vacancy
for
the
SPICY GATE KITCHEN has a vacancy qualified
qualified
can contactof17729935
or 17644881
or MOMANS50@GMAIL.COM
GMAIL.COM
COMPANY
(W.L.L)
vacancy applicants
for the occupation
WORKER
applicants can contact
17673513
or
occupation
of SURVEYOR
, suitably NASS CONTRACTING
the occupation
of COOK(GENERAL)
AHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
INTERIOR
has a vacancy
MI CASA
W.L.L DESIGN
has a vacancy
for the for
has a vacancy for the occupation of
, suitably qualified applicants can contact EWAN
NASCO@BATELCO.COM.BH
qualified
applicants
can contactcan17552234
,
suitably
qualified
applicants
contact
AL
JAZEERA
SECURITY
CO.
W.L.L
has
a
for
the occupation
of SENIOR
DRAFTSMAN
occupation
of WAITER
, suitably
qualified or AECONT@HOTMAIL.COM
LABOURERCALIFORNIA
, suitably qualified
17735363 or NEDAL600@HOTMAIL.COM
RAMEE
HOTELapplicants
W.L.L
or AHMEDKUAIT@GMAIL.COM has
vacancy
the occupation
of SECURITY
suitably qualified
applicants
can contact
can contact
17713603
or 39442151
can contact
17727925
or yousif@
Bogota for
Building
Maintenance
has a ,applicants
a vacancy
for the occupation
of
MOHAMMED
ALI
HASAN
TRANSPORT
DOWN
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION COOK(GENERAL)
GUARD
qualified applicants
can 17484836
or ALI@EWANBH.COM
SPICENICEREST@GMAIL.COM
aanass.net
vacancy ,forsuitably
the occupation
of WORKER
, suitably qualified
has
a
vacancy
for
the
occupation
of
W.L.L. has a vacancy for applicants
contact
32242444
or info@jssbahrain.com
ARAB PRESSCONTRACTING
AWAL PRINTING
W.L.L. has a COMPANY
COMPANY or(W.L.L)
, suitably
qualified
applicants can EAST
can contact 17826007
hrg.
DRIVER
, suitably
applicants
can NASS CONTRACTING
occupation
of qualified
LABOURER
, suitably
MOHSIN
MANSOOR
HASAN ALI ESTABLISHMENT
has a vacancy
for the the
vacancy for the occupation
of SERVICES
has a vacancy for the occupation of
contact 33697127
or UMM-HATIM@
bh@rameehotels.com
contact
39468891
or
ALI_MOHAMED@
applicants can contact 17404866 CONSTRUCTION
ESTABLISHMENT
PLUMBER
, suitablyapplicants
qualified qualified
HELPER ,of suitably
qualified
LABOURER , suitably
applicants
OUTLOOK.COM has a vacancy for occupation
LABqualified
CONTRACTING
BAPCO.NET
DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
the
occupation
contactor 17713731
or or
can contact can
17292553
AWALPRES@
can contact
17727925
or yousif@
ALEJA
FORof LABOURER
CLEARANCE, suitably
OF applicants
Company
W.L.L
has a vacancy
for the
SEVENTIES
KARAK
has
a
vacancy
for
SWIMCON CONTRACTING W.L.L has a occupation
qualified
applicantsTRANSACTIONS
can contact 33255778
BATELCO.COM.BH
GOVERMMENT
has ora EASTARABCON@GMAIL.COM
of PROJECTS COORDINATOR
the occupation
of
WORKER
, suitably aanass.net
vacancy
for
the
occupation
of
WORKER
hmohsin884@gmail.com
has a
ALMANARATAINCONTRACTING
BLOCK & CONCRETE
CONTRACTING
COMPANY
vacancy for the occupation of LABOURER HARDSCAPE
,NASS
suitably
qualified applicants
can (W.L.L)
contact
qualified applicants
can contactcan17578287
qualified applicants
contact 17879688
Shezan
Company
W.L.L has
thea vacancy
occupation
of occupation
WORKER ,orsuitably
FACTORYforhas
for the
has a vacancy
for the occupation of
, suitablyfood
qualified
applicants
cana vacancy
contact vacancy
or fadi@constructionlab.com
KARAK1977.BAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
or INFO@SWIMCON.CO
for
the occupation
of WORKER , suitably ,ofsuitably
qualified
applicants
contact 17006400
PAINTER
, suitably
qualifiedcanapplicants
LABOURER
, suitably qualified
applicants
34600299
or NADHEM.ISMEEL@
MANAR BAKERIES
has a vacancy
for
SEVENTIESSTONE
KARAK
has a vacancy
for AL
CLEANING
BAHRAINI
roqayacr2007@gmail.com
qualified
applicants can contact 33636744 or 39055666
can contactor 17590097
or ALSHAAB@ TOUCHES
canoccupation
contact 17727925
or yousif@
YAHOO.COM
of LABOURER
, suitably
the
occupation
of WORKER
, vacancy
suitably the
PARTNERSHIP
COMPANY
has
a
EGCT
FOR
TECHNOLOGY
has
a
vacancy
TARIQJEE684@GMAIL.COM
aanass.net
NEW MILLENNIUM SCHOOL has a vacancy BATELCO.COM.BH
qualified
applicants can contact 66333346 or
qualified
applicantsofcanWORKER
contact 17578287
the occupation
, suitably almanarbakery@almanarbakery.com
the occupation
of WORKER
EXCELLENCE
INDUSTRIAL
MAINTENANCE
FARFASHA
TRADING
CENTRE, suitably
has a for
ALMOAYYED SECURITY has a vacancy
for the occupation
of TEACHER
, suitably for
or
AZIZALYASI1@GMAIL.COM
applicants can contact 33131142 PREMATOR
applicants
can contact
66677632 qualified
COMPANY
W.L.L can
has contact
a vacancy
for the
vacancy for
the occupation
of SALESMAN
SECURITY
GUARD
qualified applicants
17272700
or qualified
GULF of
W.L.L
has a vacancy
for
ALGHANAH
GROUP W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation
foj_rehman@yahoo.com
3LLOOY20019@GMAIL.COM
occupation
of WORKER , suitably qualified or
, suitably
qualified applicants can contact or
, suitably
qualified
applicants can, suitably
contact
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Tensions flare at BRAVE CF 54
Weigh-Ins as rivals go face-to-face
All fighters were given green light after making weight ahead of the fight night
BRAVE CF 54 Full Weigh-in Results
BRAVE CF Lightweight World Championship
Amin Ayoub (69.85 KG) vs. Ahmed Amir (70.2 KG)
Catchweight (58.87 KG)
Muhammad Mokaev (58.7 KG) vs. Blaine O’Driscoll (58.65 KG)
Super Welterweight
Marcin Bandel (79.2 KG) vs. Magomed Ayskhanov (79.8 KG)

HH Shaikh Khalid renames
Bahrain’s kickboxing and
universities federations
TDT | Manama

S

upreme Council for Youth
and Sports ( SCYS ) First
Deputy Chairman, Head of
the General Sports Authority
( GSA ) and Bahrain Olympic
Committee (BOC) HH Shaikh
Khalid bin Hamad Al Khalifa
has issued Edict (9) of 2021,
renaming Bahrain Kickboxing
Federation as Bahrain Kickboxing and Muay Thai Federation.
His Highness also issued
Edict (8) of 2021, renaming
Bahrain Universities Feder-

HH Shaikh Khalid bin Hamad Al
Khalifa
ation as Bahrain Schools and
Universities Federation.

Super Lightweight
Marcel Grabinski (75.2 KG) vs. Mihail Kotruta (75.2 KG)
Super Welterweight
Ismail Naurdiev (79.45 KG) vs. Olli Santalahti (79.7 KG)
Women’s Strawweight

Amin Ayoub and Ahmed Amir during the Weigh-Ins

• Things got heated
when Ayoub and
Amir engaged in an
intense staredown as
both traded barbs
TDT | Manama

I

t’s all systems go for all athletes competing at the highly-anticipated BRAVE CF 54
in Konin, Poland on Saturday,
September 25th.
All warriors slated to strut
their wares on the historic card
were given the green light after
making weight during the official weigh-in this Friday morning, September 24.
Eyes were on the main event
as Amin “Fierceness” Ayoub of

France puts the coveted BRAVE
CF Lightweight World Championship on the line against Egyptian challenger Ahmed “The
Butcher” Amir.
Ayoub stepped on the scales
at 69.85 kilograms, while Amir
weighed 70.2 kilograms for the
first World Title bout of his tenyear professional career.
Things got really heated when
both men engaged in an intense
staredown as Ayoub and Amir
traded barbs with play-by-play
announcer Phil Campbell trying
his best to separate the two.
Meanwhile, the grudge match
between Muhammad “The Punisher” Mokaev (58.7 KG ) and
Blaine O’Driscoll (58.65 KG) set
for the co-feature attraction slot
likewise received its clearance.
But both almost traded blows
during the weigh-ins after the

Ewelina Wozniak (52.4 KG) vs. Samin Kamal Beik (52 KG)
Super Welterweight
Axel Sola (79.3 KG) vs. Wawrzyniec Bartnik (78.8 KG)
Bantamweight
Bilal Tipsaev (61.55 KG) vs. Glenn McVeigh (61.65 KG)
Featherweight
Omar Solomonov (66.2 KG) vs. Rafael Hudson (65.55 KG)

Manchester, England-based
Dagestani shoved the Irishman.
On the other hand, the only
women’s strawweight contest
on the show tomorrow night
also drew attention as Polish
heroine Ewelina Wozniak (52.4
KG) and Samin “The Demon”
Kamal Beik (52 KG) of Italy were
jawing at each other before they
could actually pose in front of
the camera.
The rest of the historic card
will serve as a showcase for
a host of the very best inter-

national talents in the sport,
including Marcel Grabinski,
Ismail Naurdiev and Marcin
“Bomba” Bandel.
BRAVE CF 54 will be broadcasted to more than 150 countries worldwide, and fans can
watch via television, computer
or mobile device. The full event
stream will be available on the
BRAVE CF TV website—with
some regions excluded. Check
your local listings for time and
availability. Don’t miss the action!

Coaches John Kavanagh and Eldar Eldarov
bet over BRAVE CF 54 O’Driscoll vs Mokaev
TDT | Manama

T

he co-main event of the
evening between Blaine
O’Driscoll and Muhammad
Mokaev is already one of the
most anticipated bouts of the
upcoming BRAVE CF 54 fight
card, to be held on September
25 in Poland. But things got
even more interesting after the
coaches John Kavanagh and
Eldar Eldarov agreed upon a bet
to spice things up.
Kavanagh is the leader of the
prestigious SBG Ireland team
in Dublin, which brought up
names such as Conor McGregor
and Gunnar Nelson. He is also
one of the names behind the
Irish Amateur team, representing the country at the IMMAF
ranks.
Eldar Eldarov is a force of nature both as a fighter and coach.
The childhood friend of Khabib
Nurmagomedov, who is also,
funnily enough, responsible for
his only professional loss, is the
reigning BRAVE CF Super Lightweight Champion of the world.
Eldarov is also the head
coach of the KHK Team in The
Kingdom of Bahrain, leading
the most successful nation ever
in the history of IMMAF, Team
Bahrain, to unprecedented results.
Now, these two iconic figures
engaged in a bet in which each
one of them is backing his protégée. If O’Driscoll wins, El-
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If O’Driscoll wins,
Eldarov has agreed to
wear a shirt with “I
love Ireland” in it. If
Mokaev emerges victorious, it’ll be Kavanagh
who will appear wearing an “I love Bahrain”
shirt. To make matters
even more serious, the
loser will have to post
the result in his social
media accounts for the
whole world to see it

Coaches John Kavanagh and Eldar Eldarov shake hands during a BRAVE CF event
(file photo)
darov will wear a shirt with “I
love Ireland” in it. If Mokaev
emerges victorious, it’ll be Kavanagh who will appear wearing an “I love Bahrain” shirt.
To make matters even more serious, the loser will have to post
the result in his social media
accounts for the whole world

With BRAVE CF return
to Russia on the radar,
Bagautinov calls out Torres

to see it.
There’s yet another layer in
this story, a strong gym feud established between SBG Ireland
and KHK MMA, which evolved
into a rather national rivalry
as well.
The last factor is the recent
antagonism between Ireland

and Dagestan in MMA, which
arguably reached its peak during the infamous McGregor
vs Nurmagomedov fight, both
men with close connections to
Kavanagh and Eldarov. Such
elements, of course, only add
more historical relevance.
BRAVE CF 54 takes place on
September 25, in Konin, Poland.
The event, promoted in association with Galana Exclusive
Championship, will be headlined by the Lightweight World
Championship bout between
Amin Ayoub and Ahmed Amir.

Ali Bagautinov in action during a bout (file photo)
TDT | Manama

W

ith Velimurad Alkhasov waiting for his
opponent in the BRAVE CF
Flyweight World Title Tournament since April, the clock
is ticking for the scheduled
semifinal between Ali Bagautinov and Jose “Shorty” Torres. The “Puncherking” decided to take matters into his
own hands and speed things
up.
“November! News coming
soon. Who’s waiting? Jose
Torres, stop stealing toys from
children and focus on training.
This won’t be easy for you”,
he posted on his Instagram
account.
Over the last months, Torres
and Bagautinov engaged in a
hilarious escalation of callouts through social media,
with Torres riding a tricycle
while challenging Bagautinov,
who responded with a video

November! News
coming soon. Who’s
waiting? Jose Torres,
stop stealing toys
from children and
focus on training.
This won’t be easy
for you
ALI BAGAUTINOV

riding a horse.
BRAVE CF return to Russia
is confirmed but the precise
date is yet to be confirmed.
The promotion started the
2021 calendar with an event in
Russia, BRAVE CF 46. The event
took place in Sochi, on January
16, and was headlined by the
first-round KO victory of the
Super Lightweight champion
Eldar Eldarov over the challenger Leonardo “Macarrão”
Mafra.
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Indian women’s
team to travel
to Bahrain for
international
friendlies

Bahrain go down fighting to Poland
Junior men’s national team suffer second successive loss in World U21 World Championship in Bulgaria-Italy

•

Indian team during a training
Sportstar | New Delhi

A

fter setting up camp
i n Ja m s h e d p u r,
Jharkhand for around a
month, the Indian Women’s
Team will travel abroad on
an exposure tour as part of
its preparation for the AFC
Women’s Asian Cup, which
is set to take place in India
next year.
The Indians, who are
ranked 57th in the world
FIFA rankings, are set to
leave for UAE on Thursday,
September 30, where they
will play two friendlies
against the United Arab
Emirates and Tunisia.
After the two friendlies in
the UAE, the Indian Women’s Team will then travel
to Bahrain to play two more
friendlies against Bahrain
and Chinese Taipei.

Sayed Amin
Ebrahim was the
leading scorer for
Bahrain with 13 points

•

Bahrainis play last
preliminary round game
against Cuba today
TDT | Manama

B

ahrain lost to Poland 0-3
(21-25, 20-25, 21-25) yesterday in the FIVB Volleyball Men’s U21 World Championship 2021, being co-hosted by
Bulgaria and Italy.
The nationals suffered their
second straight defeat in Pool B
of the competition’s preliminary
round.
They had previously lost to
the home side Bulgarians in
their first game in straight sets.
Cuba and Bulgaria are the other two teams in their group and
they clashed in yesterday’s other
Pool B contest.

Sayed Amin Ebrahim was the
leading scorer for the Bahrainis
against Poland in the loss. He
scored 13 points as the only player in double figures.
Abdulla Ebrahim and Mujtaba
Alshakhoori added four apiece,
while three players scored two
points each including Hasan
Alaiwi, Sayed Hashem Ali and
Ismaeel Almansoori.
Bahrain will be looking to end
their preliminary round campaign on a positive note today in
their last Pool B fixture against
Cuba. The match is scheduled
for a 1pm start, Bahrain time.
The Bahrainis are out of contention for a place in the top
eight, and will play in the lower
classification round.
There are a total of16 nations
taking part in the competition
divided into four pools for this
opening stage.
After a single round-robin,
the pool winners and the pool
Bahrain’s Ahmed Mohammed hits a spike against Poland during their match
runners-up will continue their yesterday
quest for the medals in two new
from Monday to Wednesday and
pools, while the remaining eight places from ninth to 16th.
The matches in the four sec- the pool standings will distribteams form two other pools to
fight for the distribution of the ond-round groups will take place ute the participants further into

Bottas bests Hamilton in Russian GP
practice as Verstappen heads to back of grid
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The Bahrainis are out
of contention for a
place in the top eight,
and will play in the
lower classification
round after today
semi-final fixtures within the
four different classification levels in the final standings.
The title, the rest of the medals and all remaining positions in
the final standings will be determined on the last competition
day on October 3.
Bahrain qualified for the under-21 worlds based on their
FIVB U21 World Ranking. They
reached the quarter-finals in the
previous edition of the under-21
worlds, which was held in Bahrain in 2019.

Riffa, Al Najma through
to King’s Cup quarters
•

Riffa edge past
Al Hala 2-1 in comefrom-behind win
push through
•withNajma
3-0 victory
over Busaiteen
TDT | Manama

R
Mercedes’ Finnish driver Valtteri Bottas drives out of the pit lane
AFP | Sochi

V

altteri Bottas deprived
Lewis Hamilton of the
honours for a Mercedes 1-2 in
yesterday’s Russian Grand Prix
practice at Sochi where Red
Bull announced Max Verstappen will have to start Sunday’s
race at the back of the grid for
fitting his car with a new engine.
Verstappen, who leads by
five points going into the 15th
round of the white-knuckle
title fight with Hamilton, has
already used up the season’s
quota of three power units.
The team announced the
Dutch driver would take the
hit in a race where he was already facing a three-place grid
penalty.
That sanction stems from
an incident in the last race in
Monza where he was found
“predominantly” to blame for
a crash with Hamilton.
The seven-time champion
began the weekend where he
is targeting his fifth Sochi win
and 100th overall being shaded by his Alfa Romeo-bound
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Formula One leader
Max Verstappen will
start at the back of
the grid at the Russian Grand Prix after
the team confirmed
he would use a new
engine and accept the
resulting penalty
teammate.
The second session went the
way of the morning’s opening
practice with the Finn leading the time sheets with a 1min
33.593 lap at the circuit in the
Olympic Park.
AlphaTauri’s Pierre Gasly,
Lando Norris for McLaren,
and the Alpine of Esteban Ocon
completed the top five.
Verstappen, 1.28 off the pace,
took sixth.

The Dutch driver will have
Charles Leclerc for company at
the back of Sunday’s grid after
an engine change to his Ferrari.
It was a routine two sessions
for most of the drivers but not
McLaren’s Lando Norris who
crashed on the way back to the
pits in the morning and Alfa
Romeo’s Antonio Giovinazzi
after lunch.
The Italian crashed at Turn
Nine, bringing out the red flag.
One man happy to be back on
the track despite only posting
the 12th fastest time in second
practice was Kimi Raikkonen
after the Alfa Romeo driver
missed the last two races following a positive Covid-19 test.
The sessions were blessed
with sunshine but heavy rain
is forecast for Saturday’s third
practice and qualifying.
With the washed-out Belgian Grand Prix still fresh in
the mind, organisers have taken steps to ensure lightning
doesn’t strike twice by arranging for qualifying to be staged
on Sunday morning should it
be impossible to go ahead in its
traditional slot.

iffa and Al Najma punched
their tickets to the quarter-finals last night in His Majesty the King’s Cup football
tournament.
Riffa battled back from a goal
down to defeat Al Hala 2-1 to
advance, while Najma were 3-0
winners over Busaiteen.
In Riffa’s win, Isra Amer
Hamouya opened the scoring
for Hala. But Sayed Hashem Issa
was later able to equalise, setting
the stage for the second-half
winner fired in by Hazza Ali.
For Najma, on target in their
match were Ali Munir, Ayman
Abdulamir and Angolan professional Aguinaldo Mendes.
Meanwhile, East Riffa and
Manama were also through to
the quarter-finals.
East Riffa defeated Bahrain
Club in a penalty shootout 4-2
after the match was tied at 1-1 at

Riffa’s Kumail Alaswad battles for possession of the ball with Al Hala’s
Ebrahim Alobaidli
the end of regular time.
Manama marched on after
beating Galali 2-0.
Tonight, three matches are
scheduled to take place. Muhar-

raq play Malkiya, Al Khaldiya
battle Budaiya and Al Ahli take
on Al Ettifaq. Tomorrow, the
Round of 16 wraps up with
Hidd playing Sitra.

PSG boss Pochettino hopes Messi fit for Man City clash
AFP | Paris

L

ionel Messi has been ruled
out of Paris St Germain’s
match against Montpellier as
he has not fully recovered from
a bone bruising injury, but manager Mauricio Pochettino hopes

he returns for their midweek
match against Manchester City.
Messi suffered a knock on
his left knee and an MRI scan
earlier this week confirmed
signs of a bone contusion. He
missed PSG’s 2-1 victory at Metz
on Wednesday.

The 34-year-old Argentine
forward, who joined the French
club from Barcelona on a twoyear contract in August, will
be assessed again on Sunday
-- ahead of the Champions
League home game against City
on Tuesday.
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